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FOREWORD

Many of the problems and islues we presently face reflect our increasing
demand for energy with very little or no concern for our natural surroundings.

) The sertousness-af-taday's energy situation can be viewed in terms of economic
and environmental. consequences as well as personal inconveniences. As a result,

state, national and, world attention is,increasingly being focused on our need
for, and wise use of,'energy resources and our concern for the environment.

To cope with the reality of this world-wide energy problem, energy education
# must\be provided for all citizens. The purpose of this kind of education is tett

devel\op an "energy literate" population that is informed about critical energy
and environmental issues, can cope with change and make effective decisions in
its futures-planning.

The issues related to energy use and the environment are becoming more
complex because they are multi-dimensional and frequently global in nature.
Adding to the complexity of these issues is the growth of technical knowledge
and rapidly changing political and social conditions.

0

If students are to dequately'undersjand and deal with these complex and

often controversial issu4s, they must learn to view thellissues from the perspec-
tives-of the citizen, consumer, worklk., and producer as well as from .theo, scientific,

economic, social, ecological, cultural, technological, legal, and political-
frames of reference. Students need to be encouraged to become personally inwhred
in issues and be provided with opportUnities to project energy demands and

-

environmental concerns into a futures perspective:

The Department of Education's energy educacian program focuses on providing
learning experiences Which will enable students to thoughtfullyk,consider various
alternatives, make decisions and take responsible actions in regard to energy

use and the environment. These experiences will help them to become better

decision makers and problem solvers in the future.

N

Charles G. Clark
Superintendent
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The growth of technology and the ever changing political and social

conditions make it necessary for students''to achieve energy titreracy., Students-

need to be able to cope with and understand energy-related issues and probleMs

as these relate to their own personal environment and theft. globaloenvironment.

"Since education is the principal agency charged with the
task of equipping the individual for a lifetime of effective

, living and learning, it must provide a program which will allow
him/her to deal effectively with the, world that is already upon -4

him/her, as well as a yet-unknown4brld which is certain to convere
on him/her with dramatic suddenness. Thus, planping for the filtutre

becomes urgent if we are to understand future requirements and cope
. with them in an orderly and efficient manner."1 )

The educational purposes as stated in the Master Plan for Public Education

in Hawaii indicate the ends to which our educational,system_should direct its

-efforts. The purposes of the Department of Education are to provide students

with equal opportunities for a basic education and to prepare them for the

\life-long process of self-education. ,

"The Foundation PrograMis a plan to fplfill the commitmen;

4
for equal opportunities in education as stated in the Master Plan

for Public Education in Hawaii. It offers students the school

programs through which they can acquire the fundamental skills ,of

computation, languages the arts, the physical and social sciences.

The Foundation Program also 'provides students with die opportunities

to use and practice these skills to communicateland acquire. knowledge;

to pursue knowledge independently and apply that knowledge in making

decisions; to grow in personal/social development; to develop and

maintain good'health; and to be able to choose from a variety of

career opportunities.

There are eight Foundation Program objectives. These statements

of objectives indicate the kinds of behavior we hope to see students

demqnstrate as they grow into adulthood. The list of objectives

coversm.those related behaviors that describe students as active,

contributing human beings in our society."2 4

1Mhster Plan for Public Education itt Hawaii, Department ofi.Education,

September, 1969.

?Foundation Program for the PubliAcittools in Hawaii, Department of

III. . I
Education, April, 1974.
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r The eight Foundation Program objectives are:3
411

1. Devekpp basic skills for'.14aTning and eectivecommunication
with others.

2. Develop positive self-cbnept.
3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving,skills at the

student's proficiency-level.
4. Develop independence in.learning.
5. .Develop physical,social,apd emotional,health.
6. Recognize and pursue,career development as an integral part of

growth and development.
7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.
I

A major aim of the Department of Education's Environmental Education Program
is tp,promote the dducational purposes as stated in the Master Plan for Public .

Education in Hawaii and the objectives of the/Foundation Program for the Public
Schools in Hawaii. To accomplish this intent, the design for the Environmental
Education K-12 Curriculum Guide uses statematts of performance expectations,
including essential competencies, program goal, and objectives as translations
of the educational purposes and objectives mentioned above.

Thegoal of the Environmental Education Pi-dgram in Hawakiikschools is to
develop an environmentally literate and enlightened society- which, through its
ethical commitment to wise use of its resources, Creates and maintains optimum
chlaldty in both human-made and natural environments. Achievement of this goal
till be indicAtedby attainment of the following objectives whereby students:4

1. Develop awareness of themselves in relation to their envirdkment
and the need 'for wise use of the environment.,

2. Develop knowledge of the various aspects of the environment-
land, water, sea, air, total dco=systems--and the inter-re4tedness
among human lives, environmental concerns and social, political,

cultural and economic structures.
3. Develop skills in coping with'enionmental problem's.
4. Develop attitudes and values which will help them to live in

harmony with the environment.

as

3The Foundation Piogram'sAuthorized Courses an4 Code Numbers 1980-81,

Department of Education.

4Environmental Education K-12 Curriculum Guide,. pepartment of Education,

December, 1978.

4
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The major instructional goals of the six areas in the Environmental

Education CurriculuM Guide are given in the following

1. Energy Use and Development: Students.will support and practice

wise utilization of traditional sources of energy, and also support

researapand development of alternate energy sources.

2. Use of Earth Resources: When faced with decisiolA concerning the

use of earth resources, students will Select practices developed

in 'recognition of presentand future environmental and human needs.

3. Resource Reclama?lion: Students will voluntarily participate'- in

programsodnvolving resource reclamation.

4. Population Processes and Dynamics: Students will demonstrate their

o
'awareness of population processes and dynamics.

5. Interdependence of Living Things: Students will demonstrate an

appreciation for the interdependence of ;lying things in the closed

earth system:

6. Improving the'Quality of Life: Students' will examine optional courses

of action and their consequences for improving the quality of life

and will support those that will provide optimum short- and long-term

benefits_jor society and the environment.

0 Energy is the focus of one area and is pervasive throughout. the other five

areas. It should also be/noted that all areas are interrelated. Therefore, ,

an energy education program hag been developed as an integral partjp,f*

environmental education and ii4orporates of'these areas.

In keeping with the environmental/education format, energy education

involves all instructional areas eith%r through an interdisciplinary and/or

multi-disciplinary approach. The relationship of classroom instruction in

Energy Education to theVaster Plan, Foundation Program, the Environmental

_atio Guide and the remaining instructional area guides and the essential
.--petencies is shown in the following diagram:*

5wel

*Tht preserk'instructional area guides consist ,of subject..area.guides

in 1) Agoiculture, 2) Art, 3) Asiin, European and Pacific, Languages, 4) Basic

Practical Arts, 5) Business Education, 6) Health, 7) Home Economics? 8) Indus-

trial Arts, 9) 'Industrial - Technical Education,
10)Aanguage,Arts, 1-<) Mathema-

tic's, 12) Music, 13) Physical Edusation, 14) Science, and 15) Social Studies

and thematic area guides in 1) Car'eer Education, 2) Environmental Education,

3) Guidance, 4) Library Skills, 5) Student Activities and 6) Values Educati n.

A

rj
3
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I MASTER PLAN

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Instructional Area Guides,

Thematic Area Guides

Environmental Education
Guide

Energy Use & the
Environment Project

'Goal add Objectives

Energy Education
Framework

Subject Area Guides '

s

Energy Education
Instructional Modules

Instructional Objectives

Classroom Instruction

.1

0

ESsential Competencies

ti.

. ,

RELATIONSHIP AMONG MASTER PLAN, FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION, SUBJECT OD THEMATIC AREAS, ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES, AND CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION IN ENERGY EDUCATION.

By viewing the energy education program Ifi thIt' manner and understanding

its rationalepd development, teachers will realize that energy education is

not a new subj4t. They can then review present'lessonsA deternine what is
already being done in terms of energy eglucation,and use the mpdules e§ inte-
grative tools in their day-to-day interactions,with students. In this context,

t43ie energy education modules will become meaningful, helpful and truly functional

toe:teachers and their students.

4
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OVERVIEW

Society has grown materially and technologic-glly, but has not controlled

41/many of the negative by-products of this giowth. The demand for higher

zo standards of living with little or no .concern for the resulting energy and .

environmental problems heightens the impor_temee of educating'our mung people
in this area of growing concern. Thus,f4nergy education must bedime part of
the broader effort needed to make citizens aware of the issues and problems
related to energy use and the environment.

.4

GOAL,

The goal of energy education is to dexlrlop an "energy literate" population,
with the necessary intellectual resources, values, attitudes, and decision-
making skills to cope with problems'and issues associated with energy use
and the environment. The following list of traits may be used to define an

energy literate person.

An energy, literate person: .'
1. Uses energy conservation and wise-use concepts, pratlees, and

values in making everyday decisions as he/she interacts with
other people and his/her environment.'

1

2. Understands that the generation of energy-related knowledge
depends upon the inquiry process and upon conceptual theories.

3. Distinguishes between scientific evidence and personal opinion
regarding energy-related matters.

4. Identifies the relationships amongenergy-related facts, concepts

1 and theories.'

5. Recognizes the.limitatioris as well as the usefulness of scientific as
and technological research in the development of energy for improvint

0 the quality of life.

6. Has sufficient knowledge and experience so that he/she can appreciate
energy-related work.being Frried out by others.

7. Understands the interrelatedness of science, technology and otbiVr

facets of society, including social, economic, political and
cultured systems, when considering issues and problems related to -

energy and the environment.

8. Recognizes the human origin pf energy-elated knowledge and under-
stands that this knowledge is tentative and subject to change as

evidence accumulates. 41,

9. Has adopted values based on principles underlying wise and judicious

use of energy and the environment.

10. Continues to inquire and increase his/her knowledge about energy, and

the environment throughout his/her life.

11. Uses problem-solving skills and takes appropriate actions in
contributing to the solutions of energy-related problems.

12. Recognizes that energy-related decisions made today will affect

his/her life and those of future generations.

13. Uses decision-making skills in assessing the outcomes of alternativ

actions and policies regarding preferred futures related to energy

use and the environment.

S



& OBJECTIVE AND CORE THEMES
.14

To achieve 'the goal of developing an "energy literate" population, a
general objective was formulated and articulated in the Energy Education Framework
for each of fifteen core themes. The objectives were selected to reflect
the scientific, technological, historical, social, political, economic, and
human perspectives of energy issues and problems. The core themes were devel-

oped by integrating the energy-related concepts and the views from as many
disciplines and interest areas within the community as possible. They are

tangible, definable-; relevant and "in toto" a reasonably complete representa-
tion of energy in Hawaii, yesterday, today and tomorrow.

The following is a list of core themes and general instructional
objectives. Each objective is attained when the student demonstrates the
general behavior defined for each theme.

1. Energy Fundamentals:
to the study of energ

2. Evolution of Energy:
and uses of energy.

Applies basic laws of science and mathematics

Y.

Understands the historical development of sources

3. Energy Today: Knows current sources and uses of energy.

4. Conservation Formulates and practices a conservation ethic in

regard to eirgy use and the environment. Y

5. Human Dimensions of Energy: Understands that personal values and

choices of energy use will affect the quality of life for all.

6. Energy Alternatives: Knows alternative energy sources and uses.

(----Th

7. Ehergy Stora* ge and Transmission Systems: Knows various energy AW

storage and transmission systems.

8. ..Transportation: Knows a wide range,of transportation modes and

their enetgy resource requirements.

9. Environmental/Ecological Considerations: Knows various energy options

and their environmental/ecological benefits and consequences.
mor

10. Energy Cost, Responsibility and Privilege: Understands various
energy cost/responsibility/privilege interrelationships.

11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food: Understands various energy/

population/ food interrelationships.

12. Energy Interdependence: Understands current energy exchange practices

which link nations in an economically, socially and politically
interdependent manner.

13. Energy Self- Sufficiency: Understands the movement towards'self-i

sufficiency as necessary and feasible.

14. Appropriate Energy Technology: Understands that energy technology has

to fit the use to which it is put with minimum negative effects upon

the quality of life. - r.

15. Future Perspective: Utilizes decision-making and problem-solving

skills in formulating plans and actions to achieve a preferred

future in energy use and the environment.

15
6
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KEY ELEMENTS OF THE ENERGY EDUCATION PROGRAM

To achieve the goal and objectives of ene*,education, this prdgram/
utilizes an Oterd:tscipAinarr approach, relates to the everyday life of
ptudents, considers personalAalUes and involvement, and focuses on the
decisions that will have to be- made for the future. It is designed to help
students understand and, appreciate Oeimpact -of energy use on their past,
present and future environments. in addition, energy education may provide
the stimulus for some students to discover untapped sources of energy, devise
new ways Op use "old" pources, and invent new machines which many contribute
to the solutions of our complex energy problems.

The following elements"are emphasized in this program:

P. An interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary approach to allergy
education is used,whenever possible. The approach emphasizes
the teaching of energy as necessarily involving many subject
areas to adequately educate young people about the complexity
and interrelatedness of the issues and problems associated with
energy use and the environment.

The use of information concepts from many disciplines such
as science, social studies, mathematics, and economics to explain
and understand energy7related problems'and issues refljects the
interrelatedness among sciente, society, and technology. For
example, the application of economic concepts enables students
to examine the supply and demand for various energy resources.
From a technological perspective, students are able to eamine
the costs and benefits bf new scientific prpcedures used to
produce, convert, stare, transport, and utilize these energy
resources. In additipn, political science concepts are useful
for assessing ways in which-the political processes within and
among nations determine the extent to which econopric efficiency
and technologica ssibilities influence the availability of
energy resources forworld consumption.

2. To make energy'education relevant, energy problemS and issues

74- Jere related to the everyday life of students. This enables
students to understand energy as an important component of their
daily, lives. ,Students are.encouraged to become personally
invo)ved in energyrelated issues by making decisions and
taking problemrsolving actions.

:est

)

c

'3. Another key element of, energy education is students' attitudes
and persona values in making decisions. When energyrelated
issues and roblems are integrated into the total curriculum,
students become aware of their personal values as they are
involved in the prtocess of choosing from alternatives after
thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each alternative.
They also realize that decipions are made in light of the values
and goals of a given society as.a whole and each'person as a
member of the society.



4
It is,important-fox ,students to understand that resources are
finite and to develop a "conservation ethic" and be positively
affected in thdtt attitudes toward appropriate. choice and wise

use of energy resources.

4. Energy education focuses the students' attention to the future.
Itia-klows them to examine the alternatives and possible outcomes

of many possible futures., This program also emphasizes that
*decisions andjactions for a preferred future should be based
on values of society, technolosy, and issues and'facts related

to energy use and the environment.

Students should realize that they must have' an active say in what

kind of future they want. They must also understand that decisions
made today 4.11 affect both their own livps and those of generations
to come. %

This orientation of energy education to the future will help
students realize the impoitanceof being flexible and adaptable.
It will also enable them to better cope with rapidly changing
technolosy and political, social and economic circumstances

4or
,affectipi energy use and the environment.

K-12 ENERGY EDUCATION, PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
4-

Energy education is not a new subject. A review of present curriculum.

guides can determine what is already being done in terms of energy education.
The task of implementing energy education is primarily one of refocusing whaTt.

is now being done, rather than trying to add another new subject.

The Major components of the plaRnedenergy education effort of the Department

of Education are.designed to assist teachers in implementing energyeducation 1

in the public schools of Hawaii. They include:

1. An'assessment of present curriculum guides. The following chart

indicates where core themes of the Energy Use and the Environment
Project are directly or. indirectly entioned in the various

instrucvional area guides.
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ASSESSMENT OF K -12 CURRICULUM GUIDES

CORRELATION OF CORE THEMES

WITH INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS

4
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14,

2. ,A resource handbook. This handbook is a tompilation of background
information, helpful hints about teaching strategies and content
organization, practical ideas for classroom activities and suggested
reference materials and resources available to teachers and students.
It incltdes lists of reference books, curriculum materials: films,

field.trips, speakers, etc. The handbook is intended to be a

practical reference guide.

3, :StPdent assessment/evaluation instruments for each grade level in

the, elementary school (K-6) and for various subject areas at the

secondary level. Ilitse instruments include pre .and post-tests to

assess and evaluate the progress of students in their att.ahment

of energy-related'-eoncepts.

4. Instructional modules for each grade level in the elementaty

school (K-6) and for various subject areas at the secondatY

level (Basic Practical Arts, Science, Social.Studkoe, etc.).

These_modvles are composed of suggested activities based on the

fifteen core themes that form the framework for the Energy Use

an& the Environment Project. They were designed to emphasize and

integrate energy-related concepts, issues, and problems within

the existing instructional areas.

a

ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES

The mbdul are intended to give the teacher an Orientation, background

;information and general suggestions for teaching activitCes related to energy

use and the environment. EaCh module is organized by core themes. The

foreword, introduction and overview sections are color coded in yellow.
The "Background Information" pages for,each theme are color coded in green
throughout the module while the "Things To Do" and 'Sample Activity" pages
are white. The components of these, pages are described on the format pages

that follp.

20
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A-

"BACKWUND INFORMATION" PAGE FORMAT

THEME (Number). TITLE
f

BACKGROUND

brief description of the theme andits significance<to energy

eddcation.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

A list of the Foundation Program Objectives (FPO's) appropriate

to the theme.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

A statement of the general instructional objective f the theme.

CONCEPTS

A list of important concepts of the theme. It represents some key

perspectives and interests about energy but is not exhaustive.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES- OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

Taken from various' subject area program guides, A'Ast of goals and/

or general objeptive statements related to the theme. (The page =number

lisped refers to that of the guide from which the goal or objective was

-taken.)

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THE "BACKGROUND INFORMATION" PAGE FOR EACH

CORE THEME. -7'

The "Background Information" pages for the fifteen core themes are included

in all of the modulesti.e., for all grade levels and subject areas. These pages

appear inNgreen throughout the modules.



"THINGS TO DO" PAGE FORMAT

THEME (Number). Title

THINGS TO DO

A list of suggested
the theme. An activity
detailed explanation is
follow the list.

iblect Area

Gradc.Level

classroom activities that are appropriate to
marked with an asterisk (*) indicates that a
given on the "Sample Activity" pages that

frg

VOCABULARY

,

A list of suggested key words for the theme. The teacher should
determine which words are appropriate for a particular class or group
of students.

vI

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THE "THINGS TO DO" PAGE FOR CORE THEMES
EMPHASIZED IN A GIVEN GRADE LEVEL OR SUBJECT AREA.

1.

Although only a few themes are emphasized in any given grade level or
subject area, all of the themes are covered in the combined set of modules
in the ,overall K-12 program. For each core theme that is emphasized, the
module includes a "Things To Do" page. Note that the blank space for subject
area in the-upper right hand corner of this page will be used to list areas ci

-' directly related to'one or more of the activities listed under "Things To Do."
These pages appear in white throughout the modules.



1

"SAMPLE ACTIVITY" PAGE FORMAT

THEME (Number). Title Subject Area

Thematic Area

Grade Level

SAMPLE ACTIVITY (Number). Title

OBJECTIVE

Statement of general objective of the core theme.

CONCEPTS

Ni*

A list of selected core theme ,concepts appropriate to the sample
activity.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

A list of essential competencies (EC's) appropriate to the
activity.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIpN INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

A list of instructional goals and/or objectives from the
Environmental Education K-12 Curriculum Guide which are

'appropriate to the activity.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

A list of-appropriate general and/or specific instructional
objectives or performance expectations (PE's) taken from subject
area curriculum guides.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

A list of suggested materials and/or resources appropriate to the
activity.

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: _)

. A detailed, expTanation of the activity which includes suggested
procedures and relationships to other appropriate core themes.

SUGGESTED FOLLAU-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

, A list of activities which may be helpful in assessing students
and/or Summarizing the sample classroom activity,

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS OF THE "SAMPLE ACTIVITY" PAGE FOR SAMPLE
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES,

. .

Some of the classroom activities listed on the "Thind To Do" page are
explained in detail on the "Sample Activity" page. Note that the blank space
for subject area f6 the upper right hand corner of the "Sample Activity" page
will be used to list areas directly related to the instructional objective
of the activity and, in the parenthesis following, a list of other areas which
involve skills and attitudes related to the activity. The thematic area blank
space will list those thematic instructional areas that involve skills and/or
attitudsrelevant to'the sample activity. The "Samptle Activity" pages appear
in white throughtout the modules.

13
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GUIDELINES FOR USING THE MODULES

C-

The following guidelines ate offered to assist teachers in using the
energy education modules. The modules are designed to provide students
with experiences which stimulate creative social and scientific' thinking,
exploration, decision-making and problem-solving of energy.related issues.

I. The teacher is free to use they modules in any manner. It is

the responsibility of each teacher to-select the themes,
objectives, concepts, and activities which reflect his/her
instructional objectives and the needs of a particular class
or group of students.

2.. The time needed to Complete a module varies from one to two
or more weeks depending upon the number of activities 9grated.
Whether the activities are used in total or in part will be
determined by the age, ability level and interest of the students.
Some activities lend themselves to periodic observations over a
few months while others can be done in a few days.

3. 'Core themes appropriate to the ability levels of students and/
or subject areas were selected for emphasis at-each grade level
in the elementary school and various subject areas at the second-
ary level. The following chart indicates the level of emphasis
of each Core theme in the various modules of the K -12 energy

education .program.{,

Worksheets and Exercises are written for the students; therefore
are printed on white for easy reproduction. For the secondary

level modules, the "Things To Do" pages are also written for the

students and are also on white sheets.
'Ns
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A 4*

4. The major instructional emphasis of the modules is concept attainment.
To achieve the goal of energy literacy, students must lei and'
understand basic natural and social science concepts along with
problem-solving and decision-making skills. TheSe concepts and
skills will enable students to accurately describe and explain
today's enefgy situation and to examine energy alternatives.

a. The first level of concept attainment being,sought is the
comprehension of a concept. The ability to cite new and/
or different examples demonstrates understanding or compre-
hegSion of a concept. Thus, learning, experiences should
include opportunities for students to manipulate newly
learned concepts. Students should be encouraged to discuss
main ideas of the concept, define a concept in their own words,
use vocabulary associated with the concept, and cite new
examples of the concept.

bi The second level of concept attainment being sought is the
application of concepts to energy-related 4ssues. In other
words, concepts become most useful when they are applied
to relevant or personal problem- solving situations.

66 :
5.- Most young children in the primary grades (K-3) are not able, to deal

with abstract concepts. Therefore, the'suggested activities reflect and
emphasize student awareness of energy use and the environment rather
than a formal study of energy. In the upper grade levels (gradeS 4-12),
however, students can be.Made aware of problems and issues of energy
through concepts an1usesof energy-related language.1

6.'"The skills and attitudes associated with the v rious thematic areas
of instruction should be incorporated intb app o riate energy education
activities whenever possible., This has been done for Environmental
Education.,..jor the other thematic areas, refer to the guides on
Career EduWtion, Guidance, Library Skills, Student Activities and
alues Education for suggestions. The major goals of these areas are:

a. Career Education: (Waehievement oaf self-realization; (2).develop-
ment'of capability to_maintain-,Nocial relationships; (3) develop-
ment of capability to fulfill civic responsibility; and (4) develop-.
me0, of capability to achieve economic efficiency through producer
and consumer roles.

b. Foundation Guidance Program: ) personal growth and development;
(2) social growth and.devefo,7-nt; (3) educational planning and

. development; and (4) eat-ger planning and development.
4

c. Library Skills: To help, students develop the skills needed to
become independent, resourceful users of information.

d..4 Student Activities:

to

provide experiences which will enable each
individual to learn to think and act intelligently in achieving
maximum self-fulfillment and in prese and contributing to
the strength of his/her school, communi , st , nation and world.

e. Values Education: T? help each individual become a self-fulfilling;
fully functioninppeison. -

'16
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7. Because the core themes are statements derived from many existing

community perspectives, their educational use is not necessarily

limited to specific subject areas. They can be applied to a number

of subject areas as individual unit themes or as combined study

cores while maintaining the integrity of each subject area. Where

appropriate, the activities suggested are Interdisciplinary and/or

multidisciplinary.

8. Since there are many interrelationships among the core themes, some

of the suggested classroom activities have bein listed in an empha-

sized area rather than within several themes. For example, the

modules for grades K-3, activities related to Theme 5, "Human Dimen-

sions of Energy," have been incorporated into Theme 4, "Conservation,"

to simplify the lessons for the primary school children. In the

description of the appropriate sample activities of Theme 4, this

relationship is noted as "(Related Core Themen 5)."

9. The background information for each theme has been written for all

teachers from kindergaken through the secondary school. The
via objectives and concepts are broad and general statements which are

common to all grade levels (K' -12). They d'tfer only in the degree

to which students in various grade levels attain'them.

10. The suggested activities listed as "Things To Do" become more and

more complex and sophisticated as students progress through the

grade levels.

11. The modules are intended to give the teacher an orientation, back-

ground information and general suggestions for teaching activities

. related to eneny use and the environment. It is hoped that teachers

will use these materials as a starting point and be encouraged to

adapt and create lessons in 5eeting the need f9r developing an

"energy literate" population. For example, ff teachers select core

themes which do not have "Things To Do" and/or-"Sample Activity" c

pages, they are encouraged to follow the format of sample activities

given in the modules. They should consider:

a. Foundation Program Objectives (FP0's) and Essential Competencies

(EC's);

b. Energy education cote theme objective And concepts;

c. Goals and/or general objectives of environmental education and

other subject and thematic areas of instruction; and

d. Inst uctionarobjectives of subject areas appropriate to the

I
les on being develope d4, t

/
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ESSENTtAL COMPETENCIES

Appropriate essential competencies (EC's) are listed for each sample
activity. These are taken from the fifteen competencies identified by 'public
validation to be the minimum required for ever& high school graduate to func-
tion in the adult world as productive and contributing members of society.
The essential competencies are: 6

1. Read and use printed erials froi daily life.

it a2. Complete commonly us forms
3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life. -

4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
6. Read and use scales on standard, measuring ,devices.
7. Interpret common visual symbols. .

8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts,

advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.
10. Use resources for independent learning.
11. Identify the harmful effects of smoking, inking, drug abuse,

overeating, insufficient sleep, poor per nal hygiene, and poor
nutrition.

12. Identify the training, skill and back round requirements of at
least one occupation in which the student is interested.

13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of
national, state and local governments. - di

14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunitig to participate
in political processes.

15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsibilities.

1.0

6Student Performance Expectations of the Foundat4on Program, DePartnient of

Education, August, 1978.

al 2
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SYMBOL KEY FOR SUBJECT AREAS, THEMATIC AREAS, AND CORE THEME/

The following abbreviations are used throughout the modules to indicate -

the subject arid/or'thematic areas related to the energy education activities.

Elementary/Secondary

SubjeceAreas

Art

H
LA
M
Mus
PE
Sc

SS

Art
Health
Language Arts
Mathematics
qiuSic (

Physical Education
Science
Socilal Studies

Thematic Areas

CE
EE

LS

SA

VE

Career. Education
Environmental Education
GUidance
Library Skills
Student Activities
Values Education

Additional Secondary Subject Areas

Ag
AEP

BPA
Bus

HEc,
IA
IT

Agriculture
Asian, European and
Pacific Languages
Basic Practical Arts/
Business Education
Home-Economics
Industrial Arts,

Industrial-Technical
Education

The following numbers 'are used throughout the module to indicate the core
themes related to a specific sample activity.

Core Themes

4 1. Energy Fundatentals
2. Evolution of Energy
3. Energy Today
4. Conservation
5. Human Dimensions of Energy
6. Energy Alternatives
7. Energy Storage and,Transmission Systems
8. Transportation
9. 'Environmental/Ecological Considerations

10. Energy Cost, Responsibility and Privilege
11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food
12. Energy Interd4endence,
13. Energy Serf-Sufficiency
14. 'Appropriate Energy -Technology .

15. Future Perspective

1930



THEME 1. ENERGY FUNDAMENTALS

BACKGROUND

4

Theme 1 deals with a definition of energy and the basic laws of science
and mathematics as they apply to the study of energy and its technological
implications. Understanding of these energy fundamentals will help students
appreciate the vital role that energy plays in their lives. This theme will

also enable them to understand options, mike decisions and/or take positive
problemsolving actions which are related to energy use and the environment.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. . Develop independence in learning.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To apply laws of science and mathematics to the study of energy.

CONCEPTS

1. Energy is the capaclty to do work and is subject to natural laws.

2.' All living things and natural processes require energy.

3. The'sun is the basic source of energy on earth.

4. ,Energy exists in many forms.

5. Energy can neither be created nor destroyed but can be converted

from one form to another.

C
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECTAREA GUIDES

,AGRICULTURE: (pg. 5a-56 - Units I & II) The application of scientific

principles aids people to cultivate economic plants. People's ability to bring

about optimal conditions for animal groWth and development is dependent upon

their scientific knowledge and technical skills.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective)- To effectively meet the.basic
necessities of life in order to sustain life to the optimum.

HEALTH: (pg. 1 (77.12)76a1) ,Through a developmental health education
program, students will acqu re accurate health information, and gain experience

contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students
will be able to make decisions relating to their health and understand holi

these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: - Objective) Purchase consumer goods and se;4ices

appropriate to an overall consumption plan and wise use of economic resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - ObActive) Develo,.an understanding

of the principles, concepts, and problems of industrial technology.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goals) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve problems: 41- ,-

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Move skillfully and know the

concepts relevant to all physical movement.

SttENCE: (pg. 13 - Objectives) 1. Nurture in our children a curiosity

and excitment about the biophysical environment. 2. reach students to value

science as one way of learning and communicating effectively about self, others

and the.environment. (Develop a longing to know and understand.)

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11- Objective) The student is able to interpret

and accurately use symbols, figUres, and models by which scientifically gathered

information is related and displayed (e.g., maps, tables, graphs, charts).
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411 THE 1. Energy F ndamentals

,THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)'

Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

1: Identify and describe the culture of ancient Hawaii. How was the knowledge
. of tnergy principles illustrated in the ancient culture? Describe some of

/their tools. Were they able to conver energy from one form to another? '

Could they transmit energy from one p ace to the next? How did their tools
make use of energy? Show or explain the basic laws of energy used in making
their tools. Construct a tool similar to one used by'the ancient Hawaiians
and demonstrate its use to the class.

2. . Research and report on ancient Hawaiians' feelings toward the sun, Did

they believe that the sun was a source of energy? Explain.-tWho were
Kane and Haleakala? In what way are they related to the sun?

-

3. Make a model of an ancient Hawaiian imu. /Explain how the imu uses princi-
ples of energy transfer and energy conservation. What other energy fun-
damentals are illustrated? What energy fundamentals does akukui nut
candle illustrate? Can you think of other ancient Hawaiian objects or
activities that illustrate energy principles?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8),"

*1:-. Go out into the environment and observe energy in action. Be sure to

use all five (5) senses. (See Sample Activity 1-1. '!-A Walk With

Energy.")

2. Calculate the amount of rlectricity you and your family use each day.
Express your answer in kilowatts. "Translate your answer int'o dollars.

3. .Make a collage showing how primary energy sources are converted to more
usable forms.' Share yok collage with students in the lower grades.

4. Make a bulletin board display called "Energy Fact of the Week." Each

week havefeliow classmates share an energy fact or principle. Each fact

or principle should be illustrated.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

List ways that show people's understanding that energy is the basis of
all life. Throughout history, how did people use the sun as a source of*
energy? When were humans fi5st aware of energy as a source of power?

2. Demonstrate tools and weapons usedJin different priMitive cultures. How

do these,tools and weapons show an understanding oT energy concepts?

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9) (Cont'd.)

Subject Area

Grade Level 7-12

3. Investigate the principles of energy use and conservation in early

4,Rterican architecture. For an international perspective, correlate
energy principles used in building houses and other structures in other

lands. Whit kinds of materials (natural resources) are needed to make'

different homes, e.g., paper type hOuses'in Japan; adobe in,Mexico; wood

in the U.S.; and stone in EurOpe?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

1. Show your understanding of energy by creating a short skit for use with

elementary students. Present your skit to a neighboring school.

2. Make a list of all activities throughout the day that involve the use of

energy.. Compare your list with your classmates'. Did you forget any

item? Would you be willing to give up some of the activities? How much

fossil fuel energy do you use fn a day?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10.

1. Make a map of the various Hawaiian Islands. Indicate on the map the

amount of sunshine received each year. (Data is available from the

Weather Station.) Record the number of sunny days in a year. Choose

one area in continent U.S.A., e.g., the Southwest, and do the same thing.

Compare the two areas. Are they alike? Why or why not? What makes Hawaii

42:r
unique? Why is Hawaii onsldered a good site to test alternate energy sources?

2. Choose one luxury item you take for gre4ed such as a transistororadio.

Explain the energy used to operate it. Explain'the energy used to produce

it. Do you know how it works? Do you think that if people knew more

about how or why things, work they could take better care of them? Explain

why understanding of energy principles may make you a better conservationist.

Note: Suggested activities could also be used by students taking related

electives in grades 11 and 12:

r
VOCABULARY

Conservation, culture, energy, fossil fuel, kilowatt, power, primary

energy, stored energy, transformation of energy, watt, work.
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THEME 1. Energy Fundamentals

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area SS (LA, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, VE

Grade Level 8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 1-1. "A Walk With Energy"

To apply laws of science and mathematics to the study of energy.

CONCEPTS

*3 Energy is the capacity to do work and is subject to natural laws.

All living things and natural processes require energy.
Energy exists in many forms.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

,EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life..

EC 7. Interpret common,visual symbols.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

at

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

-* Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of

living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify the major social and environmental problems confronting American

society today, describe and explain some probable causes and the effects

on the nation and its people. (Objective: pg. 28)

Identify the major economic and consumer problems confronting American

society today, describe and explain some probable causes and the effects

on the nation and itsopeople. (Objective: pg. 28)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 1.1.
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals Sample Activity 1-1

Grade Level . 8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 4 & 9)

In order to understand the 1.ssdes and problems related to energy use,
students need to have a better understanding of what energy is, what it does
and how we make it work for us. Life on earth as we know it, could not exist
without energy. 4

Although social studies classes may not be concerned with the mathematical
or scientific definition of energies,' they have a lot to contribute in promot-
ing a better txndA.standing of the nature of energy. A better understanding of

energy comes'about when students can use their communication skills to express
how they perceive energy. In order to communicate, the students need' to use al
of their senses and hopefully this will help the individual student learn,
question, understand and appreciate the nature and value of energy.

In this activity students will get a chance to share their own experiences
and insights about energy by using their senses in an energy walk.

1. Discuss with students that energy makes things go or move. After

a brief discussion of the kinds of energy, prepare them for an

energy walk.

' 2. Tell studentstwhile on the energy walk, that the first 20 minutes is a
silent walk, i.e., no talking is'allowed but f they wish to call
attent ,ion to something they are alloWed to point to it. (See

Exercise 1.1.)

3. Ask students to share their experiences frot their energy walk.

4. Ask them to write an essayAxplaini4 the title "A Walk-With Enelgy."
What does it mean? Is it talking about the environment or you or

both?

I

SUGGESTERIFOLLOW-UP/ASESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Bring back feelings about one form or type of energy from the environ-
ment. Explain through a skit, play,slide-tape show, poem,original
story, etc., the nature of the energy and what it does..

2. Tell how the form of energy you selected can be conserved.

k.

s'N
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Theme 1. Energy Fundamentals Sample Activity 1-1

4

Exercise 1.1 Grade Level 8

"As Walk With Energy"

Directions: Go out into the environment and observe energy.

PART.I: Silent Walk (10iminutes)

1. List five things touched by energy.

2. List five sources and/or kinds of energy.

f

PART II: Using our Senses

1. Give an example of energy that you can:

a. feel but not see

b. feel but not hold

c. see but not feel

d. heir but not see
e. see but not taste
f. smell but not see
g. other (make up your own)

2. Describe energy in exactly ten words; five words.

3. Write an original poem about your feelings about energy. If

you like, illustrate your written creatLon with drawings, collage,

pictures, etc.
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' BACKGROUND

THEME 2. EVOLUTION OF ENERGY ,

vileyor

In this theme, history is interpreted in terms of the level of energy
conversiontechnoldgy in relation to tht evolution of energy consumption.
The discovery, development and consumption of energy resources in different
cultures are traced over thousand of years. This theme also indicates that

energy consumption evolved from 'initially meeting basic needs' of humans to
later satisfying "wants" of industrialized societies as'well.

The historical perspective of this theme will enable students to appre
ciate the essence of energy in the lives of humans and the primary role ene_gy
has played in shaping the history of western civilization and the world. It

will also help them to recognize some of the societal problems and benefits
created by the growth of science and technology.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learni 'hg and effective communication

Iith others.
FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.

FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand the historical development of sources and uses of eperg.'

CONCEPTS

1. History can/beinterpreteein terms of the discovery, development,

and use of energy sources ranging from human power to fossil fuels.

2. Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cultures

to satisfying "wants" of higgly industiialized societies.

3. Energy conversion technolog evolved to make more.efficient use

of energy sources to perfor useful work.

4. The development of energy onversion technology affected and was

affectedthe growth o differing societal, governmental, poli-

tical, economic, and ultural systems.
.0

5. Hawaii's history ,of ergy use shows a movement from dependence

entirely on local sou of energy to dependence on' energy sources

outside Hawaii.
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THEME 2. Evolution of Energy

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES
1

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 57 - Unit V) Technipal advancement permits larger
volume production systems and requirements.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Acquire knowledge of and an appreciation for
people's cultural heritage by exposure to and discussion about works of art
from many cultures and times.

'ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC IXIMAGES: (pg. 5 - Goal) To develop an
understanding of the literary, historical and cultural heritage of the people
whose language is studied.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS:. (pg. 4 - Objective) To develop the ability to

cope with change.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in t day's
economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Develop mutual understanding and
appreciation for differing cultures and ways of life, and cooperate with people
of other cultures who are striving to raise levels of living.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: . (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an appreciation
of the hdman-made world and the products of a managed-production system which

satisfy the needs and wants of people.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To enrich and extend student experiences
,and understanding of literature.

MUSIC: (pg. 2 - Objeetive) Compare and analyze music of various historical

periods and styles.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objective) Foster the students' appreciation for the

firetical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of the quality
of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active part in that

contribution.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 & 12 - Objectives). 1. The student knows histori-

cally documented facts about people, places, events, inventions, institutions,
etc., of traditional or practical significance to communities of which he or she

is a member. 2. The students knows scientifically validated facts about the
social, political, and economic behavior of humans and human organizations in

a variety of times and environments. 3. The student values contributions of
history and the social sciences to his or her growing philosophy with regard to

self, 'others, and the environment.

r
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THEME 2. Evolution of Energy

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

- Subject Area SS

Grade.Level. 7-12

*1. Make a time -line mural or chart depicting the history .of energy use in

Hawaii. (See Sample Activity 2-1. "From Kapu....s.4 Car Pools.")

*2. Find out more about the kinds of 4 sources of energy u d during different

time periods in HaWaii's history. cSee Sample Activi 2-2. "Petrol-genesis.")

3. Compare the energy used by ancient Hawaiians in satisfying basic needs.

How does it compare with today's needs? What are some of the resultant changes

in lifestyle, clothing,.food, housing, etc.?

4. Trace ,the development of transportation during various time periods in Hawaii's

history. How were goods and services transported? What fuels were used?

Compare the energy use, Cost, efficiency and benefit of various modes of

transportation'.

5. Today's recreational ad,tivities consume tremendous amounts of energy.

Compare recreational activities of ancient Hawaiians to thoss of people

living today.' How are they different? How are they the same? He v do the use

of natural resources differ? Do the recreational. activities today have to be

* so energy intensive? Create a game or leisure time activity that uses little

or no fossil fuel energy. If you wish, pattern it after an ancient Hawaiian

game. Share it with the class.

6. Learn more about the Various immigrant groups that have come to'Hawaii.

What customs did they bring that influenced,energy'consumption? Did

any of their customs affect the environment? Are any of these customs

practiced today?

7. Compare the arts and crafts of ancient Hawaiians with those of today.

How are they alike? Diffe ent? Are any of the ancient crafts being ,,

practiced today? Have th waiian crafts become more energy intensive?

Explain.

THINGS TO DO (Gr.ade 8)

*1. Make a list of all the appliances in your home that use electricity..

Next, make a list of appliances used'in your mother's and grandmother'

time that is comparable to your list. Compare the amounts'of electric ty used.

(See Sample Activity 2-3. "The Work Shift.")

2. Trace the growth of the use of energy from th colonial period to the present.

(See Energy Transitions in U.S. History, Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher

Materials in Energye4the Environment, and the_Economy (EEE), Department

of Energy, June 1979.)

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy' Subject Area SS

THINGS TOTO (Grade 8) (Conti3)

9

Grade Level 7-12

/

3. Find out why coal replaced wood as the major. source of energy after 1885
and how it affected 'the nation. (See Energy Transitions in U.S. History,
Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment,
acid the Economy (EEE), Department of Energy, June 1979, pp. 81-91.)

4. Study the growth of agrivltural methods over the years starting with
the colonial farmers. HA has farming become more energy intensive over the
years? (See Agriculture, Energy and Society, Interdisciplinary Student/
Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment, and the Economy (EEE),
Department of Energy, September; 1978.)

ee
5. Watch the Waltonsor Little House on the Prairie on televison. Compare

the lifestyle of the time periods depicted with that of today. .What is v*118

the' relationship of energy consumption and lifestyles? While watching

the programs, list the energy sources'observed. How man of the activi-
,

ties are related to fosAil fuels?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)
P

*1. Trace the development of energy use over diff gnt time periods in
world history. What effects did technologic deve opments have on the
world? (See Sample Activity 2-4. "In Search of Power.")

NI%

2. What fuel crises occurred in the 13th'to17th centuries? What environ-
mental impacts and problems accompanied the shift from wood to coal as
an energy source?

3. Trace the development of energy use 'from the days of the cave person t o
the present. At what points in history were great technological advances

made that spurred use of energy sources?

4. Delineate the relationship bgtween energy consumption and various cultures

and countries. Do.mores and customs affect energy use? What other socio-

logical factdrs affect energy use?
.

5. .Internationa l wars often have been fo ht because one nation wanted
more resources. Review the wars fou t sin e 1900. Give examples
{if wars or conflicts motivated by the quest or resources. Make 44,

chart listing the various wars and conflicts the year it occurred, and
the resources sought.

6., Conductan in-depth study of people's usei of energy from pre-history
' to'the present and its influende upon cul ural migration, and the develop-
ment of different societies..

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

THieS TO DO N(Grade 10)

Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

*1. Study various news - 'headlines that concern energy and' determine the year-
each was written. Are there'headlines of the past that could be used today?
(See Sample Activity.2-5. "Play It Again, Sa%."),

41,

Q.

0"
2. Describe the effectsof the Industrial Revolution on the daily lives

of people, industry; the economy, energy use, and the environment.
(See Energy, Engines, and the Industrial Revolution, Interdisciplinary
4udent/Teacher Materialsin Energy, the Environment, and the Economy
(EEE),1Department of Energy, October, 1977).

3. The scarcity of resources is not new. In the past, problems of
scarcity were usually associated with wars. Find out more about the
energy and resource problems faced in the Revolutionary War, Civil
War, and World Wars I and II. How are the problems of scarcity of
resources during these time periods similar to our problem today? How
are they different? _How were these problems resolved or addressed?

4. Gather data and examine charts that show the consumption of minerals

and fuels from,1900 to present. What implications are shown by the
charts'and data regarding their future use? If we continue'to use our
resources at the present rate, when will we run, out of various minerals

and fuels? Which minerals can we do without? Which ones are necessary?

.5. Compare the farming methods of the American Revolution and Civil War

K periods. What revolutionary ideas spurred farmers to become energy

intensive? Compare those two periods to present day How have tools

(machinery) and methods changed? Does the use of modern tools and
equipment also mean that we are more cost/efficient today? Explain.

Are farming methods more energy efficient today? Explain.

6. Draw "energy`cartoons" with captions, illustrating how the Populist.
farmers reacted to industrialization after the Civil*War. Write,a-Short]

016graph to explain and support your interprftation.

41k

THINGS TO po (Grade 11)

1. Determine those ev
zation of great -r a

motional, state, or

s in the past 50 years which have led to_the utili-

ts of energy. Was the impact on an international,

cale? Forexample, building a national net-

k of freeways; advertising that bigger cars are safer; lighting streets
or safety; etc: Explore at least five (5) events and their Implications.

0

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11) (Cont'd)

2. Make a list of games, puzzles, anddiveriions that are, commercially
produced versions of activities that formerly were homemade usira
common household items (pencil and paper, a few marbles, toothpicks,
etc.). Why are the sales of these items so successful? Relate this
to generic principles that underline attitudes regarding the general
American lifestyle--affluence, status, materialism, prestige, etc.

3. Make a time-line chart showing how the underStandin and/or discovery
of various energy concepts affected our society.

4. Make a pictorial chart showing the discovery and/or development of
energy resources in Hawaii. Does Hawaii have any fossil fuel resources?
At what point did we have to look elsewhere for energy resources? What
factors in Hawaii's history accounted for growing dependence on foreign oil? -

5. Trace the development of the use of energy in the ligar industry. When
did the change from a labor intensive industry to one that is energy intensive

-Influenced
place? Was this change gradual or did it occur suddenly? What factors

-Influenced the change?

Note: Suggested activities could also be used by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

VOCABULARY

Change, convenience, cost/efficient, energy, energy intensive,
fossil°fuel, labor intensive, lifestyle, luxuries, needs,
scarcity, technology, wants.
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THEME 2. Evolution of Energy Subject Area SS

Thematic Area EE

Grade Level 7

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 2-1. "From Kapus to Car Pools"
411

OBJECTIVE

To undetistand the historical development of sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

Histo0 can be interpreted in terms of the discovery, development,
and use of energy sources ranging from human power to fossil fuels.
Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cul*ures
to,satisfying "wants" of highly industrialized societies.
Energy conversion technology evolved to make more efficient use of
energy.sources to perform useful work.
The development of :energY"conversion,technology affected and was
affected by the growth of differing societal, governmental, political,
economic, and cultural systerng
Hawaii's history. -of energy'use shows a movement from dependence
entirely on local'Sources o'energy to dependence on energy sources

outside

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES 4

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly'used in daily life.

EC .4. Communicate otafly in situations common to everyday life.
I,. l

EC 8. Reath reasoned t4utions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 10. Use resources tor independent learning. 1.,

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL 4QALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will su t and practice wise uti3hstion of traditional

sources of energ and also support research and development of.

alternate' energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2),

Wen faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

Will select practices developed in recognition, of present and future ,

environmental tnd human needs:, (aai: pg. D6)

Students will eixtuiline optional courses of action and their consequences

forimproving.the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimuin Short- and long-term benefits for society and the

enviiropment. (Goal: pg. D38)

4
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify, describe, and'explainthe mater periods and movements in
Hawaiian history:in the pre-modern era at influenced the growth and

development of Hawaii. (Objectivh: Grade 7, pg. 25)

Identify and define the distinctive features that characterize Hawaii
today (social, political,, economic, religious, etc.) as seen through

influence from the pas. (Objective: Grade 7, pg. 25)*

Sample Activity. '2-1 k.

Grade Level 7

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND /OR RESOURCES

Materials for mural and/or poster.

45
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Theme 2. -Evolution of Energy Sample Activity 2-1

Grade Level 7`

et

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 5_& 9)

History can be described in t rms of the, harnessing of energy sources

to do useful work. The developm t of energy) sources affecAed and was

affected by the growth of differ societal, governmental, political,
economic and cultural systems.

Here in Hawaii, the exposure to other people, technology, life styles,
etc., fosterea the movement from dependence on Local sources of energy to
energy sources outside Hawaii.

Today Hawaii imports all of its materials and energy sources from outside

the state. We have moved from one kind of restriction, Kapus, to a type

of constriction, car pools.

1. DTiCuss with students how they use energy today. Ask them to give

some examples of energysused at home, school and play. Did the

ancient Rawaiians use similar kinds of energy?

2. Have students make a time-line mural one chart depicting the.history

of energy use in Hawaii. Have them do a chart or mural without

doing research. Ask them to include energy use from pre-Cook days

to present day. (Included in this activity is a chart showing
the various "milestones" of energy use'in history. Students may

use this chart as a guide.)

3. Next, have the students read about?, Che various kinds of enerjy used

in Hawaii from pre-Cook days to present. Have them incorporate

their findings into their chart or mural. Were the predictions

accurate? Why,or why not? If there are major discrepancies, how

do you account for them?
*a .

4. Do another time-line-this time showing, if, any, the conservation
measures and/or extravagance practiced during the various time

periods. Were there certain time periods that conservation of 1

natural resources was more previlnnt than others? Why? What do

you think accounts for this? Were there periods of extreme

extrav ance? Why? ri

5. Have students investigate the energy used by ancient Hawaiians in

var ous activities such as recreation, agriculture, cooking, etc.

Ma .e a report to the class, demonstrating the energy used for that

activity whenever possible.

6. ave students prepare a meal using the methods used by ancient,

awaiians.

7. Have students participate in an old HawUTian game that uses objects

rom the natural environment. Compare the energy use of that,activity

th activities the students partioipate in today.

8. Have s s write a briV paragraph explaining the title of this

activity "From, Kapus to Car Pools."
e
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

4

Sample Activity 2-1

Grade Level ' 7

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Do a time-line showing the major events in environmental or

ecological movements. When were people first concerned as a group

about their environment?
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Theme 2. Evblution of Energy

Teacher's Sheet - "From Kapus to Car Pools"

Sample Activity 2-1

Grade Level 7

aSupplemen ry Instruction Sheet

02CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS IN THE
, ',"

HISTORY OF HUMANS AND ENERGY'

1,700,000 B.C. First Ice Age begins. Several varieties

of erect, human-like primates exist.

Before 500,000 Man begins to use fire.

Befol-e# 13,000 Domestication of the dog.

9,000 Beginnings of agriculture.

8,000 Last retreat of the continental ice s

7,000 First sickles, 'found in Palestine.
Domestication. of goats, pigs, sheep, cattle,6,000
oxen.

4,000 Domestication of the horse.

3,500 Wheel invented, probably in Mesopotamia.

3,000 Man learns to smelt metal and make bronze.

1,000 Beginning of iron technology. Domestication

of the camel.

300 Waterwheels in Greece.

200 Modern harness invented in China.

100 Horizontal shaft waterwheel produces 0.3
kilowatts power.

27 Book by Vitruvius describes watermills,
steam jets, and machines in general.

A.D. 300 Vertical shaft waterwheel produces 2

kilowatts power.

500 Waterwhee4 come to Europe.

650 First windmills. Modern horse harness

reinvented in Europe.

852 Coal burned in an English monastery.

900 Whale oil used for lighting.

1239 Coal used as fuel by smiths and brewers.

c1300 First coal used in home heating.

1404 First giant cannon, in Austfla.

L500 Tide mills in the Netherlands; windmills
used to drain submerged lands and maintain th9b.

1600 Versailles water works produces 56 kilowatts

power.

1606 First known experimental steam engine built'

by Della Porta.

1673 1Huygens builds internal combustion engine
run on gunpowder.

'Data taken from Consumer Use of Energy, Kansas Curriculum Materials

Dissemination.Center, Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg Kansas, 1978,

pg. Ir19 - I 21.
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Theme 2. Evatttion of Energy Sample Activity 2-1

Teacher's Sheet (Cont'd.), Grade Level 7

v 4

1690 Papin designs the first piston engine.

1693 Leibnitz states-the law of conservation of
potential and kinetic energy.

1712 Newcomen builds first stbam pumping engine.

1740 Improvements in iron technology'.

1765 Modern steam engine conceived by Watt.
.1789 Coulomb's work in electrostatics.

1820-1860 Work of Oersted,Ampere, Faraday, and
Maxwell in electricity. Principles of
thermodynamics worked out by Carnot44nd

Clausius.

1857 First oil well drilled in Pennsylvania.

1866, Transatlantic cable laid.

1876 Otto designs four-stroke internal, combustion

gine.

1882 First incandescent lighting, New York.

1895 Roentgen discovers X-rays.

1896 Becquerel discovers radioactivity.

1898 Tsiolkovski works out principles of

rocket flight.

1903 First flight of Wright brothers.

1920 First scheduled public radio broadcast,
Pittsburgh.

1926 Goddard fires first rockets with liquid
propellant.

1941 Fi.rst jet plane flight.

1942 Fermi starts first atomic reactor in
Chicago.

1945 First nuclear explosion, Alamogordo,

New Mexico.

1952 First hydfogen bomb explosion.

1954 Launching of,first atomic-powered submarine,

Nautilus. First nuclear power plant put
into service near Moscow, U.S.S.R.

1957 Sputnik I, first artificial satellite.,
First nuclear powerplant in U.S., Shipping-
port, Pennsylvania.

1969 Man lands on the moon.

ft -
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THEME 2. Evolution of Energy

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area SS (Bus, LA)

Thematic Area EE (CE, LS, VE)

Grade Level 7

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 2-2. "Petrolgenesis"

To understand the historical. development of sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

History can be interpreted in termsof the discovery, development,
' and use of energy sources ranging from human power to fossil fuels.
Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cultures
to satisfying "wants" of highly industrialized societies.
Energy conversion technology evolvet to make more'effieient use
of energyl sources to perform useful work.
The development of energy conversion technology affected and was
affected by the growth of differing;societal, governmental, political,
economic, and cultural systems.
Hawaii's history of energy use'shows a movement from dependence
entirely on local sources of energy to dependence on energy sources

outside Hawaii.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC .1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing Skills commonly'used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encOuntered problems.

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

EC 10. Use xesources for independent learning.

EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and funElions of
national, state and local governments.-

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the'citizen's opportunities to participate
in political processes.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will demonstrate,their awareness of population processes and

dynamics. (Goal:, pg. D23)
Students will demonstrate'an appreciation for the interdependenceof

living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will provide

optimum short and longterm benefits for society and the environment.

(Goal: pg. D38)

41
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy Sample Activity 2-2

Grade Level 7

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT S

Identify, describe, and e ain the major periods and movements in
Hawaiian hisliory in the pre-modern era that influenced the growth
and development ...9f HaWaii. (Objective: pg. 25)
Identify and define the distinctive features that characterize
Hawaii today (social, political, economic, religious, etc.) as seen
through influences from the past. (Objective: pg. 25)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS !)ND /OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 2.2J
2. Library books on history of Hawaii.

42
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

0

-Sample Activity 2-2

Grade Level 7

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1).

History can be described in terms of the level of energy conversion
technology in rel4tion to the evolution of energy consumption. The develop-
ment and use of energy in Hawaii from the period before Captain Cook's
arrival to the present reflects our economic growth, our changing life styles
as well as our movement away from complete self-sufficiency to almost complete
dependency.

.

In this activity, students will get an opportunity to see the gradual
chap in this dirpction. ."'"%a

Discuss and/or review with the class the various types of energy
they use everyday. Ask them what kinds of energy they think the
ancient Hawaiians used. Have them investigate to find out the
energy sources used during different time periods in Hawaii's
history. Have them do Exercise 2.2. (This Exercise could be
done as a class project with each group taking one time peribd.
ChartcOuld be made larger and the various Student' gro-ups could
draw, write, paste pictures, in the appropriate spaces.)

2. Discuss energy use in relation to a) economic growth; b) life
styles and c) energy self-sufficiency. (See Part II Questions
for Discussion in'Exercise 2.2.)

O

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Write A short story or a skit or a slide show showing what life
was like for a typical family one of the time periods shown on
the chart. Be sure to pay special attention on the kinds of energy
used.

43
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Theme 2 volution of Ener v

Exercise '.2

"Petrol-genesis"

Sample Activity 2-2

Grade Level 7

Directions 1. Find out more about the kinds of
information in the chart in Part

and sources of energy used during different time periods in Hawaii's history and fill in the

I.

2. After filling out the Time Chart, answer the questions in Part II.

PART I: lawaii's Energy Time Chart

TIME PERIODS IN HAWAII'S HISTORY

Lypcb 4[1U l,beb

of Energy Ancient Hawaii -
age of the ahupuaa

Hawaii in Transition
1 Agricultural Hawaii -

coming of Cap't.i.pok !age of sugar and pineapple

Hawaii's changing Economy -
military and tourism

Hawaii Today -
industrial state

Hawaii -
the Futi:re

(before 1778) (1778-1850)
i

(1850-041) (1941-1971) (1971-Present) (Present -4

What kind(s) of
energy was (is)

used and/or
produced?

,

N.

.

--

How was (is)

energy used
and/or produc-
ed: Was (it)

produced
locally?

----,

For whom was
(is) energy
produced?
How was (is)
energy use .

.

I

v

.

A

. .

.

How was ( )

energy allocated
or distributed?

-

_

t'

Who had (has)

the power to
make decisions

regarding the
production and
distribution of
energy? ,

.

..

r.
..

.

.
e

. ,
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TH volution of Energy.

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 2

Subject Area SS (Art, Bus, LA, "Sc)

Thematic Area EE (CE, G, LS, VE)

Grade Level 8 .

"The Work Shift

'OBJECTIVE

/-*

To understand the historical development of sources and uses, of energy.

CONCEPTS

History can be interpreted in terms of the discovery, development, and
use of energy sources ranging from human power fossil fuels.

Energy use eVolVed from meeting basiC needs of priiitivecultures
to satisfying,"wants" of highly industrialized societies.
Energy conversion technology evolved to make more efficient use of

0 energy sources to perform useful work.
-The development of energy convvsion'technology affected and was
affected-by the growth of differing societal, governmental, political,
economic, and cultural systems.

-re Haftiit.s history of energy use shows a movement from, dependence
_entirely on local sources ofpenergy to dependence on energy sources

outside Hawaii.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

-EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forffis.

EC 3. ,Demonstrate writing skills coMmonly used in daily life.

EC 4. -Communicateorally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 5. Use computatibnal skills in situations common to everyday life.

EC 6. Read 'and use scales on standard measuring deyices.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions-to commonly encountered problems.

EC 10. Use re(sources for independelt learning.

EC 13. Identify the training, skill and backgound requirements of at

- least one occupation in which the student is interested.

RELATWNVYRONMENTACEDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the us6 of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognitiOn of present and future

envionme 1 and huMan needs. (Goal: pg: D6)

Students will examine optional courses of action and thdfir consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
proyide optimum'short and longterm benefits for society,and the

environment. (Goal: "3g.g.38)

'1J110
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy Sample Activity 2-3

Grade Level 8

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify the major economic and consumer problems confronting American

society today, describe and explain some probable causes and the effects

on the nation and its people. (Objective: pg.,28) .

Identify significant personal problem6 confronting oneself today and

possiSly in the future, describe and explain some probqble causes and
effects on the individual presently and in th4 future. (Objective: pg. 28)

SUGGESTED-MATERIALS AND /OR RESOURCES

Exercise 2.3.

0
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Theme.2. Evolution of Energy Sample Activity .2 -3

Grade Level 8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 10)

- Increases or decreases in energy consumption usually reflect changes in
one's life style. The study of history shows that as the standard of living
increased, the consumption of energy followed suit. The "good life" was
accompanied by the satisfaction of not only basic needs but increasing wants.

We have nOw entered an era Where we have unlimited wants but limited resources.
How did all of this come about? When did the work being done shift from
human labor to machines? When did we switch from being labor intensive to
being energy intensive?

w ;-

In this activity- students are provided with an opportunity to inventory
the amount and variety of their families' energy use in the home. Through
the inventory they also gain some idea of how energy use and consumption
changed in the past 40 years. "Based on their findings students are'asked to
make predictions about future energy demands.

1. Discuss with the students their present use of electricity. Ask
them What they use .electricity for. Write their responses on the
board. Ask them if they think people had these same uses for
electricity 10 years ago, 30 years ago,'etc.

2. Discuss how the amount and variety af electrical use has changed
over the years. Then have them do Exercise 2.3.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Trace the development of pew jobs and careers and huw energy conversion
. technology developed.

4h *Make a picture mural using either magazine pictures, ographs or
your own drawings showing the growth of technology and Tis effects on
jobs and careers.

4
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

Exerciseo2.3

"The Work Shift"

D4ections: 1. Core Figure 1 by listing all the appliances inyour home

that,,require electricity (energy) to operate. (Ask your

parents to help you with the chart if you=are not sure what

you have around the house:)
2. Place a check (/) next to the ones you andlgur family.

currently use in the Now column underilkppl. Used:'
3. Next have your parents place a. check mark () in the 10

years ago and 20 yeafs ago columns for those appliances' which

they had available 10 and 20 years ago. (If there were other

eledtrical appliances available 10 and 20 years ago that do

not appear on your list, add them to your list and check the

appropriate columns.)

Sample Activity 2-3

Grade, Level 8

4. Ask your grandparents or elders ti yourcommunity to check

those items on the Now list that were used 30'and 40 years

ago. (If there were other electrical appliances available

30 or years ago that do not appear on the list, add them

to the list and check the appropriate columns.)

5. (For each time period, record the number of people who were

in the family at that time. ,

6. Using the Electrical Energy Use Chart, Figure 3, fill in the

' estimated total kilowatt hours per month used by each appliance

in Chart I and addtup the total for each time period.

7 Calculate the kilowatt hour usage. per month per person by
dividing the total kilowatt hours per month by the number in

the family at each. time interval. Graph your results in,

Figure 2.

J-Adapted,from Teachers Resource Guide for Environmental Education, Arizona

Department of EdUcation, Phoenix, Arizona, 1977, pp. 72-74.
t- III

t
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_of Energy

Exercise 2.3

FIGURE 1 - Individual Energy Use Chart

Sample Activity 2-3

Grade Level 8

APPLIANCE

NOW , 10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago 30 Years Ago
,..

40 Years Ago

Appl.

Used

Kwh/mo. Appl.

Used

Kwh/mo. Appl.

Used

Kwh/mo. Appl.

Used

Kvih/mo. Appl.

Used

Kwh/mo.

,

. /

/ ,,

1 i

TOTAL Kwh/mo.

No. in family
ti

Kwh/mo./person

5 (,)
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ThemeTheme 2. Evolution of Energy

Exercise 2.3 (Coned.)

Sample Activity 2-3

Grade Level .

FIGURE 2 - Graph of Kilowatt Hour Usage Per Month Per Person

8

200

7,180

160

140

120,

100

80

60

40

20

"---

40 30 20 10

(past) Years

Questions for discussion:

Now 10 20.

(future)

1. Does the completed chart accurately reflect the total energy used to

maintain the life style today? 10 years ago? 20 years ago? 30 years

ago? 40 years ago? What information is missing? How can you represent

the energy used more accurately?

2. Using your graph, predict the use of electricity per person"10 years
'from now; 20 years from now. What might affect the accuracy of.your
predictions?

3. Were there any_wlorevents_and/or movements that influenced energy
use and production in any of the time periods? If so, describe the

event or movement and the effect.

4. Trace the development, of changing roles (rights and responsibilities)
of citizens residing in the United States over the past yeais, starting
with the Colonial period.

5. If you had the authority to decide how our resources should be used
and/or developed, what are some of the decisions you would make? Why?

50



Theme 2. Evolution of Energy Sample Activity 2-3

Exercise 2.3 (Cont'd,)' Grade Level 8

FIGURE 3 Electrical Energy. Use Chart

Estimated Energy Consumed-by-Home Appllances in-a Month

f

Food Preparation

Estimated
kilowatt

Average hours

wattage monthly

Blender 390 1

Broiler 1,440 8

Carving knife 92 1

Coffee maker 890 9

Deep FryL. - 1,450 7

Dishwasher 1,200 30

Egg cooker 520 1

Frying Pan 1,200 15

Hot plate 1,260 8

Mixer 130 1

Oven, microwave 1,500 25

Oven, self-cleaning 4,800 95

Range 8,2019 97

Roaster 1,34 17

Sandwich grill 1,160 3

Toaster 1,150 3

Trash cbmpactor
...

400 4

Waffle iron 1,120 2

Waste disposer 450 3

Food Preservation

Freezer (15 cu. ft.) '340 99

Freezer (frostless, 15 cu. ft.) 440 147

Refrigerator (10 cu. ft.) . 240 60

Refrigerator (frostless, 12 cu. ft.) 320 110

Refrigerator/Freezer (14 cu. ft.) 330 94

(frostless, 14. cu. ft.) . 620 152

Laundry

Clothes dryer 4,860 83

Iron (hand) , 1,010 12

Washing Machine automatic) 510 9

Washing machin (nonautomatic) 290 6

Water heater (standard) 2,480 352

Water heater (quick recovery) 4,470 401

51
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Theme 2. ,Evolution of Energy Sample Activity 2-3

Electrical Energy Use Chart (coned.) Grade Level 8

Comfort Conditioning

Average
wattageN.N rj

Estimated
kilowatt

hours
monthly

Air cleaner
Air conditioner (room)

Bed covering .

Dehumidifier

50

1,570

180

260

18

114-

Fan (attic)
370 24

Fan (circulating)
88 4

Fan (rollaway)
170 12

Fan (window)
200 15

Heatef (portable),
1,320 15

Heating pad
65 10

Humidifier
180 14

Health & Beauty

Gi.rmicidal lamp
20 12

.Hair dryer
380 1

Heat lamp (infrared)
250 1

Sun lamp
280 1

Home Entertainment

Radio
7i 7

Radio/Record player
110 9

Television (b & w) 240 30

Television (color)
330 40

Housewares

Light bulb
100 15

Clock
2 1

Floor polisher
' 310 1

Sewing machine
75 1

Vacuum cleaner
630 4

To calculate the number of Kilowatt Hours (kwh) used per month multiply

the wattage by the number ofhours'you expect the appliance to use in 1 month.

This, will be the number of watt hours. Divide by 1000 to get Kwh.

Electric Coffee Pot used 1/2 hour per day:

15 hrs/mo X 890 watts

52

1000
13.4 kwh/mo

63
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411 THEME 2. Evolution of. Energy Subject Area SS (LA, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VT

Grade Level 9

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 2-4.A "In Search of Power"

OBJECTIVE

To understand the historical development of sources and uses of energy.

%A./Mora 10

History can be interpreted in terms of the discovery, development,
and useof energy sources ranging from human power to fossil fuels.
Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cultures
to satisfying "wants" of highly industrialized societies.
Energy conversion technology evolved to make more efficient use of
energy sources to perform useful work.
The development of energy conversion technology affected and was
affected by the growth of diffe ing societal, governmental, politicalo
economic, and cultural systems

gli .ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

'Tr EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.,
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.
EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of
.living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify major civilizations and cultures of the western world. (Objective:

pg. 31)
Identify and define the key contributions of the various era, of human

progress. (Objective: pg. 31)
Identify and explain the characteristics of today's world as seen through

influences from the past. (Objective: pg. 31)

Identify4he common bonds. that unify people, despite unique traditions

and beliefs that distinguish different cultures from others. (Objective:

pg. 31)

64
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

4

Sample Activity 2f4

Grade Level 9

ACTIVITY -(Related Core Themes 1, 3 & 5)

Century- after -century; people have --used - their -ingenuit_y_and_skiils_

conquer and harness nature's resources to make their work easier. Since the

first use of fire to the launchings to the moon, people have used natural

resources together with their skills to tap more of nature's secrets.

In this activity, students will trace not only the development of energy

use but show where (in what region or country) it originated, the underlying

stimulus or cause for thetdevelopment and the effect the development had on

the world.

V

1. Discuss with students how the luxuries they take for granted

came to be. When and where did television have its beginnings?

What about the telephone? TheThe -a tomobile?

2. Have them do a time line chart pf how people over the ages harnessed

eOrky to do their work. An alternative approach might be to divide

the class into groups (by countries or regions) and have them trace

the development of energy use for that country or region. Tell them'

to include, whenever possible, the effects of the new development

and/or invention on technological advancements.

3. Have students look at the chart and ask them the following questions:

a. In what way, is the domestication of animals, such as the

.horse,''similar to the creation of a machine?

b. Why is the shift from mud to stone houses considered a technol-

ogical advancement?

c. During Hitler's time synthetic fuel was being developed. Why?

What happened to suppress the development of synthetic fuels?

d. What inventions or development do you see are on the time-line

chart that is now being looked at or re-examined again? Answers

may include wind, water, sun, and synthetic fuels.

e. What inventions and/or developments do you think contributed

significantly to our energy dilemma of today?

4. Discuss with students the following questions:

_a. After studying the harnessing of energy resources by the various

countries, what makes the highly industrialized countries like the

USA unique? Could the other countries become as highly industri-

alized as the USA? Why haven't they? Would they want to? Has

culture and tradition been a factor?

It is now said that many of the so called "have-not" countries

are really the "have" countries. .Why? It was often said in

the past that "necessity is the mother of invention." However,

today many feel that "invention is becoming a necessity." Write

a paper explaining what you think it means.

54
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Theme 2. Evolution of Enera Sample Activity 2-4

Grade Level 9

-,,
SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Jericho, a 'settlement centered arbund wheat and water, gave rise to
a prosperous civilization envied by other people. Therefore, 1,1E6-City

of Jericho built a wall and tower .o protect their resources from in-
vading tribes.

F
Through in-depthsTesearch, prove or disprove the following: "tasic-

ally, all wars ntally are fights over the acquisition, use and
couLLoi (!i7 resources

'6 6
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THEME 2. Evolution of Energy Subject Area SS (Art,' Bus, LA, Sc) 41,

ThematiArea EE (CE, G, LS, VE)

Grade Level 10

0
SAMPLE ACTIVITY 2-5. "Play It Again, Sam"

ti

OBJECTIVE

To understand the historical development of sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

History can be interpreted in terms of the discovery, development, and
use of energy sources ranging from human power to fosSil fuels.

Energy use evolved from meeting basic needs of primitive cultures
to satisfying "wants" of highly industrialized societies.
Energy conversion technology evolved to make more efficient use of

.energy sources to perform useful work.
The development of energy conversion technology affected and was
affected by the growth of differing societal, governmental, political,

economic, and eatural systems.
Hawaii's history of energy use shows a movement from dependence
entirely on local sources of energy to dependence on energy sources

outside Hawaii.

ESSENTIAI:COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly.used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and .v

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of

living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: -pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of ,life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and thg

environment. 4Goal: pg. D38)
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Theme 2.--Evolutiqn of Energy Sample Activir's.

0.

Grade Level 10

SOCIAL STUDIES IN§TRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES <1

"o ,Identify and deffhe the historical and cultural backgrounds of the ....7"1
American people. (Objective: pg, 38)
Identify and explain the distinctive features that characterize the
American nation today as seen through influences from the past. (ObjectivA
pg. 38)
Identify and explain altlativ4 viewpoi*s, interests, and values of
a legal and political issue. (Objective:. pg. 44)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 2.5.

1
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Theme 2.. Evolution of Energy

t.

It

Sample ActiVity

Grade Level

2-S

10

ACTIVITY (Related Core' Themes: 3)

People have survived by harnessing and wising more and more energy through-

out, the eges. Throughout history, shortages. of resouncesoccuted, especially

during imes of wars. Newspaper headlines of various time periods show that

hiat tends to 'repeat iteself. Similar problem situations occur timeafter

Ople probably under different situations. What causes these problem situations?

How is the citizenry mobilized to meet the problem situation?

In this activity students will study various he ines to see if they can

determine whpn the situation existed. They then wi 1 take a look at the

situations to see if there are any similarities.

1. Read the following' headline to the class and see if they can Cell

you when it appeased in the newskApers. "Nationwide ration faces

drivers." After initial discussion tell them it wasa he.adline found

on page lof the Honolulu Adveitiser on September 26, 1942. Discuss

what they think this headlinewaS all aboit. Some students may A

Mention that it was the war years when evetything was scarce. 'Further

'discuss if it could be a headline ortoday or during the oil embargo'

of 1973 -74., Tell students that shortages were facedduring various,

time periods in America's history.

2. Have them do Exercise 2.5.

3. 'Discuss the questions from Exercise 2.5.

4. Have each student choose one headline and read and summarize the

article. When summarizing the article be _pure to include the

situation of that time period,th6-causes and effects and possible

solutions.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Do a time line chart,of various energy/resource shortage situations

throughout America's.history starting with the year 1776.

2F

or .
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41/ Theme 2. Evolution-of Ehergy Sample Activity 2-5
4

Exercise 2.5 (Cont'd.) Grade Level 10

PART II: Questns for discussion

1. What conclusions can you draw about the headlines you were asked to
chart?, Were they very similar or dissimilar?

2. Which headlines were easy to chart into the proper time period? Why?

Which ones were-difficult to do? Why?

3, Were the solutions to the shortage or sca city situation for eadh
period the same? Explain.

4. Inkhat ways are the problem 'situations for each time periqd alike?
Different?

5.1. What does the tide of this activity imply?

6. Write one ntence'which'would best describe the energy situation for

each time iod?

A
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Theme 2. Evolutionof Energy

Exercise 2.5

"Play It Again, Sam"

,

PART Ordering and Sequencing

Directions: J. P ace the following headlines into the following three groups:

A ;par Years (193971943)
B) ,OiL,Embargo (1973-74)
C) 1976-Present

should3e 5 headlines per group)
2. If possible, list the 5 headlines in each group in their

proper sequence from least, to most current:

"Limited sal* hours sought for gasoline"
"Mideast crisis auses shortage"
"Washington to cut Hawfii'feod supply"
"14% of Hawaii's energycould be homegrown organic materials,
biomass"
"Ilikai to use kukui oil lights, candles lor outdoor 'Christmas

display"
"Isles eyed for test of futUre fuel, hydrogen extracted

from water"
"Farmers save gas, pool trucks"
"Mandatory Gas plan ends"
"Ration starts Monday for all care
"Hotiseholders' aid asked in ,scrap drive" e

,...z.-A'Sbortage a thing of the past"
"Basic ration to be 10 gallons"
"Use of garbage as fuel urged"'
"GASPLXN helps-out lines"
"City Council briefed on use of trash in energy conversion

plant: possibilities and alternatives"

Sample Activity 2-5

Grade Level 10. ,

News
Item

.
.

-War Years

(1939-1943)

Oil Embargo
(1973-74)el

Post Oil Embargo of '73
(1976-Present)

1

--../--\,

2
e

.

.

.

3

4
_

_ /

.

5
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Theme 2. Evolution of Energy

Exercise 2,5 Teacher's Answer Sheet

Answers to Exercise 2.5 PART I

A. World War II Years (1939-1943)

"Ration starts Monday for all cars"
"Farmers save gas, pool trucks"
"Basic ration to be 10 gallons"
"Householders' aid asked in scrap dri4e"
"Washington to cut Hawaii food supply"

B. Oil Embar,go of 1973-'74

"Mideast crisis causes shortage"
"Ilikai to use kukui oil lights,
candles for outdoor Christmas display"
"GASPLAN helps out lines"
"Mandatory Gas plan ends"

"Shortage a thing of the past"

C. 1976-Present

"14% of Hawaii's energy could be homegrown
organic materials, biomass"
"Use of garbage as -fuel urged"
"Limited sale hours sought for gasoline"

"City Council briefed on use of trash
in energy conversion plant:
possibilities and alternatives"
"Isles eyed for tegt of future fuel,

hydrogen extracted from water"

It\

r.
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Sample Activity 2-5

Grade Level 10

Advertiser 12/13/41 pg. 1

Advertiser 3/10/42 pg. 2

Star Bulletin 6/08/42 pg. 1

Advertiser 9/25/42 pg: r t

Advertiser 10/17/45 pg.°1

Advertiser 11/01/73 pg. Al:k

Advertiser 11/21/73 pg. A5:4

Star Bulletin 2L23/74 pg. A8:1

Advertiser 05/01/74 pg. A1:1

Star Bulletin 05/01/74 pg. A3:2

Star Bulletin 8/03/74 , pg. A2:1-

Advertiser 03/14/77 pg. A-6

Star Bulletin 5/05/77 pg. A6

SlAdvertiser 7/03/77 pg. Al

ar Bulletin 7/03/77 pg. Al

Star Bulletin 7/09/77 pg. A7

Star Bulletin 9/28/77 pg. D-6



THEME 3. ENERGY TODAY

BACKGROUND

In theme 3, students examine and evaluate the current sources -aQ uses

of energy for the purpose of understanding how deeply the use of energy
permeates their dailives. They also investigate the ways in which modern
technological society uses energy to support the conveniences of home, tigns-
portation, industry and commerce. The energy used by modern societies amounts

to more than 100 times as much as primitive cultures used in the past.

While beeping the increasing demand for energy in mind, students beCome
aware that Energy resources are becoming scarce and costly. They also become

aware of the need for wise and efficient use of energy sources.

s-.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication

with others.
FPO 2, Develop self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 6. .Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part

of growth and development.

Mb.

tOREIHEME OBJECTIVE

To know current sources and uses Of energy.

1. The available energy sources fall into two basic' categories:

renewable and non-renewable.

2. The major energy sources we use today are fossil fuels which are

limited nd non-renewable.*.

3. The maj r uses of energy are industrial, transportational, residential,

and c ercial.

4. The av ilabillty of energy sources affects and is affected by

technology and by political; social, economic and cultural systems.

5. Hawaii imports almost all of its materials and energy sources from

outside the state.

73
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THEME 3. Energy Today

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 58 - Unit VI) Efficient processing, marketing, and

distribution are essential in making-agricultural products economically available

to people.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Make and justify judgments about works of art

and the selection of art products used in daily living.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) An understanding

of the geographic influences upon the economic and social development of the

country. \,

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of

conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. 1 - Goal) Through a developmental health education program,

students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experience contributing

to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students will be able to

make decisions relating to their health and understand how these decisions
affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objetliv4 Make and carry out intelligent

decisions-regarding- the-use-of per soral,--family,- and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL. ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop In understanding

of the nature and significance.of materials, tools, processes, products and

occupations of our technological world, and their impact upon o6r society.

LANGUAGE ARTS: ('pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop
use

highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop mathematical competencies to function

effectively in today's society.

MUSIC: (pg. 2 - Objective) Use musical skills in communicating ideas,

thought9end feelings.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Acquire the habit of participating

in wholesome recreational activities.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1. ,Facilitate the students' ability to

use scientific knowledge, prirtgpses, instruments and scientific language.to clarify

values, examine issues, solye problems in fulfilling personal, social nd career

life roles. 2. Foster the intellectual virtues that are charaqeristIcs of science

inventiveness, self-direction, and rationality. 3. Help students to analyze and

synthesize holistically (using knowledge from various disciplines) in solving a

problem.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objectives) 1. The dtudent is able to select and

use appropriate criteria, procedures, and information sources to assess the valid-

ity or significance of fin gs about past, present, or future human life or affairs.

2. The student is able identify and analyze problems and issues by which'he or

she is affected as a er of a changini'multicultural society.

64
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THEME 3. Energy Today Subject Area. SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

1. 'Make a list of ancient customs that exist. today. Are any of the customs
energy intensive? Should these customs be preserved even if they are
energy intensive? What are the present costs/benefits of some of our
ancient customs (e.g. burning of firecrackers, leaving food at the grave-

site, etc.)

2. Investigate Hawaii's energy consumption and production rates for this past

year. Make a pie chart showing energy use by various sectors. Why

must Hawaii import so much foreign oil? List some geological and
geographical factors that account for our need to import. Are there

piker factors? 1f so, what are they? Why can't we import all of our

oil from continental U.S.A.?

3. Compare Hawaii's energy consumption. patterns to continental U.S.A. Are

they similar? Why or why not? What major local factors affect our energy

consumption patterns?

4. Conduct a survey and find out how energy costshave affected our pine-
' apple and sugar industries. Has it affected tourism? Explain. Support

your antwers with data from the State Energy Office.

THINGS TO DO "kGrade 8)

*1. Find out where fossil fuels are located in our world. What products

are made from fossil fuels? (See Sample Aativity 3-1. "Fueling Around")

2. Collect newspaper clippings about the energy dilemma. Write your

opinions about the articles and pdst them on the bulletin board.
Do you agree with, the writers? Why or why not? Discuss your feelings

with your teachers and fellow classmates.

3. Stage a debate or a panel discussion on whether the energy crisis is

Kea? or fabricated. Flave charts and statistical information to support

your stance.

4. Make a collage showing how energy is very basic to life; i.e., all

living things and natural processes require energy.

5. As our fossil fuel sources become scarce, jobs may be created and/or

eliminated. What industries might be adversely affected?
Positively affected?

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 3. Energy Today Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

. THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

*1. What does OPEC stand for? Who is OPEC,? How does OPEC affect oil prices?
(See Sample Activity 3-2. "OPEC: Our Present Energy Condition")

2. Bring in at least 2 articles framcurrent newspapers or magazines which
show the relationships between energy, ecology, and economics. Are
these relationships international, national, or local, in scope?
Topics might include environmental and cost factors in mining of coal
or offshore oil drilling; protection standards for energy. producing
industries, etc. For each article explain the relationships and the
scope of international, national or local involvement.

3. Identify through reading and map conruction where various types of
fossil fuels are located throughout the world. Use this information to
study world trade, alliances, and conflicts among nations. Design and
construct a simulation game showing the relationships that may develop
among nations.

4. Find out where the world's known oil reserves are located. What are the
similarities and differences of these regions? How much oil is left in
these regions? At current estimates, how long will they last? (See

Two Energy Gulfs, Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy,
the Environment, andthe Economy (EEE), Department of Energy, March 1979.)

5. Compare the energy production and. consumption patterns of two regiAis
such as Ghana and the Washington, D.C. area of United States. What
are he solaces of energy usedin Ghana? Washington, D.C.? Does
lifes yle and/or culture determine the amount of energy produced and/or
consu d? (See Bringing Energy to the People: Washington, D.C. and
Ghana Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the
Envir ent, and the Economy (EEE), February, 1978.)

THINGS T0 DO (Grade 10)

1. Research and find out the locations of coal deposits in the United
States. What are the advantages of Western coal over coal in the East?
Locate coal deposits that are currently unexploited. ]hat is the
future for such coal? Is coal an energy alternative? ?See Western
Coal: Boom or Bust? Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials
in Energy, the Environment, and the Economy (EEE), June 1979.)

*For detailed description, see noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 3. Energy Today

THINGS TO-DO (Grade '10) (Cont'd.)

Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

2. Make a booklet of newspaper clippings_that concerns the energy crisis.
Write a short paragraph discussing the implications and/or ramifi-
cations of each article. Share your booklet with other members of
your class.

3. Clip out controversial cartoons from the newspaper. (Controversial cartoons can
usually be found on the editorial pages.) Remove the captions if there
are any, and write one of our own. Does the message of the cartoon
affect you personally? Explain.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

*1. Study the relationship between news coverage and energy consumption.
When energy permeates our news media, do people ,cut down their rate of energy

consumption?-0See Sample Activity 3-3. "A Matter of Concern")

2. Collect articiL from your local newspaper and paste them in a booklet
in chronolgical order. Assess the series of articles for discrepancies
and trends. Make a graph(s) to show trends.

3. Bring in at least 3 articles from the local newspaper, covering some
aspect of the relationship between energy, ecology and economics. Topics
may incude alternate'energy source; use af coal by Kaiser Cement, measures
designed for energy conservation with little or no interruption of businesses,

etc. For each article, explain the relationships.

Note: Suggested, activities could also be used by students takirig related
electiv0 in grades 11 and 12.

1.

VOCABULARY
I.

Alternatives; cartel, consumption, customs, ecology, economy,
fossil fuel, lifestyles, non-renewable, nuclear, OPEC, pollution,
price de-control, reserves, scarcity, standard of living,"wind-
fall profit tai

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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THEME 3. Energy Today - Subject Area SS (LA,' M, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 3-1. "Fueling Around"

OBJECTIVE

To know current sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories:

renewable and non- renewable.
The major energy sources we use today are fossil fuels which are
limited and non-renewable.
The major uses of energy are industrial, transportational, residential,
and commercial. '

H

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use prated materials from daily life.

I EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

/EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

1EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measu 'ring devices,
. EC 7. Interpret common visual symbols.

EC 10. Use resources for independent ldarning.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES t

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

iaill select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify the major economic and consumer problems confronting American

society today, describe and explain some probable causes and the effects

on the nation and its people. (Objective: pg. 28)

Identify significant personal problems confronting oneself today and

possibly in the future, describe and explain some probable causes and

effects on the individual presently and in the future. (Objective: pg. 28)

O
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Theme'3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-1

Grade Level 8

,SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Old magazines. ,1,4

2. Two Energy Guifs,,EEE Materials, pr,41epared for-U. S. Depar. ent of

Energy by NSTA, 1979.

4

t
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity. 3-1

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 2, 4 & 5)

Grade Level 8

Most of the energy we use comes from fossil fuel stored in the earth.
Fossil fuels are really plants that grew millions of Years ago. The plants

grew because of the sun's, energy. We could say that fossil fuel is really

another form of solar energy.

Where are all of these fossil fuels located? Here in Hawaii there are

no fossil fuels because itptakes millions of years before they are formed.

Many fossil fuel deposit's are located in the United States as well as other
countries of the world.

Today fossil fuels are used everyday in our lives. Many of the products

we take for granted are derivative products of fossil fuels. Some of these

products are plexiglas, wax, plastic wraps, cellophane, synthetic rubber,

vinyl, teflon, etc. Is it possible to go through*one day without coming in

contact with any fossil fuel derivative product?

In this activity,'4tudents will familiarize themselves with where fossil

fuel deposits are located and from4mmwe import our fuels., Students will

also become more aware of the derivative products from fossil fuels and be

able to understand and describe the impact of diminishing energy supplies on

these products.

1. Have students draw an outline map of the world. Using their own

legends or symbols have them show the location and relative amounts

of fossil fuel deposits in the United States. Ask them to differen-

tiate with their legends, the various types of fossil fuel such as

coal and oil. If they wish, they may illustrate their findings

graphically as well. How does the United States rank in world pro-

duction of coal? Oil? How does.the.United States compare against the

world leader in the production of coal? Oil? What is the differ-

ence in tonnage of coal and barrels of oil between the highest producer

and lowest producer? Does the United States import coal? Oil? Does

the U. S. have to? Explain. What about Hawaii? Where do we get cur oil

from? Do we also import coal? Why-or why not? (See EEE Materials,

Two Energy Gulfs (1979), (1975), both prepared by NSTA for the U. S.

Department of Energy.)

V 2. Discuss with students how energy (fossil fuels) permeatestheir daily

lives. Tell students to collect samples or* pictures of derivatives

of crude oil and coal for classroom display1. Have them make:a bulle=

tin board display. Ask them if they would be willing to give up any

of the products. If possible get samples of -crude oil and coal from

your local Standard Oil Company for students to see. Some crude oil

products are: Kerosene, gasoline, plastics, wax, synthetics, etc.

Some coal products are: Lead pencils; paint, perfume, synthetic

rubber, cosmetics, etc. (A more thorough list can be found on pages

72 and 73.
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Theme 3. Energy Today

J

Sample Activity 3-1

Grade Level 8

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

.-
3.. Have students read a newspaper or magazine article or any other

article or story and circle the items mentioned that are fossil
fuel derivative products. (For a sample, see Energy Use and the
Environment Science Module, Activity 4-2.) As a variation, you
could assign students to read a short story of life in the year
1900 and a short story of life today. Compare the number of items
circled in one story as compared to the other. This variation
exercise will show how energy intensive we have become.

4. Have students investigate and find out wlyo the energy users are.
Have them make a two-pie chart to show the percentage of coal and
petroleum used by, various sectors of the community.

5. Have students read newspapers, view television programs, etc., and
write an essay on the impact of dwindling energy resources on
their lives. Tell them to be specific. At the end of the assign-
ment have them share their essay with the class.

SUGGESTED TLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Draw or write a report explaining how various fossil fuels are
converted to a marketable product.

2. Draw two "Energy Trees" showing 1) petroleum and some of its products
today and 2) petroleum and its products of 60 years ago.

71
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Theme 3. Energy Today

Carbolic acid
Pharmaceuticals

Cresols
Lysol
Photo developer
'Plastics

Phenols
Detergents
Drugs
Dyes
Food perservatives
Perfumes
Rubber chemicals
Weedkiller

Pyridine bases
Antiseptics
Disinfectants
Paint thinner

Pyridine
Clothes waterproofing
Sulfa drugs
Synthetic vitamins

Naphthalene
Insecticides
Fungicides
Plastic dolls
Explosives
Moth balls
Synthetic fibers

Sample Activity

Grade Level'

SOME COAL-BASED PRODUCTS'.

Heavy oil '

Dyes
Embalming -f3 id

'Laxatives

Wood preservatives
Pitch

Electrodes
Insulation
Paving
Roofing
Storage batteries
Waterproofing

Benzene
Synthetic fibers
Nylon

Aniline dyes
Food perservatives
Motor fuel
Plastics
Synthetic rubber
Tanning fluids

Toluene
Antiseptics
Fingernail polish
Printing ink
Saccharin
TNT explosive
Aviation gasoline
Detergents

1
Data compiled from many, sources.

r.

%PA

2

8

Xylene
Motor fuel
Gasoline solvents
Herbicides

Solvent Naphtha
Rubber solvent
Electrical insulation
Linoleum
Varnish

Ammonium sulfate
Fertilizers
Chemicals

Ammonia liquor
Fertilizers
Explosives

=Household ammonia
Re rigerant
Nftric acid

LPL

Diammonium phosphate
4 7Fertilizer

Fire retardant
Sulfur

Fungicides'
Insecticides
Sulfuric acid

Cyanogen
Cotton finishing
Dyes

4

1
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ilkTheme 3. Energy Today

Antenna cable '

Credit cards
Permanent-press clothes
Heart 1/elves

Crayons, '

Disposable diapers
.(/ Parachutes

Telephones
Enamel

Transparent tape
Vinyl siding,
Safety flares
Bubble bath
'Bookends

Deodorant
Panty hose
Bedspreads
Plastic tubs
Shag rugs
Lunch boxes
Jerseys
Windshield wipers
Phonographs
Car sound in;;]Tation

Garment bagS

Fences,.

Kitchen counter tops
Pillows
Dune buggy bodies
Checkers
Soap- dishes

,Syringes
Draperies
Knitting yarn
Notebooks

Hang gliders
Lamp shades
Eyeglasses
later softeners
Disshwashing liquid

Badminton birdies
Visors

Ammonia
Digital docks
fishing net

Shoes

Volley balls
Sleeping bags
Electrician's tape
Mascara
Flags
0- :en-mask
nk

Fair spray
Steering wh els
Food wra14,,,

Rubber duckies
'Seed tape
Card tables t.

Ping pong paddles
Parses
Weed killers
Football pads
Pules
Ca bon paper
Dishdrainers
Puppets
Upholstery.

Hearing aids
Earphones

Whistles
Clothesline.
Carpet sweepers
Chess boards*

Yardsticks
Slip covers
Patio screens
Car battery cases
Sandwich bags
Darts

Sandals
Skateboard wheels
Vinyl tops
Microfilm . t

ktensfon cbrds
Bird feeders
Tennis rackets
Gaskets'
Life jackets
Hair colo /ing

s'

Samplectivity 3-1

o Grade Level 8

OIL-BASED PRODUCTS'

Mats
Refrigerator lin
Floor. wax

Panelling
Earrings.
FalSe eyelashes
No-wax floors
Golf balls.
Lighter fluid
Attache cases-
Wet suits
Laxatives
Trash cans
.BrealPieres

Acrylic paints
Vacuum.bottleS
Bearing 'grease

Rafts
Sockets
Tiles
Air-coqditioners

. Wallets
backpacks .
Rubbing alcohol
Epo4y glue
Oiltrilters
MailboXes
Uniforms
Pacifers
Cd'Ssette tapes

-Luggage

Antifreeze
Hockey pucks
Tablecloths
Flea collars
Lipstick
Guitar strings
TV cabinets
Tennis balls
Combs
Hair curlers

,
1Data 'compfied from,many sources.

. 73
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Canisters
Monkey ba
Model pla es
Rubber cement

e

Flashlights
Motorcycle helmets

Antibiotics
Shower doors
Sugar bowls
Decoys
Tobacco pouches
Pencils
Model cars*
Garden hi2Ses

Lawn sprinklers
Playing cards,

Dolls
Bubble gum -

Coasters
Straps
Tires
Rulers,

Boat covers
Unbreakable dishes
Tooth paste

tit

Tents.
'Finger paints
Glycerin
Foot ps
Lamps .

Ice cube trays
Swimming pool liners
Cough syrup

0 Hair dryers
Styrofoam coolers
Brake 4uid
Fertilfiers
Toothbruehegi

Stadium cushions
Elatric blankets
Jugs
Measuring tape.
Measuring cups,.
Plastic varnish
Laminates
Computer tape
Venetian blinds .

',Insect repellent
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THEME,3: Energy Today

a

r

Subject Area SS (Art, LA) IS
ThematiCittea EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 3-2. "OPEC: Our Present Energy Condition"'

OBJECTIVE

To know'current sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS ',

The available energy sources fall into Vo basic categories:
ren

ri
- able and non - renewable.

Th e Tajor energy sources we use today are fossil els;which are

limited and non-renewable. . )

The availability of. energy sources affects and ia,affected bY
techndlogy and by political, social-; economic and cultural systems.

,
-

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES ,
.

.
.

EC 1. Read and use printed materials-from daily life.
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills/6mmonly-used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in sit tions common to everyday life.

EC 7. Interpi4t common visual sym a. --,

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly\ ncountered pro,plems.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important cit zen rights and'

. 4
responsibilities. '

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAI, EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIV$

Students,will support and practice wise utilization of fraditional
e

sources of energy and also sup ort research and development of

'alternate, energy sources. (Go 1: pg. D2) , .
. .

Students will demonstrate an dppfeciation for the interdependence of

Hiring things in the closed,earth system. (Goal: pg. D30) .

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
folmproving the quality of life and will support.those that will
provide optimum'short- and long-term benefits fosociety and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

A

I

'Adapted from: "Energy end the Eftvirontilent'in Social Studies Education:'

An Isosceles Curriculum,"by,Barry W. Jameson, Social Education, Vol. 44, No. 4,*

April 1980, pg: 280.
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Theme 3. Energy Tdday

likt
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SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Sample Activity 3-2

Grade Level 9

Identify major economic, social and political systems that have evolved

in different civilizations and cultures throughout the wotld.

(Objective: pg. 31)
Identify major philosophies, religions, and value systems that have
influenced the lifestyle of different civilizations and cultures.

(Objective: pg. 31)
Identify the characteristics and explain the causes of conflict among

human beings and cultures and possible ways of analyzing and/or resolving

them. (Objective: pg. 31)
Identify and explain the characteristics of today's world as seen
through influences from the past. (Objective: pg. 31)
Define social change and explain how it has affected and influenced the

lifesqlet of people in various cultures. ( Objecti've: pg. 31)

, Identify the. common bondsthatunify people, despite unique traditions_
and beliefs that distinguish different cultures from others. (Objective:

pg. 31)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Copy of cartoonfor each student.

75
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-2

Grade Level 9

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 4, 5, 10, 12, 13 & 15)

The arth's natural resources are unequally distributed with respect to
land areas and political bOundaries. Thus the unequal -spatial distribution
15f.energy resources creates conflicts over priorities in the production, use,
management and conservation of these resources.

1-

The lifestyle and level of living of a society or culture determine to
a large degree the production, management and use of energy resources.

Because Of our dwindling fossil `fuel resources and the uncertainty and
instability of foreign oil imports, the development of alternate sources of
energies for existing non-renewable sources coupled with a change in our
prevalent lifestyles and f shift in priorities is needed.

In this activity, students will get a chance to examine our present
energy situation and the role OPEC plays.

1. Discuss with the class the formation of the oil cartel by the oil-
producing nations.

Have Ahem read "Countering the Oil Cartel," nime November.11,
1974, pg. 36).

Discuss the reading with the class and ask the following questions:
a. What does thr acronym "OPEC" stand fo'? Who are the members

of OPEC?
b. Whaeef ect does the cartel have on crude oil prices? How will

it affect us as individuals?
c. The Arab nations were often referred to as "have-nots." Is

it still appropriate to label them as "have-nots" today?
How has the current oil demand/supply situation aided in the
,shift in labeling from "have -nots" to "haves,"-for the Arab
nati+?

/

4 Have the glass research and develop a chronological time line from
1974 to present, showing the actions taken by OPEC. How have their
actions affected pettoleum imports, fuel prices, and the economic
conditions in the Western nations.

5. Givestudents'copie;s,of Exercise 3.2 and have them analyze the cartoon's
significance in our present energy,condition.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1.- Draw-your own cartoon dep&rting our present energy situation using
.no captions. Exchange it with a classmate and .write a captionjor

your classmate's cartoon.
2. Submit your cartobn to alocal or school newspaper.
3. Write a scpt for a one-act ,circus. show based on the cartoon. Act

it out for the class. Be sure:your skit projects the feelings of
the animals and what they might do to find relief.

er
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Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Aistivity 3-2

Exercise 3.2 Grade Level 9.

"OPEC: Ouf Present Energy Condition".

Directions: Examine' he cartoon on page 78 closely. Based on your examination,

answer the questions below.

1.. What or who do the animals represent?

2. What is the nateltity of the trainer?

3. Where is the "circus show" being performed?

4. Who are the people in the audience?

5. W14.5,,is controlling the animals actions?

1, 6. What is the mood of the audience?

7. Would the, show be a hit in America? Western Europe? Japan? Why

or why not?

8. Would the cartoon have the same meaning if the animals were not in

costumes? 'Why or 'why not?

9. How is the trainer able to manipulate or controllts aoanimals? How

did he acquire this power?

10. What is the trainer really trying to show his audience? 'Do you think

he is successfurat doing that?'

11. What is the ani 1 on barrel number 1 trying to do? How about barrel

2? Barrel 3? Ba rel 4?

12. What oep the barrel without any animal mean?

13. how is.the cartoon indicative of what really is happening to our
politofcal and economic relationships among th a countries depicted?

1
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Exercise 3.2

Sample Activity 3-2

Grade Level 9
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THEME 3: Energy Today-

1

,4

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area SS (LA, 14; Sc)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 11

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 3-3. "A Matter of Concern"'

To know current sources and uses of energy.

CONCEPTS

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories:

renewable and nonrenewable.
The major uses of energy are industrial, transportational, residential,
and commercial. 41
The availability of energy sources affects and is affected by technology
and, by political, social, economic and cultural systems.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 4. -Communicate orally' in situations common to everyday life .

EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday, life.

EC 6. Read and ug'e scales on standard measuring devices.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

a EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsiblities.

1.' .,

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of

living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine Optional courses of action and their consequences
for iMprOving the,quality 'of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short= and long-term benefits for society and the

'environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify and explain the significant social, political and economic
issues currently ficing Hawaii's people., (Objective: pg. 47)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES
1

1. Metric ruler,, graph paper.

2. Ali issues of amagazine-dating from 45 to present;

I.

al

'NO

go. 1

401



Theme_3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-3

Grade Level 11*

ACTIVITY '(Related Core Themes: 'All)

The energy joyride is abruptly coming ,to a halt. In the past it seemyi

that energy resources were inexhaustible. Exactly when did the concern for

our dwindling energy resource surface? Was it during the oil embargo of

1973? A clue to the beginnings o'f our concern about energy resource may lie
in the amount of news coverage of energy topics.

In this activity students will see if there is a relationship between
news coverage and energy consumption or conservation. Students can determine

coverage by counting tha number of articles dealing with the topic or by
measuring the total amount of space devoted to it.

1. Discuss with students'the energy, related stories in the newspaper

and/or magazines. Ask them if they feel energy is permeating the

news more and more.today.Ask them to predict when (what year)

they feel energy became a major concern here in thq United States.

2. Tell them that as a class, they will find out when concern for our
dWIndling resources began. ,

3. Ask the librarian for/issues of magazines dating back to 1965 or

earlier. Try to obtain all the issues for the years 1965, 1970,

1974 and 1978 and p-resent year. (If all of the issues are not

available, choose 'sample year from whatever is available.)

4. Divide the glass into groups, and have each group examine several

issues of the magazine.

5. Tell students to count both the number-of articles relating to E;)
energy and the amount of space devoted to it £measured in squar

centimeters) for each ipsue. As a class, determine what kinds of

articles will be cound (e.g. articles Concerning utility bills,

gasoline, alternate energy sources, nuclear power, etc.). If arty

group is in.doubt, have the class deide whether the given article

should be counted or not.

6. Have toile class construct a bar graph to show the total amount of

spare centimeters of news coverage,for.each month in each year.

Have theM make another graph to show the total number of articles

for each montlitin each year.

7. On a third graph, .show the total energy consumed in kilowatt hours

(or BTU's) for each month or year. (Information concerning energy

use can'be obtained from the State Energy Office.)

8- Discuss and analyze the results by-asking the following questions:

a. Looking at the news coverage graphs, were there any months

that shared spurts of coverage? What could some of the

reasons be? For example, was it ab election,year? Were'

. there any unusual events surrounding that"time period?

80



Theme 3. Energy Today Sample Activity 3-3

grade Level 11

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)
, .

b. Do the news coverage graphs show any trends? If the trend is
a gradual increase over' -time, what does this suggest? Make up

as many reasons as seem reasonable to explain f4ictuations in
the graph.

c. What happened to news coverage of energy topics during the oil
embargo of 1973? Immediately after the oil emba'rgo was there

continued increasing concern about energy? "Why or why not?

d. Was there a significant Change in energy conumption in any
year? If so, what explanation could you givb? What is the
relationihiP, if any, between news coverage and energy
consumption?

e. Are the results of thisysurvey as predicted? Why or why not?
Does the media reflect only public concern, or does it also
stimulate tit?

*SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

.

Look at the focus of coverage for various years and.see how it
has-chan To do this, make a chart to help categorize the articles
as you s ey each maga2ine issue.

0
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THEME 4. CONSERVATION

BACKGROUND

Theme 4 Considers energy conservation practices as a way of helping to
deal, with the problem of increasing demarlds and decreasing supplies of energy

resources. Energy is becoming scarcer and costlier as a result of fossil fuel
supplies not meeting the present demands. This is a problem which touches the
lives of all people.

result of energy conservation, the economic and environmental costs of
energy may be reduced and time to research alternative energy sources,may be

intreated. Energy conservation and the use of different energy alternatives may
also reduce dependence.on outside sources and increase the availability of scarce
energy resources for use by developing nations and future generations.

-Sive the manner in which young people_are oriented to energy use is an
impor.tant determinant of the level of energy use within their society, it is
of utAst importance that students are taught to value and practice a conserva-
tion ettlic. Understanding this will help students in making everyday decisions

, .

to Use enetsu m6Ke efficiently and with less waste. They should also be encour-

aged to formUl4te and follow their own plans of action to meet the energy, economic
sand environmeneal challenges presented by fossil.fuel shortages. Informe) studentia

who are willing hnd able to act responsibly'can contribute to the,solut on of
energy related, .problems.

J.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

-FPO 1. Deve14 basic skills for learning and effective communication

with other":
FPO 2. Develop positive sel-xoncept.
FPO 3 Develop .decision-m;king,and prOblet-solving skills at the

studett's profiLency level'.
FPO'L .Develop a continually giowitIg philosophy such that the student .

is responsible to,seDf,as well ag to gthers.

FY0 8. Develop creative poetniaTanci'ae'Sthetic _sensitivity.

"
CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

1

To formulate and practice a conservation ethic in reg;r4 to energy use

and the, environment. ,

e

9
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Theme,: Conservation

CONCEPTS .

1. ,ThcA earth's resources are limited.
4

2. Enemy copseuition is the wise and efficient use of energy.

3. Conservatiod of fossil fuels will allow more time to identify new
'energy sources and to develop appropriate energy conversion systems.

4. -Energy conservation will affect and be affected by present and
future life styles'and cultural conditions.

5. Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use, and conservation of particular
energy sources.

6. Energy conservistion-ind the use of different energS, alternatives in

Hawaii will reduce dependency on imported energy sources and increase

energy self - sufficiency.

A
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Theme 4. Conservation

'RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBIECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 - Unit VII) Agriculture is faced.with environmental

problems that are both internal and external..

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Communicate ideas, thoughts, and feelings through

various modes of self-expression in a unique and creative way.
7'

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and

understanding of the customs and mores society reflected in the student's

behavior when living.ampng the foreign coup.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARS: (pg.t4 - Object 1. To effectively utilize

the resources of our technological world and to understand the'impottance of

conservation. 2. To develop an awareness of the needs of society for goods
and services and how goods and services are effectively provide&

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii & 1 - Goal) Through a developmental health education

program, students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experience

contributing to attitudes, values and respohsible health practices; students

will be able to make de4sions relating to their health and understand how

these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective)' Purchase consumer goods and services

appropriate to an overall consumption plan and wise use of economic resourc

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective Apply technical knowledge

and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,,

occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: -(pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest

degree ormed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATI : (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve problems

MUSIC: (pg. 2 - Objective)

thoughts and feelings. ".

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: -(pg. 106

concepts relevant to all physical

Use musical skills in communicating ideas,

- Objective) Move skillfully and know the

movement.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Foster the students' appreti4ion

for the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of

quality of life and to 'promote in our students the desire to take an active part

in that contribution. 2. Prepare the children for useful effeitive citizenship

in and a curiosity aboutithe future both for themselves and for the civilization

of which they are a part. 3. Help students gain experience with the potentiali-

ties and limitations of the methods of scientific and social investigation but

at the game time recognize .that the environment can be interpreted and manipulate

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objectives) 1. The student is-able to clarify

value conflicts of communication'problems which affect choices, decisions, or4

rel.atiOnships. 2. The stude\it is able to cons iict, evaluate, and revise,

alternatives for personal goals, plans, or probl solu ions, conbidering costs

and benefits to self and, to others affected by hi or mdecisions,

85
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Theme 4. ( onservation

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

A

' Subject Area .

Grade Level

SS

7-12

A,

*1. Study the conservation practices of,ancient Hawaiians. Why is the

old Hawaiian fishpond considered a conservation mwsure, 'eSee
Sample Activity 4-1. "The fond Broker")(

,
v

(
-x '.

,... ,

2., 1terview people and find out what, they are doing about conservation.

Share your findings with fellow classmates. As a class decide whicht
measure suggested by people saves the most fossil fuel energy,is
practkEal-and feasible. 41.4hich conservation measure seems to be

.radtited most'obten? Why? ,
.,

- ...',.- :,
.

.%

%. A

3. Send cAh.energy
ligergy.,'Vractice

to you did save e

at home and find' out how'you, can 'conserve

hese conservation measuresJor a month and see,; if

. Howe can you find out if' you ;'did save energy?
,

4. Study the various culture groups ti.n Hawaii and find out if any of their.
eating or foOd pAparation 'habits are energy coparving. Explain in what

way. Are any of their native dresses (clothing)' energy conserving? Have wt4

ouitural eating-or food preparation habits reVaineS essentially the same? -

What about native dress? Why or why not?

5. Discuss how the kahunas (i.e!, master craftsmen) influenc0 conservation

practices. Give specific' examples. ..-
. e

4 ,Find ol.m how-the ancient Hawaiians practiced conservation. Were the
.

. 1

methods effective? Why did they feel the need f9r conservation? Are .

any of their conservation measures being practiced today? If so, what ,

are they? If not, why not? Have the earlier methods and reasons foi
conservation changed over the years? Explain.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8)

-1

1. Make a list of changes people can make in their on living habits which
would place less energy demands on availa e energy sources. Using your

list, conduct a survey to assess people's a tudes. Are people willing

tochange their habits?

2 Construct a pictorial essay on asocial, political, economic, Or
personal probleth associated with conservation of-energy.

3. List six (6) Oliggsyou can dO to reduce encygy consumption which is

not a compromise for quality of life. Practice these measurps.for

at least one month and express how you felt.

4 Conduct an energy audit of your school buildings: List ways energy can

be conserved and share it with youe principal, custodial staff, teachers,

and cafeteria staff.`

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.



Theme 4. Conservation
0

I

Subject Area SS

Grade Level '7=12-"-
.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)
\

1. Research different countries and thpir cultures and compare their
conservation practices as expressed by their a) values, b) customs

and mores, and c) religion. How are they alike? How are they

different?

2. Investigate current conservation measures that are practiced'all over
the world. How many, are mandated by various governments? For example,

in Kor0a, electricity is regulated by government' Anyone using more

than'hiS/her fair share is assessed a fine. What are the pros and cons

for this methodof conservation? Do you feel government should
mandate conservation practices in America? Explaln. Stage a 4

World Organization meeting to discuss 1:/hat can be done to conserve
energy worldwide."

=

3. Draw cartoons illu3tFatingionservation problems which might be appli-
cable to the a) pre- iistoric age, b), Middle,Ages,.c) Renaissance,

d) Industrial Revolution, e) 1920'sand f) present. Select the same
problem and keep-the character the same changing clothing and en-
vironment w(ien appropriate. Is the slant or emphasis,of the problem
the same? Explain.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10 .

*1. Survey some car owners and/or drivers and find out how they feel about

increasing gas prices. Would they continue to drive*as much if gasoline

prices rose by $1.00? (see Sample Activity.4-2. "Pay As You Go")

2. Form a group and role play the parts of the President, a senator, an
oil company executive, an environmentalist, and J. Pull c. Discuss

the present conservation plans proposed by Congress And the President,
Ie.g., setting air conditioners' at 76° F. What would the rea64Aons

of each member be?_

41
3. To conserve gaso144e, pretend that a decision has been e to reduce-

/ the number of autordobiles' in this country. Draft a set of p iorities

and regulations tp accomplish this as fairlytas possible for all
citizens.

4. What is a "victory garden?" Whem.did Americans have victory gardens?
Do you consider a victory garden a conservation effort? Explain.

Make a victory garden at home.

*For detailed description, refer to noted S

g8

e Activity.
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Theme 4. Conservation Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

1. Develop an energy consevation presentation for the community that
includes displays, shows, speeches, and art work.

2. Call the State Energy Office and mind out more about their energy
prograts.,-Do they provlde consumer information on energy conservation?
What services do they provide for the public? Do they have consumer
protection programs? Energy education programs?

3. Form teams and observe places of work: a) restaurants, b) gas stations,
c) markets, d) hotels, and e) schools. Observe things that have been
done to conserve energy. Interview the managers whenever possible and/or'
talk to workers to find out what has actually been,,done to conserve
energy. Find out how the workers feel about the conservation measures.
Report your findings to class.

/RP

4. Form groups representing the following poli ;y makers: a) government
officials; b)'business and industry executives, c) power company
executives, d) ehyironmentalists, and e.) consumers. each group should
recommend at last five (5) things they would do to a) reduce Hawaii's
dependence on foreign oil, b) protect the environment while developing
new sources of energy and increasing energy production, c) demand the
fairest possible distr4bution of limited fuel supply. Where conflicts
arise, work towards resolving differences through compromises that are
satisfactory for the majority of groups.

NOTE: Suggested activities could also be used by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

VOCABULARY

Attitude, carpools, cause and effect, change, choice,
conservation, consumers, culture, energy audit, essential,
lifestyle, mandate, mass transit, priorities, scarcity, value,
victory garden.
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THEME 4. Conservation Subject Area SS (Ag, Bus; LA)

TWematic Are'a EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level dm' 7

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-i. "Pond Broker"

OBJECTIVE 4

To formulate and practice a conservation etbic in regard to energy use

and the environment.

CONCEPTS

The earth's resources are limited.
Energy conservation is the wise and efficient use of energy.

Energy conservation will affect,and bg affected by preseAt and future

life styles and cultural conditions.
Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made

regarding the development, use, and conservation of particular energy

sburces.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life:

EC 6. Read andr4use scales on standard measuring devices.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio broadcasts,

advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

EC 10. Use resources fOr independerit learning.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge pf the citizen's opportunities to

Participate in p litical processes.
EC J. Demonstrate knowl ge of important citizen rights and

'responsibilities.

__RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support :(11c1 practice wise .iilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of alternate

energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with.decisions,concerning the 'use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will provide

optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the environment.

(G9al: pg. D38)
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-1

Grade Level 7

SOCIAL STUDIES
J

li

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES i

Identify and describe the development of the social, political-and
economic institutioni which evolved in'pre-modern.Hawaii. Tbjective,

Grade 7, pg. 25) '.. .

Identify and define the distinctive features that characterize Hawaii
today (social, political, economic, religious, etc.) as seen through
inferences frOm the past. (Objective, Grade 7, pg. 25)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES
r

* .

1. Reprint of "The Hawaiian and His Fish Pond", Tales of Old Hawaii
by Russ and Peg Apple. Honolulu Star Bdlletin, June 12, 1971.

.2. Exercise 4.1.
3. Tools and/or instruments such as thermometers,

their investigation.
.

rulers, etc4for
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Theme 4. Conservation

'

Ni

Sample Activity - 4-1 1
Grade-level -7__ _ ____________

ACTIVITY (Related CoreThemes: 2, 3, 5 & 9)

The practice of conserving our natural resoprces is not new. The early

Hawaiians,likexpeople of all times., faced the problem of scarcity but their

limited resources were carefully contr6lled by a sophisticated social system

built around the rule of the Alii and the Kapu system. The Ahupuaa wa the

basic social and economic unit ruled by the Alii and almost every Ahupuaa

was economically self-sufficient:

Today with the use. of modern and new technology, people are no longer

content with satisfying needs but are accustomed to satisfy wants as well.

With our dwindling energy resources a serious relook at conservation is

required.

In this activity students' take a look at conservation measures practiced

by the early Hawaiians and possible measures that present day Americans can

take. They'll see that somewhere along the way, conservation measures
(like the pond) of 'the past have been lost and/or forgotten by the people

1. Discuss with students the meaning of energy conservation. Ask

them if they were aware that conservation of our natural resources

is not a new idea.

2. Have theni read (the article "The Hawaiian and his Fish'Pond."

3. Discuss the article and ask them "Why did the Hawaiians bother

to build fish ponds when they were surrounded by the ocean? In

what way (or Ways) is this a conservation measure?" Ask them if

they'tan think of other ways-that the early settlers of Hawaii

were conservationist. Were the early Hawaiians self-sufficient?

Explain. %

4. Have them compare the article with the off-shore fishing situation

of today. What are some of the problems? Are food fishes still

plentiful and easily obtainable? Why are our resources scarce today?

Are the people' of today still practicing conservationists? Are there

any fish ponds today? Why or why not?

5. Have them investigate through observation energy conservation and/or

extravagance. (See Exercise 4.1)

6. Have students share their results from Part I of Exercise 4:1.

7. Discuss the questions from Part II of Exercise 4.1.

8. Write a short .essay explaining the title "Pond Broker." Who are

the pond brokers?

101
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Theme 4. Conservation Sample

4
ctivity

Grade vel

4-1

7

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTaVITIES

Research and find other conservation measgres practiced by the
early Hawaiians during pre -:60bk days; .Present your findings to the
class either assa skit", collage, poster or slide-tape show.

4.0
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Theme,4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-1

,Exercise 4.1

"Energy. Explorers"

Grade Level 7

PART I: Directions: Find out more about energy inside and outside your

classroom. If you need special tools and/or,equipment, ask your

teacher.

1. Give an example of the following and prove it!

a. wasted energy <-"7:

b. good use of light (radiant or Solar) energy

c. bad use of light (radiant or solar) energy
d. good use of h4at (visible light, ultra violet, or infrared) energy

e. bad use of heat (visible light, ultra violet, or infrared) energy

f. good use of, human energy,
.4(

g. bad use of human energy,

h. energy' conservation

,energy extravagance

2. Give an example of one,thing that uses energy that you Viduld

not or could not do without.

3. Give an example of one thing that uses energy that you could

or would do without:

4. Give an example ofaone thing about energy that you would like

to see changed.

PART II: Questions for disclthsion

1. What does it mean to "prove" somethirie

2. What's, the difference between energy wasted and energy extravagance?

3. How did you decide what was a good use of energy? A bad use of

energy? An extravagant use of energy? A wasted energy?

. How could you celebrate your birthday'or a holiday such ass'

Christmqs without, using "excessive amounts" offenergy?

5. According to the article "The Hawaiian and his Fish Pond," the

early.Hawaiians had government controlled, measures to conserve

their resources. How did the rulers conserve their natural

resources1 Should we have more government regulations to control

our use of energy resources? ,Would you want to be told when,

)where and what quantities of energy car 'be used?.

94
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. Theme 4, Conservation Sample Activity 4-1

Grade Level 7

The Hawaiian and His Fish Pori'd1

by Russ and Peg Apple

\Two fish Ponds have surfaced in the news, and it's time for a briefing on

,Hawaiian fish ponds in general.

Molii fish pond, .near Chinaman's Hat on neohe Bay, Oahu, still is an

operating pond which grows fish for the market It's in the news because the

State wants to acquire it, add it to an adjacen't State Park project and operate

it.

Kaloko fishpond, in North Kona on the Big Island hasnt been operated for

yearg. It's in the news because its owner wants to center a resort development

around' the pond. There are conservationists both for 4and against his plans.

In the time of Kamehameha the Great, there may have been as mazy as 210

operating fish ponds on all the"Islands. By 1670:the number was down to about

200. In 1960, there were six operating ponds on Oahu, four on Molokai, and

plenty of non-operating ponds still visible.

Reducpion in numbers ma' be attributed to migrations of Hawaiians away from

Hawaii's coastal areas; to the general decline-in the Hawaiian population;
the high cost of ice in more modern times to transport fish to distant markets;

the availabilityof fish imported from elsewhere; and some changes in the eating

habits of Island consumers.

Ponds long unused silt u or become choked with vegetation.

Fish ponds were important to the ancient and historic Hawaiians.

There were a number of seasons, natural as well as .Hawaiian, why the
',glanders could not depend on the ocean for an always available food-gathering

source.

Storms and high seas sometimes kept Hawaiian canoes from exposed waters.

'Fish,,supplies waxed and waned.

.Four conservation reasons, ruling chiefs'imposed fishing seasons. The most

famous was the alternating season of aku (ocean bonito) and opelu (mackerel)

Wheh the aku season was open the spawning opelu was kapu.

.
When the opelu season was open, the spawning aku was nrotected.

Each season was a half year low.

Certain off-shore fishing grounds4e intermittently closed waters. When

the higher chiefs - wanted to go fishing, they Od their lesser chiefs set up

sticks along the shore to mark the area as reserved. Each stick flew a white

piece of'tapa.

1 Reprint* with permission 6&. the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, June 12, 1971k
)1
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Theme,4. Conservation Sample Activity 4-1

"The Hawaiian'and His Fish Pend" (Coned.r Grade Level 7

(e,

This put the in-shore areas-out of use as well.

At,times, seaweeds,especially those eaten'by fish were kapu.

Certain fish werealways'reserved'for high chiefs, and when caught, canoe
,chiefs and runners saw they were delivered fresh.

Some fish were only eaten by men. ,Women never got a taste.

Wars or large.public works projects, such as the building of a temple,
reduced the number of men available for fishing.

Forget the idea that a hungry Hawaiian could always catch a fish from:the

Sa. It never was that<way, #
, )

But .fisfi ponds evened up the fish supply.

To insure A constant, dependable supply of their principal source of protein,
the Hawaiians built and yperated fish ponds.

Fish ponds were built wherver natural 'features permitted.

Hawaii's Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau wrote, "a land with many fish

ponds."

Fish ponds Aid limit the variety of fish available, but, the supply was

dependable.

They tided those permitted to use them over periods when ocean fishing
was prohibited, dangerous or poor.

Hawaiians developed the use-of fish ponds to a greater extent than other.

Polynesians,,,,, and possibly more than any other people.

Hawaiian fish ponds were cOnsideted a part of the land. Thus, when ocean

fishing was kapu, fish could still be harvested from the ponds.

High seas and storms did not stop fish pond use.

Fish raised 'in the pondsliere mostly 'ama'ama (mullet) and awa (milk

fish). These were raised in the high-walled ponds built along the shore.
Such as Molii and Kaloko.

Adult mullet and milk fish only went to the owner, a high chief. He

distributed those he dldn't eat or give to his immediate family down to his

lesser chiefs.

The lesser chiefs feasted,. and if: any pond fish were left, passed them down

. '' to still lesser chief. c-

(-
Down at the bottom df the ladder were the commoners. If there were plenty

of fish in a well managed pond, they might in time of need get'some. Or in a

tame of plenty.

Forget the idea that a hungry'Hawaiian could always catch a fish from

the nearest fish pond. It never w s that way.
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THEME 4! Conservation 1

4

Subj4ct Area SS (Bus, H, LA) .

Themptic AreaEE,.CE, G, LS, SA, VE'

Grade Level 10

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 4-2. "Pay As You Go"

OBJECTIVE

To formulate and practice a conservation ethic in regard to energy use

and the environment.

CONCEPTS

The earth's resources are limit
Energy conservation is the wise
Energy conservation will affect
future life styles and cultural
Political and cultural interest
regarding the development, use,
energy sources.

I

ed.

and efficient use of energy.
and be affected by present and
conditions.
groups influence the decisions made
and'conservatIon of particular

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Temonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

A EC 6. Read and use scales on standard measuring devices.

EC 8. Reach reasoned'Solutions to commonly encountered,problemi.

EC 10. Use 'resources for independent learning. '

EC 12. 'Identify the training,. skill anl background requirergents of at

least one occupation in which the student in interested.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's 4por0unities to participate

in political processes.
EC 15a, Demonstrate knowledge of importapwr citizen rights and

reSponsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL_GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of alternate

energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed inrecognition of present and future

environmental and'human needs. (foal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional couraes,of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that,will

provide optirtium short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment.. (Goal:' pg. D38)
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Theme 4. Conservation

a

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL.OBJECTIVES

Sample Activity

Grade, Level

4-2

10

, Explain the nature and function of glaw and its impact on people's

iives: (Objective: pg. 44)
Identify and explAin the process of making and changing laws and the
role of the people in ,phis process. (Objective: pg. 44)

Identity and explain alternate viewpoints, interests, and values 'of a
legal and political issue. (Objective,: pg. 44)

Recognize when personal and individual rights have been are being

violated and know what remedies are available. (015jective: pg. 44)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

.Worksheet 4.2.

a

V
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Theme Conservation Sample Activity > 4-2 4

Grade .Level 10

ACTIVITY (Related Coire Themes:. 3; 5; 6, 8, 9 & 10)

1

A 8"asic economic problem is scarcity. There never seems. to be enough

supply to meet, the demands. This is true of energy. The ever increasing

wants coupled by our growing population have raised our consumption leyel

to new heights. While it is true that our economic system would 'exist with-

out the energy sources that we are currently accustomed to, °Ur standard of

living and certainly bur life style as we know it, would not. AO what cost \

would our life style exist as we know it today? what sacrifices, are we willing

to make? Whit sacrifices must we make?

This activity attempts,to show the relationships of shortages, prick
increases, creativity and/or innovativeness, and opportunity costs. It is
aimed at providing students withtan opportuniAy to personally contribute to

easing the energy crisis.
0,

1. Have students discuss the energy situation and 'the various

. conservation measures they are aware of. Ask them if p4ce of
energy resources were to increase significantly, Would people
be more inclined to alter their life styles? Would they become.)
more apt to find out what'd going on to cause, the increase?

2: Tell students to survey some car owners to find out how they

feel about increasing, gas prices.
1'(See

Worksheet 4.2.)
.

3. Record the students' survey data-on the blackboard and discuss

the following quetkons: .

a. What is the relationship 1:4 gasoline usage'and"price?

b. What do you suppose would happen ifithe'gasoline pripes,were

to go down? What would you do?
c. According to the .survey, how much would the price of gasoline"

need to- increase before people start to greatly reduce the'

m9unt they use?
d. How are people now coping with the increasing costs of gasoline?

e. Was the*e.a differencin response among the various.car 'groups;
e.g. sub-compact vs. large cars? Why or why not?

f. What is 'opportunity tdsts? WhIt are some of the opportunity

costs Cnvolved with our use of the automobile?

g. What are some of the environmentarbenefits reaped from increased_
gas prices? -

h. What effect would the reduction of gas,use anethe increase of
1 compact Fars have on our auto industries? Our economy?

4. Discuss with the students other conservation measures such as those

prOpoeed below. Are the proposals practical and inforceable7
-

are the economic effects of each proposal?

99
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Theme .4. Conservation
.

Satple Activity 4-2

ilrade Level 1Q

ACTIVITY' (Cont'd.)

Proposals: _ - ,

A. Increase the minimum age for r's licenses and permitsto2I

B. Allow only one automobile'per ho1sehold.

C. an all students from driving to schoOl if bus transportation

idlavailable. .,

5. Discuss the following questions with the students. "Is it better to

use the price system or government regulation for conservation of our

scarce resources?"

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Write proposals regarding school conservation measures that you feel

are practical, and enforceable. Present them to your claps and as a group

decide on the best fiVe. "Present
,

them to your school principal for

approval and possibly enforcement.

p
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Time 4. Conservation

sts

9,

"Pay As You Go"

Salle Activity

Grade Level

4-2

10

, 0

. Directions: 1. Survey some Car owners or drivers and find out how they feef

about increasing gas prices.
2. Ask the question: "If the price of gasoline were to increase

by c (rdad the fount) per gallo4 would you be likely
to use your car a little les.'s often, seldom, or not at all?"

Type of
--- Car

v

Use of Car
.

.

Increase In Prices . Comments

10c 20c 50c $1.00 $2.00

Sub-
Compact
Cars

As much as now . ,

.A little less often
Seldom or not at all

.

Compact
Cars

As much as now
A little less often
Seldom or not at ala

Medium
Sized
Care

As much as now ,

A littleless often, e

Seldom or not at all , .

Large
Size

-Car

As much as now .

iA little less often ,

Seldom or not at all . _.

0'

V
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BACKGROUND

THEME 5 HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY

This theme focuses onthe impor -tance of each individul's understanding of

the relationships between personal choices of energy use and the quality of

life for all. It explores the interrelationships among the concepts of

standard of living, lifestyles, pers6nal and cultural value systems, and

social responsibility in the context of the "net" cost of energy production

and use.

Demands of lifestyles resulting from technological .chievements have

produced an enormous increase in the demand for energy resources. The depen-

dence on limited and/or costly supplies of energy to satisfy the needs and

wants of huAns has resulted in a problem that affects the lives of all people.

As individuals, we daily affect and are affected by, the problems associated

with energy use and our environment. To help solve these problems,A4Fcan

find many ways to make better and more efficient use of energy,witho'ut serious

consequences to the environment or economy. In many instances, new attitudes

and altered lifestyles will be necessary to conserve energy and eliminate the

waste of resources. Individual efforts, when taken collectively, can result

in substantial conserva4ion of energy and other scarce resources. These efforts

can also influence public policy making and/or governmental regulations in the

areas of energy, environment, and economics.

Understanding of this theme will help students to foraulate personal values

which enable them to make competegt energy choices'and act responsibly to meet

the challenges presented by energy shortages, threats to. the environment and

related economic problems. It wi/li also help them realize personal commitments

to responsibilities and cooperative actions for mutual benefit in terms of energy

use and the environment. 0

FOUtDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication

with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-Concept.

FPO 3. .Develop decision-making and problem- solving skills.at the

student's proficiency level.

FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.

FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part

of growth and development.

FPO 7. Develop 1 continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

c

To understand that personal values and choices of energy use will affect

the quality-of life for all.
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Theme-5. Human Dimensions of Energy°

7,

CONCEPTS
'I V -0

Energy use decisions affect 'standards of living.

2. Individual and social values affect patterns of energy consumption.

3. Values and attitudes toward energy use and the environment are

influenced by cultural, economic, political and social factoIrs.

4. There are ethical,. legal, aesthetic, social, political, economic,
biological and physical benefits and costs associated with Energy

choices.

a

J

e
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411 Theme 5. Human Irimensiops,of hnergy

4

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: '(pg. 59 - Unit VII)° Agriculture is faced with environmental

problems that are both internal and external.

ART: .(pg. 7,- Objec)4ve) Make and justify judgments about works of art

and the selection of art products used,ix) daily living.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN ANIV,PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 5 = Goal) To understadd,

through the second language, the contemporary values and behavior patterns of

the people siihose.language is being learned.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of

conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objectives) 1. To live effectively in today's

economic environment. To To meet the ever changing demand of the business world

of work.

44rHEALT: & 1 - Goal) Through a developmeglal health education

program, students sill acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences

contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practides; students

will be able to make decisions relating to their health and understand how

these decisions'affect them and the society in which they

HOME ECONOMICS,: (pg. iii - Objective) Make and carry out intelligent

decisions regarding the use of personal, family, and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2-- Objective) Apply technical knowledge

and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,

occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4:- GQa1) To assist students to develop the'highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Nurture intellectual curiosity and promote

*the desire to continue learning.

MUSIC: (pg. 24- Objective) Use musical 1 s in communicating ideas,

thoughts and feelings.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Acquire the habit of participating

in wholesome recrebtional activities. IP.

- SCIENCE: (pg. A-13,6 14 = Objectives) 1. Foster the students' appreciation

for the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of

quality of life and to promote in our students the desire to rtake an active part

in that contribution. 2. Facilitate the students' ability to use scientific

knowledge, processes, instruments and scientific language to clarify values,

examine issues, solve problems in fulfilling personal,.social and career life

roles. 3. Encotrage students to maintain a safe and healthy environment.

SOCIAL ST1DIES: (pg. 11 - Objective). The students is able to clarify value

conflicts or communication problems which-affect choices, decisions, or

relationships.
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy Subject Area SS

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

0

Grade Level' 7 -12

1. What is the relationship between culture and value? Did the ancient
Hawiiiars'cultural beliefs teach them to value their environment?

Explain. Cite examples to support your answer.--7

2. Show how cultural beliefs( affected energy use and production. Make a

collage or a pictorial es ay to illustrate this point. How did the

rulers influence energy use and production?

'3. If Hawaii had to cut back their use of energy, which energy consumers'
should receive first priority? What criteria would you use-in making
these judgments? Is. your priority list and allocation plan fair?
Defend and support your answers.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8)

*1. What would you do if you were told to cut back your energy use by 20%?
What would you be willing to do without? Would you try to find ways

to get around the cutback? '(See Sample Activity0-1. "You Owe Ta You")

2. Write a paper describing how you would feel and what you would do if the
gomernment decided to ration energy use in the home, e.g.,.cut back

on electrical use, gasoline, etc. Why are individuals reluctant

to give up their convellignces? Is it an issue of rights and
,privileges versus responsibilities? Explain.

3. yfiat is your role as a citizen regarding energy conservation. Write

a paper pledging your assistance-and your plans to carry out conserve-.

tion measures. Follow your plan for a week or two. Write a paper

expressing how you felt during the period.

4. Make a list of all your leisure time activities. Cross off from the

list all the activities you would be willing to sacrifice.for one

month. Are the activities crossed off the ones that consumethe most
energy? *Make a chart and monitor yourself to see if you are able to
carry out your plans.

5. Make a list of activities you normally do with your family. Figure out

the amount of energy used for each activity. Is there a relationship
between the degree of interaction (passive or active; individual or
group) dnd the energy used? Explain.

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.



Theme 5. Human Dimension of Energy j
,Sup.ject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

1. May people have said that conservation will lower our quality of
life and/or standard of living. Study t staldard of living of various
countries. Is there a relationship betwe n standard of living and energy
consumption? Haw about quality of life? How do attieudes and values
affect our.quality of life? What arguments could you use to support
the notion that reduced energy consumption does not mean a lower standard
of living?

2. Although much of our energy is used by sectors of the community other
than the individual household, it is still true that the average
American uses much more than individuals of other countries. According

to the Department of Energy, in 1970 an average American used 300 million
BTU/year while a Russian used 130 million BTU/year and a Chinese
13 million BTU/year.' Debate the resolution: "All peoples of the world
should be allowed equal amounts of energy use each year."

3. Research the lifestyle of the Australian aborigines, the Eskimos, and
the tribes of the Kalahari Desert. What energy resources do they have?

With scarcity of resources facing Americans, what lessons could we
learn from them? How would our lifestyle he modified?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

se

*1. Conduct of various groups of people in'ttla community to find out_
how th6;;feel-about different kinds of conservation measures. Are there

certain conservation measures that people tend 65 object to? Commonly

agree to? (See Sample Activity 5 -2.t "A Matter of Choice")

2. Do you feel that the public was forewarned about the energy crunch?
Fiend out by checking all magazines and/or newspapers. Were the pre-

dictions accurate? If the public was forewarned, when did the

"warning" start? Cite articles to support your answers.

3. For one week substitute your energy consuming recreational activities
with a less energy intenglve activity. At the end of the week, write

a report expressing a) how you felt, b) your willingness to give up

certain activities, c) what you've learned about yourself, and d) your%
willingness to convince someone else to give up similar activities for

short periods of time.

4
4. Show how people's concerns are expressed in music and poemi. Make a

slide /tape presentation using a song or poem to convey an energy

related issue or problem.

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 5. Human,Dimensions of., Energy a Subject Area SS

4 A

'THINGS TO'DO (Grade 11)

Grade' Level 7-12

1. Simq.ate eAegislative hearing investigating the possibilities of out-
lawing. a) late night or all-night television, b) night games at the

' Aloha Stadium and NBC Areni, c) drag racing at Campbell Industrial
Park, d) all night school activities, 3) others.

2. In the past, people have been motivated to use more energy. What are

the possibilities of reversing this trend? How can you promote the
reduction of energy consumption? Choose an energy intensive product
or activity.. Write or draw an advertisement promoting the reduction
of energy consumption as something desirable and the "in" thing to do
by creating desire to shun or avoid the product or activity. Share

your idea with your classmates. Try to have it published in your

school newspaper.

3. Given the following six (6) catego4es of business and industry, rank
them in the order of importance to you and your community.

h) Military
b) Utility Companies

`c) Transportation
d) Tourism
e). Agriculture
f) Recreation

Compare youi rankings with others in the class. How do they compare?

NOTE: Sugggsted activities could also be us d by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

4,1

VOCABULARY
4.

Beliefs, causality, cfiangeychoice, consensus, conservation
ethic, consumer, conveniences, cooperation, culture, energy
audit, habit, standard of living, liftstyle, motivation, non-
recyclable, responsibility, role, scarcity, quality of life,
supply and demand, value, wants.

9 '
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THEME 5.` Human Dimensions ol Energy Subject Area- SS (LA)

Thematic Aiea EE (G, VE)

Grade Level

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 5-1. "You Owe It Td You"

8

OBJECTIVE
,

To understand that personal values and choices of energy use -will affect

the quality of life for all.

Energy use decisions affect standards of living.
Individual and social values affect patterns of energy consumption.
Values and attitudes toward energy use and the environment re
influenced by cultural, economic, political and social factors.
There are ethical, legal, aesthetic, social, political, economic,
biological and physical benefits and costs associated with energy

choices.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 3. DemOnstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC. A. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. ReaCh reasonedsolutions to commonly' encountered problems.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important.citizen right's and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of,

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced with decisions concerns as the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Define the concept of righta,,.and freedoms of individuals in American
society in terms of constitutional rights and liberties. (Objective:

pg. 28)
Identify the major economic and consumer problems confronting American

society today, describe and explain some probable causes and the effects

on the nation and its people. (Objective: pg. 28)

Identify significant personal problems confronting oneself today and

possibly in the future, describe and explain some probable causes and

effects on the individual presently and in the future. (Objective: pg. 28)

1 1 h7
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Theme 5.' Duman Dimensions of Energy

r

Sample Activity 5-1

Grade Level 8

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 5.1.

11_3
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy Sample Activity 5-1

Grade Level' 8

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes; 3,.4 & 10)

As individuals, we dailylffect and are affected by the problems associated

with energy use and our environment. The solution to these pr9blems rests with

people and their ingenuity, and creativity, coupled with common sense and wise
use of existing resources.

This activity will'give students the opportunity to formulate personal
values which hopefully will enable them to make competent energy choices and
act responsibly to meet the challenges presented by dwindling fossilifuel
energy resources. It also tries'to help students realize that cooperation for,
mutual benefits is necessary in meeting the energy challenge.

1. Discuss with students our current situation regarding energy ,A
resources. Do you feel there really is a shortage? Why or

why not?

2. Remind studgnts that evenif they feel that there is no energy
shortage,..our fossil fuel resources are dwindling and being used
up at a faster rate than they are being produced. Ask them what they
would do if they were mandated to cut back 20% of tihe current use

of energy? Electricity? Gasoline?

3. Have students read the story "De-lighted" in Exercise 5.1.

4. Discuss the questions From Exercise 5.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

-Make yourself. an "Energy Use Report Card" by making a list of various

conservation measures you personally can implement at home and school.

Next to the list make columns with days of the week. (Make a month's

log.) Each time you practice or follow through with the conservation ,

measure, mark the space with a plus (-9, otherwise leave it blank.

See if you can encourage, other members pf your family to keep an "Energy

Ust, Report Card."

)



Theme 5.1' Human Dimensions of Energy

Exercise 5.1

"De- lighted"

oncerned'

Sample Activity 5-1

Grade Level "8

.

'The wind was howliig and a cold chill ran through every inch of my body

as I stood at the watching the large drops of water splatter on the

ground. I turn and walked to die living room to,watch-television when the

lights beg td flicker. "Oh, oh," I thought, "the violent storm has probably
t

damaged the local electrical power system." I turned the set on jurin

time to hear a bulletin interrupt "Charley's Angels." "We interrupt this
k

program to bring you an important message," the voice said. "We are asking

all-residents to use electricity very sparin ly since the power plant was damaged

by the storm and is not generating at-full pow We ask for your cooperation

so that enough electricity is available for, the local hdspitals and for other vital

service areas. If there are any questions please call the Emergency Hot.Line at

833-6959." Quickly I jotted the number down and turne4,the TV set and all(Aights

off. "It's a good thing I bought candles the other day," I mused.

Later, I settled into my easy chair armed with a book and'candle. "A

good chancp to catch up with my reading," `I thought. Just then,I heard some

music and laughter. The sounds seemed to be coming from outside my window. As

Ilialked over I _could see that my,neighbor had all of his lights on and his
#

1 television set going full blast. "Surely," I thought, he must have heard the
\

news bulletin." "How awful," I exclaimed, "Why should I be rationing when my
1

neighbor seems-to be enjoying himself. I should go'out there and give him a
.

1

piece of my mind. Better se111, I think I'll report him to the Emergency Hot

Lite."
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy

Exercise 5.1 (Coned.)

Sample Activity, 5-1,

Ore

Grade Level X18

1. If you were Mr.- B. Concerned, what would you do? .\

2. According to the story, why was Mr. B.Concerned upset with his neighbor?

3. How-would you describe Mr. B. Concerned's neighbor?

4 If Mr. . Concerned went over to talk to his neighbor, what do you,

think e neighbor's excuse would be .for his lights and TV being on? If

he has no excuse, what might his attitude and/or feelings be toward
Mr. B. Concerned? His fellow citizens?

5. Do you feel that Mr. B. Concerned's neighbor was within his rights in

using electricity for the television and lights? Why or Wly not?
Do you feel the neighbor was acting responsibly? Why or why not?

6. Write your own ending forethis story.

11,4
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:
THEME Human Dimensions of Energy Subject Area SS (BEc, IRA, LA)

Thematic Area EE (G, VE)

'Grade Level 10

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 5-2. "A Matter of Choice"

OBJECTTVE,

To understand that persohal values and Choices of energy use will
affect the quality of life for all.

CONqEPTS

Energy use decisions affect standards of living.
Individual and social values affect patterns of energy consumption.
Values and attitudes toward energy use and the environment are
influenced by cultural, economic, 'political and social factors.
There are ethical, legal, aqsthetic, social, political, economic,
biological and physical benefits and costs associated with energy

choices.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

111
EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life. \...

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problem

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadc4sts,

advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches. '

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to
participate in political processes.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg.- D2) N\

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional courees of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38),__
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Theme 5. Human-Dimensions of Energy Sample Activity 5-2

Grade Level
01,

10

SOCIAL, STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify and explain the process of making and changing laws and the

role of the people in this process. (Objective: pg. 44)

Identify andexplain alternative viewpoints, interests, and values

of a legal and political issue. (Objective: pg. 44)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 5.2.

0

4
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S Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy Sample Activity 5 -2

Grade Level 10

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3- 4, 10)
cp

Energy, once considered a cheap commodity, is noW very expensive with
prices Continually escalating. The absice of cheaprenergy will affect our
life styles and the way we produce and consume goods and services. !What
should be done to cut down our use of energy with the least harmful effects
on our standatd of living? Should'we use the market system or command
system to allocate scarce energy resources? How will personal values affect
each individual's decision regarding energy use and production? ?What measures
should we take to avoid and/or reduce energy shortages sr the Olture?

In this activity, students will be exposed to a number of proposals and
the impacts these proposals,may have on their lives.

1. Discuss with students the idea that the energy problem is one
of scarcity and hence one of supply and demand.

2. Discuss ways in which lifestyles and/or standards of living may be

affected.

3. Discuss various measures that can be taken to solve this economic
problem of sarcity, i.e. production and-distribution.

4. Administer the "Energy Survey" from Exercise.5.2 to the students.
Do not grade these sheets. Discuss their results; their agreements
and 'disagreements for each proposal. How do you think other people

would feel about these proposals? Would different age groups
respond differently to each proposal? How can you find out?

5. Divide the class into,groups - have them administer the "Energy
Survey" (Exercise 5.2) to various groups such as:

a. different age groups ,

b. females and males
c. different oycupations
d. etc.

6. Have students share their findings and as a class summarize the
results and draw some conclusions about the practicality and/or
appropriateness for each prOposal.

'SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Write a proposal_ _of your on and be prepared to
reasons and/or evidences for its immediate adoption.

ve supportive
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions of Energy

Exercise 5.2

"Energy Survey"

Sample Ac'tivity 5-2

Grade Level 10

a

1. Administer this survey to various age groups such as students, your
parents, teachers, and other adults in your community.

2. When conducting your survey, be sure to categorize it so that you have
your results by age groups.

WE SHOULD:
Strongly
agree

Agree
A

Undecided Disagree Strongly
disagree

.

1.

2.

Increase the price of gasoline
by 50 cents a gallon to cut down
on gasoline use. ,

,

Increase the age at which a
person can get a driver's

,

4

license from 16 to 18.
3. Lower air pollution standards

so industries can burn high
sulfur coal rather than oil
or natural gas.

....--/-

4. Ban all students from driving
to school if bus transportation
is available.

.

5. Ban all driving of private cars
on Sunday. .

6. Ration gasolineso every driver
can obtain only a certain amount.

7. Ba he use of recreational
ehicles such as mopeds, mini-

bikes, golf cars, and pleasure
motorboats.

8. Reduce city streetlights by at
least 25 percent.

9. Ban auto racing to save fuel.

O. Ban the use of all nonessential

1.

household appliances such as
electric garage*door openers,
electric can openers, color TV's,
electric toothbrushes; garbage
disposals, blenders, and stereo
systems.
Double the price of electricity
and natural gas to discourage

-

/

,

household use. , 4 .
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Theme 5. Human Dimensions Of Energy

Bxercise,5.2 (Coned.)

Sample Activity 5-2

Grade Level 10

WE SHOULD:

-.

Strongly
agree

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
disagree

41
, .

12. Ban the" use of afr condi4oners
in all buildings.kth windows.

13. Reduce oil imports
.

by 20
percent.

14. Reduce oil and natural gas
supplies to all industriea-by
20 percent

-t, ,
-

15. Lower pollution standards on
new cars so they tan get better

.
, ..mileage. v,

,

'

.

.

.

.

Analyzing the Survey:

M.

1. Did different groups react differently to your survey? If so, in-

what way?

2. WhichproposallPseem to be strongly favored by all the groups you
surveyed?

. '3. Which proposal seems tobe_unpOpular by all the groups you surveyed?

.,4c Make a one sentence statement gor each group to summarize how they
felt about the proposals in general.

. After conducting the survey, did you change your mind about any of

the proposals? Why or why not?

11912r



THEME 6. ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

BACKGROUND

Alternative sources and uses of energy are analyzed in Theme 6 in relation
to the search for solutions to the world -wide problem of fossil fuel energy
shortages. Criteria fof selection'of future sources of energy are also identi-
fied. In addition, the relative advantages and disOvantages of a wide range
of alternative energy sources and uses are evaluated.

, This theme_emphaiizes the research and development of technology for utilizing
inexhaustible and/or renewable energy sources such as solar, nuclear, geothermal,
And biomass to supply_gndlmeet future energy demanis. It also considers the
scope of the search 5r energy alternatives in relation to the impact on the
environment and the needs and interests of individuals and societies.

Theme 6 should make students aware that some of the earth's resources are
limited and exhaustible. Therefore, our dependence on and demand for increasing
amounts of fossil fuels Must change if, we are to maintain our present lifestyle.s.
Students should be encouraged to support the research and development of alter-
native sources and uses of energy which are appropriate to their needs and life-
styles. They an also view and practice conservation as an energy alternative
or part of the search and solution for mote efficient uses of energy.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basis'skills for learning and effective communication
with others.-

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.

FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know alternative energy sources and uses.
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

e

CONCEPTS

1. Future sources should have high energy potential, be retrievable,
easily obtainable, economically feasible, efficient for conversion,
safe,,healthful and environmentally noncontaminating.

2. New energy sources are being studied for future use. Research is

now being done to harness the following eergy sources for the future,:

a. fossil fuels sources: oil shale, tar sands and coal gasification.

b. natural or cor4inuo sources: geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.

c. other sources: hy rogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodynamics,
burning of trash, nuclear fission, breeder reactors and thermo-
nuclear fusion.

3. The development and use of alternative energy sources will affect
and be affected by the attitudes, values and'lifestyles of individuals
and societies.

4. Alternate energy sources indigenous to jiaiiaii include ge9plermal,
ocean thermal energy.conversion (OTEC), biomass, solar, wind and

hydroelectricity.

12G
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVtS OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 61 -.Unit IX) Contihuedresearch and experimentation
are,required for advancement in agricultural productivity and human's well being.,,

AFT: (pg. 7 - Objective) Use the potentialities of art and take action
to shape andrenhance the quality of one's personal and public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (p 7 - Goal) An understanding
of how governments are similar to and differe from our own in solving their
problems.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Obj2ctive) To effectively. utilize the

resources of our techn ogical world and to understand the importance of
conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objectives) 1. To live effectively in
today's economic environment. 2. To meet the ever-changing demands'of the

business world of work. '*

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Perfo4 the tasks of maintaining
a home in such a way that will contribute effectively to furthering Individual
ant family goals.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge

and techniques for effective living in situations such a's recreation, consumption,
occupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest
degree saf informed control of which they are capable over thdir_use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develo p understanding of the importanee and
relevance of mathematics historically and in the world today.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectie) Help students gain experience with the
potentialities and limitations of:1-he methods of scientific and sociarinvesti-
gation,ut at the same time recognize that the environment can be interpreted
and manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 - Objective) The student is able to participate
actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the social, economic,
political, or physrcal environment in which he or she lives.

I
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Subject Area S'S

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

1. Explain why Hawaii's geological features make the development of
alternate energy explorations such as OTEC (ocean thermal energy
conversion) and geothermal wells more feasible than other sites in
the continental U.S.A.? What other alternativeg might be considered?
Did Hawaii's geographis,polation spiir the development of alternate
energy studies? ExplaiA.

2. Based on the geographic features of each of the Hawaiian islands,
which islands.would be best suited for a) biomass conversion plants;
b) geothermal wells; c) OTEC plants; d) wind Tarns; e) waste energy
recovery plants; f) solar energy fields; g) others?

1

THINGS TO DO . (Grade 8)

1. Stage a debate on the pros and otitis of a given, ternate energy source.

Do values and attitudes affect our choices?

410 2. Discuss your position on tax incentives given for using solar energy
in the home and/or business. Do you feel that legislation should make

the use of solar water heaters mandatory? Why or why not? What are

heat pumps? Do you feel thlt tax credit should be given for heat
pumps? Why or why not?

3. What are some of the environmental/ecological issues concerning alternate
energy sources? Do you feel, that there is too much concern with environ-
mental trade-offs? Why or why not?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

1. Find out-more about alternative energy projects being carried out in
various parts of the world. How successful are these projects? Would

these projects be feasible in all parts of the world? Explain. Do

you think that values and attitudes of various cultures will affect
the future developments of energy Alternatives? Explain.

2. Study the energy alternativea)Zt are now under consideration. Were

any of them used in the past? Make a timeline chart showing where,
when,and how they were .used. (For example, wind energy was used many.
years ago to carry water from one place to another.)
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Theme e. Energy Alternatives Subject Area SS

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

Grade Level 7-12

4
'1. Develop a chart to indicate cost, adequacy technological readiness,

reliability, environmental hazards and future potential for one of
the following sources of energy: a) offshore drilling, b) oil shale,.

c) solar power, d) nuclear power, e) geothermal wells, f) wind'farms,,
g) coal gasification, h) coal liquefaction, i) pyrolysis, j)
k) hydrogen fuel, i) others.

2. Write to congresspersons and the President encouraging them to support
polar energy. Inquire about Hawaii's solar energy legislation and

investigate the nature of similar legislation passed in other states.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

4

*1. Discuss the various alternate energy projects in Hawaii. Rank the

projects in terms of their importance. (See Sample Activity 6-1. "Watt's

the Alternative?")

2. Discuss the feasibility 4 converting the electrical energy industry
in Hawaii to nuclear powdi plants and compare the merits of such a
proposal with other options such as coal fueled plants.

3. Identify buildings in the community that waste energy and offer
possible conservation programs as solutions. Investigate the building

codes to see if solar energy is being encouraged or discouraged. If

the latter, what possible changes could be made? How?

4. Form a number of groups, each investigating a different source of alter-
nate energy. Find out the long-term strengths and weaknesses of each

and the immediate effects on our Statc,. Using charts, graphs, and other
visuals, report your findings in class.

NOTE: Suggested activities cdfild also be used by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12:

VOCABULARY

Aesthetics, alternate energy, biomass conversion, coal
gasification, coal liquefaction, environmental quality;
fuel cell, gasohol, geothermal energy, hydrogen fuel,
nuclear energy, offshore drilling, OTEC, pyrolysis, shale
oil, solar energy, trade-offs, wind energy.
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THEME 6. Energy Alternatives Subject Area SS(Bus, LA, M, Sc)

hematic Area EE, CE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 11

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 6-1. "Watt's The Alternative':

OBJECTIVE

To know alternative energy sources and uses.

CONCEPTS

Future sour ces should have high energy potential, be retrievable,
easily obtainable, economically feasible, efficient for conversion,
safe, healthful and environmentally noncontaminating.
New energy sources are being studied for future use. Research is now
being done to harness. the following energy sources for the future:
a. fossil fuels: oil shale, tar sands- and coal gasification.
b. natural or continuous sources:" geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.
c. other sources: "hydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodynamics.

burning of trash, nuclear fission, breeder reactors and thermo-
nuclear fusion.

The development and use of alternative energy sources will affect and
be affected by the attitudes, values and lifestyles of individuals
and societies.
Alternate energy sources indigenous to Hawaii include geothermal,
ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC)., biomass, solar, wind and
hydroelectricity.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1.

EC 3.

,EC 4.

EC 5.

Ep 8.

EC 9.

Read and use printed materials frOm daily life:
Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.
Communicate orally in situation's common to everyday life.
Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life.
Reach reasoned 'solutions to .commonly encountered problems.
Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.
EC 12. Identify the training, skill and background requirments of at

141t_one occupation in which the student is interested.
EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunity'to participate

in political processes.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity , 6-1

Grade Level 11

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of

'alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2) '

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long -term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

SOCIAL S ES STRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES r,
dentify and explain the development of 113waii's economic history and

its impact on the people. (Objective: pg. 47)

Identify and explain the significant social, political and economic

issues currently facing Hawaii's people. (Objective: pg. 47)

SUGGESTED 'MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Worksheet 6.1.

2. Reports on Alternate Energy Sources for Hawaii from HNEI (Hawaii

Natural Energy Institute).
Speaker from HNEI.

4

Mja,..Ta...11.27.}3.,..7*0,0151,.........30.17/}=,
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There 6. Energy Alternatives
_-/

'24fts.j,

Sample Activity 6-1

Grade Level 11

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14 & 15)

It has been estimated that in a few years, Hawaii will spend almost a

billion dollars a year on oil. Fossi,1 fuel products such as oil are escalating

in price and have become an insecure sburce of energy. In the quest for self-
sufficiency and the constraints of possible embargoes and other foreign actions

and policies, the State of Hawaii has been a forerunner for a,number of research

and development projec regarding alternate, renewable sources of energy.

1

Not only will our venture into alternate renewable energy sources free us
from the OPEC price increases but create new jobs, provide greater economic
development and a better balance of trade. It has been projected that while
alternate energy'sources may achieve 100% electrical self-sufficiency, it
cannot provide total self-sufficiency because the bulk of imported oil is
used as jet fuel. However, the objective of the self-sufficiency plans for the
year 2025 is for net'sef-sufficiency which is defined as the level where total

energy production from indigenous sources is equal tq total energy consumption,

picluding jet fuel. What this really means is that while it is virtually
/impossible for Hawaii to become totally self-sufficient (i.e: no need for
imported fuel] because of our need for jet fuel, it is possible to reach net
self-sufficiency (where energy production equals energy consumption) by produc-
ing more than enough energy from indigenous sources and trading these for the

needed fossil fuel.
t.

In.t5is activity, students will be asked to rank some alternative\nergy ,

projects in order of their importance for receiving research and development

funds. It is hoped that by learning something about each alternative energy
project, the students will develop an understanding of the many factors involved
in detrining priorities forfunding in energy research and development.

1. Discuss very briefly the various alternate energy programs here in

Hawaii and elsewhere. Do not discuss the feasibility nor the cost/

benefits.

2. Without doing any research, have students do Worksheet 6.1. Tell

them to rank the various alternative methods of power generation
based on what they've heard or read so far.

3. Compile the rankings on, the board. Which method was considered

most -important hythe -olassl- ioh-was-conel_dered-leaet-LmpoPtant-7----

4. Assign students to study the va
generation and to find out mor
consider the-ellaing or
social, and environmenta
tages). Remind them ;the

project being done here i

ious alternative methods of power

about the method. Tell them to
able technologies and the economic,

costs and benefits (advantages/4 sadvan-
they are studying the feasibility of the

:

5. Have students share their find ngs with the class and follow each

report with a discussion on th importance of each method.

34-1-
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives Sample Activity 6-1

Grade Level

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

6. Have the class assume that they are members of the Congressional
Appropriations Committee designated with the task of allocating "X"

amount of dollars for energy research and development. Have them

do Worksheet 6.1 again and rerank the various alternative methods

of energy generation. Did their/dhoices change? Why or why not?

7. 'Ask them to explain the title "Watt's The Alternative?" Discuss

'how Hawaii may possibly reach total electrical self-sufficiency
and net self-sufficiency but not total self-suffidiency.'

b

;

AA
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Theme 6. Energy Alternatives

Worksheet
4
6.1

"Watt's The Alternative?"

Sample. Activity

Grade Level 11

ro

Directions: Below is a listing of alternative methods of electric power

.generation for Hawaii. Rank each method inorder of its
importance for receiving research and d opment funds.

(1 = Most important; 9 = Least important.)

Hydroelectric

Biomass Conversion (bagasse, wood chips, etc.)

Nuclear

Waste Energy Recovery - Honolulu Program of Waste Energy, Recolvery

Coal
\.01POWER)

Wind

'OTEC (Ocean Thermal Conversion).

Solar

Geothermal

Qther

Question: Which method did you consider as the most worthwhile (cost/effective)

and why?

5
la-04.1(Wa
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THEME 7. ENERGY ST1AGE AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

Theme 7 deals with the need for efficient systems xo store available
energy sources in a form that can be readilj, used and to transmit 'the energy
to appropriate locations at a time when it is .actually needed. The main
purpose of these storage and transmission systems isto improve the efficiency
of the flow of energy from the source to the consumer. .

tZT

The efficient storage of energy in fossil fuels and readily available
transport systems resulted in ixemendous consumption of this energy source.
However, as_the limits of foss.l fuels are being realized, modern techno-
logical societies must seek aleehativ6 energy sources. Thesetresources have
fo be extracted, converted to a useful form, and stored until they are needed
and used.

Some problems associated with the technology of improving storage to meet
constantly increasing demands of consumers for more energy involve storage.of
large quantities of energy and the matching of intermittent sources with
intermittent consumption.

This.theme can help students to view the improvement st and trans -

mission systems as an alternative energy source in the sense tha ncreaiing
amounts of energy can be made'available through more efficient use of current
and/or future energy source It will also make them aware 'of the interaction
of science and technology Oith the societal acceptance olutions to energy-
related problems.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with Othtrs..

FPO Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency leVel.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To'inow various orgy storage and transLio' systems.

re
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Theme 7. Energy Storage and Transmission Systems

CONCEPTS
. law

1. There ara\ethical, gal, aesthetic, social, political, economic,

iological, and ph ical benefits and costs associated with energy

storage and transmission systems.

2. Storage and transmission systems must be comN.ementary to each
other and'appropriate to a given energy source. ow

3. In Hawaii, research:6f storage an4 transmission systems being done

by the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) will lead to concepts

useful in designing such systems.

I , .

/
RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES'

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

A resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of

conservation.

HOME ECONOMICS:, (pg. iii - Objective) Perform the' tasks of maintaining

a home in such a, way that will ,contribute effectively to furthering individual

and family goals.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg, 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge'

and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,

occupation, and education.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) .Develop understanding of the importance and

relevance of mathematics historically and in the world today.

'SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1. Foster the stude ,pts' appreciation

for the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of

quality of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active

part in that contribution. 2. Help students-gain experience with the poten-

tialities and limitations of the methods of scientific and social investigation

but at the same time. recognize that the environment can be interpreted and

manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11 -.Objective) The student is able to participate

actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the social, economic,',,

political, or physical environment' in which he or she lives.

.44

a
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Theme 7. Energy Storage and Transmission
Systems

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

SubjectArea SS

Grade Level 7-12

1. Explain how the imu was a form of an energy storage system. What kind
of energy was stored? Where was it stored? Could all types of rocks
be used? Demonstrate the workings of an imu to your clasmates.

2. The ancient Hawaiians used the stored energy in kukui nuts to light their
homes. Make a kukui nut candle and demonstrate how it works in class.
Identify one way through which energy was transmitted in ancient Hawaii.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8)

1. Explain how the energy stored in food is transferred to you for your
use. What evidence do you have that food has energy? Think of a
way to demonstrate this to a group of students.

2. Research and find out more about a fuel cell. How doefit work? How
does it differ from the storage batteries used today? Why is the'fuel
cell considered a useful way of storing energy?

L
THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

1. Give examples o6how people of different times and places stored energy,
for later use (i.e., the damming of water).

2. Give examples of energy stored in objects found around the home (e.g.,
the food we eat, a batter9 for a transistor radio, a yoyo, etc.). How

is the energy being stored? How will it be used?

THINGS TO DO (Grade°10)

1. What are spine of the storage and transmission probfems encountered by
various alternate energy' sources ?. What storage and transmission

systems have been suggested for each?

2. Find out how people got their energy before transmission lines became
prevalent. Did the people themselves transport the energy? How did

they store the enemy?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

1. Find out more about the use of submerged cables between the major
islands as a means of transmitting electrical energy. Is it possible?

Feasible? What are some of the problems? How would the environment be

affected?

135
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Theme 7. Energy 5torageand Transmission Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11) '(Cont'd.)

2. In Hawaii, electricity
4is transmitted through transmission lines--either

overhead or underground.. Which type of transmission line is more efficient?

Reliable? Environmentally sound?
. u

NOTE: Suggested activities couldolsliip used by students taking related

electiveq in grades 11 and'12.

4

VOCABULARY

Batteries, costlbenefit, efficiency, fuel cell, heat content,
potential energy, storage, stored energy, transmission,

submerged cables.

1
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THEME 8. TRANSPORTATION

BACKGROUND

Theme 8 considers transportation in terms of the movement of goods and
people. _It also focuses on the enoealous amounts of energy currently being ucf.

The transportation system in the United States uses about half of the 1

nation's total consumption of petroleum. *Being the greatest consumer of petroleum,
it could also become the greatest conserver of energy. To do this more effi-

cient cars and trucks could be made,, alternative ways to travel and move goods
could be promoted, drivers could be taught to save gas, and other wasteful habits
could:be changed.

This these_should enable students to realize that the cost of energy
continues to increase while the sources of petroleum energy dwindle. Alter-

native mode's of transportation as well as trade-offs between transportation and
communication systems must be considered. They should also be aware of the

possible need for changes in personal valuei and lifestyles to accommodate
various transportation,modes.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skilli for learning and effective communication

with others.
FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FP0,4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, ',cis' and emotional health.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as'art integral part of

P / growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know a wide range of transportation modes and their energy resource

requirements.
a

1
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Theme 8. Transportation
4 4

4.1

CONCEPTS

1. One ofi the major users of energy is transportation.

2. Transportation modes should be appropriatip to the needs of moving
people and/or goods.

3. Transportation modes should he improved to make more efficient use
of energy sources and have minimum negative effects on the environment.

4. Re::earch'of the potential of communications systems may help to
relieve pressure on energy supplies used for transportation. It

is far less costly to move information than to move people and things.

5. The Hawaii State Plan calls for an intggiated multi-modal transporta-
tion system that services statewide needs and promotes the efficient,
economical, safe and convenient movement of people and goods.

138
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Theme 8. Transporation

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

t

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 58 - Unit VI) Efficient processing, marketing, and
distribution are essential in making agricultural products economically available

1)to human.

BART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Demonstrate the application of necessary art
skills and concepts by producing works of art in various modes of expression
such as drawing, painting, ceramics, printmaking, weaving, sculpture and
.photography.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and
understanding of the custo s moras of a society reflected in the student's
behavior when living amon the oreign group.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To develop,an awareness of the
needs of society for goods and services and how goods and services are effectively
provided.

BUSINESS EDUCATION:' (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's
economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii - Goal) Through a developmental health education program,

students will acquire accurate health information, and Rain experiences
contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practices;

students will be able to make decisions relating to their health 'and understand
how these decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objectives) 1. Develop an understand-

ing of the principles, concepts, and problems of industrial technology. 2. De:

velop an understanding,of the nature and significance of materials, tools, process-
es, products, and occupations of our technological world and their impact upon
our society.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understanding of the
nature and structure of the English language within the broad perspective of

communication.

MATHEMATICS; (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop mathematical competence to function

effectively in today's society.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-131i 14 - Objectives) 1. Foster the students appreciation
for-the practical and aesthetic contribution of science to the improvement of
quality of life and to promote in our students the desire to take an active part

in that contribution. 2. Facilitate the students' ability to use scientific
knowledge, processes, instruments and scientific language to clarify values,
examine issues, solve problems in fulfilling personal, social and career life
roles. 3. Help students gain experience with the potentialities and limitationF
of the methods of scientific and social investigation but at the same time recog-

nize that the environment can be interpreted and manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 16 - Objectives) 1. The student is able to. clarify

value conflicts of communication problems.which affect choices, decisions, or

relationships. 2. The student is able to construct, evaluate, and revise alter-
natives for personal goals, plans or problems solutions, considering costs and

benefits to self and t000thers affected by his or her decisions.
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Theme 8. Traqaporation. Subject Area SS

Grade Level

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9) (Cont'a .

-
,. . - -

P.-
. _ ,

.

-

-,.

2. Study the modes of transportation used in various nations. Why do
different nations use different transportation modes? Compare the
different modes to energy consumed. Which modes are energy intensive?
Which nations use at leat 20% of the energy consumed in their country
for transportation? Do the geographical and/or geological
of the land influence their transportation modes? Explain.

3. How would a redqction-in gasoline production affect the auto industries?
AL The national economy? How would international trade be affected? Invite

a speaker from the Department of Energy, Oil company, and the University
of Hawaii to address these questions. 4

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

*1. Examine three (3) occasions when you rely on the automobile for trans-
portation. Be creative-and think lik, other moAs of travel. What are
the costs/benefits of other modes?- (See Sample Activity 8-1. "Our
Motorized Mistress") \J

2. Analyze the merits of various modes of transportation that might be used
in an urban area and propose a transplortation plan for the community.

*. Debate the °resolution: "Each family should be restricted to one car."

/-..
4. Calculate the miles per gallon (mpg) and passenger miles per gallon

(pmpg) for various modes of transportation. Which mode is the most
efficient? Based on the costs.and benefits, which would you choose?
Why? (See Transportation and the City, Interdisciplinary Student/
Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment, and the Economy (EEE),
Department of Energy, October, 1977.)

M1

THINGS TO DO (Grade-11)

1. Find out about the modes of transportation used for interisland travel. How
much energy is used daily by these modes? Is one mode more efficient
than the others? What are the drawbacks of each mode? What other
factors must be considered? Do you feel we should reduce interisland
travel by 50Z? Why or why not? Conduct a survey and find put how others
feel about these questions.

*For detailed.descriptiod,ksee noted Samplejfyvity.

-
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Theme 8. Traqaporation. Subject Area SS

Grade Level

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9) (Cont'a .
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2. Study the modes of transportation used in various nations. Why do
different nations use different transportation modes? Compare the
different modes to energy consumed. Which modes are energy intensive?
Which nations use at leat 20% of the energy consumed in their country
for transportation? Do the geographical and/or geological
of the land influence their transportation modes? Explain.

3. How would a redqction-in gasoline production affect the auto industries?
AL The national economy? How would international trade be affected? Invite

a speaker from the Department of Energy, Oil company, and the University
of Hawaii to address these questions. 4

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

*1. Examine three (3) occasions when you rely on the automobile for trans-
portation. Be creative-and think lik, other moAs of travel. What are
the costs/benefits of other modes?- (See Sample Activity 8-1. "Our
Motorized Mistress") \J

2. Analyze the merits of various modes of transportation that might be used
in an urban area and propose a transplortation plan for the community.

*. Debate the °resolution: "Each family should be restricted to one car."

/-..
4. Calculate the miles per gallon (mpg) and passenger miles per gallon

(pmpg) for various modes of transportation. Which mode is the most
efficient? Based on the costs.and benefits, which would you choose?
Why? (See Transportation and the City, Interdisciplinary Student/
Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment, and the Economy (EEE),
Department of Energy, October, 1977.)

M1

THINGS TO DO (Grade-11)

1. Find out about the modes of transportation used for interisland travel. How
much energy is used daily by these modes? Is one mode more efficient
than the others? What are the drawbacks of each mode? What other
factors must be considered? Do you feel we should reduce interisland
travel by 50Z? Why or why not? Conduct a survey and find put how others
feel about these questions.

*For detailed.descriptiod,ksee noted Samplejfyvity.
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Theme 8. Transportation Subject Area 'SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11) (Coned.)

2. Write a paper explaining how geographic features have influenced our
transportation sygtem. Het; does transportation affect our lifestyle?

Our energy use? How does the tourist industry affect our State's
.transportation use? Is this anount signi.ficant?
4

3. Propose a mass transit system for your island. Make
showing exactly where and how it should be developed
transit system feasible for your island?' Why or why
what kind of transportation system would you suggest

or draw a map
. Is a mass

not? If not,
for your island?

4. Investigate the air traffic in Hawaii. Break down your data into interisland,

domestic, and international travel. What is the average annual passenger
load in Hawaii for each type of travel? How much energy is involved annually?

Monthly? Daily?

5. Debate the statement: "Only compact orosubcompact cars should be .

allowed on our public highways." What are the implications for our

auto industries? Our Economy? International trade? Law enforcement?

Highway construction? City planning?

NOTE: Suggested acti.Vities could also be used by students takiI related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

VOCABULARY

Alternatives, bikeways, car, car pools, compact, transportation,

trade-of 50-, conservation, efficiency, environmental impacts,
mass trane).< passenger miles per, gallon, pollutibn, subcompact,

transportation modes.
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THEME.8. Transportation Subject Area SS (BPA, Bus, H,

Hec, IT, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, G, LS,

SA, VE

Grade Level 10

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 8 -1. "Our Motorized Mistress"

OBJECTIVE

To 'glow a wide range of transportation modes and their energy resource
requirements.

/

CONCEPTS

One of the major users of energy is transportation.
Transportation modes should be appropriate to the needs of moving

people and/or goods.
Transportation modes should be improved to make more efficient use
of energy sources and havt minimum negative effects on the environment.

ts

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.
sEC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. CommunirAte orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach leasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 12. Identify training, skills and background requirements of at

least one occupation in which the student is interested.

EC 14: Demonstrate knowledge of the ci4zen's oppoVunity to participate

in political processes.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge' of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

a Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of '

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

l.When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

-will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)
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Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity 8-L

Grade Level 10

SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify and explain the distinctive features that characterize the
American nation today as seen through influences from the past.

(Objective: pt 38)
Identify and explain alternative viewpoints, interests, and values,
of a legal and political issue. (Objective: pg. 44)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. ansparency 8, 1A -and 8.1B.,

2. xercise 8.1.

1A3
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Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activiy' 8-1

Grade Level 10

ACTIVITY

The automobile seems to be one of the prime targets for conservation.
Nationally, our "motorized mistress" uses 30 percent of our total oil supply
and more than 12 percent of the nation's total energy. Locally, transportation

accounts for 54.9 percent; the biggest user is air transportation which accounts
for 27.4 percent.. The automobile accounts for approximately 17 percent.
(Statistics based on data from State Energy Office, 1976.)

, Despite the fact that Hawaii motorist only a fraction of the total

energy consumed in Hawaii, conservation meCsures could provide a significant

savings in our consumption of petroleum. Hawaii's unique situation of being
geographically isolated and barren of but highly dependent on fossil fuels makes
it imperative that conservation be practiced in all sectors of energy consumption.

In this activity students will weigh direct and indirect costs against
benefits (tangible and intangible). Through this activity students may. get

a better idea of some of the alternatives one could consider and how decisidns

regarding the various choices, can be made.

1. Discuss with the students that transportation is one of the

biggest users of oil products. Ask them to guess what percent

of energy consumption in Hawaii is for transportation.

2. Make Transparencies of the two pie charts and have students

analyze the t o charts. Point out that for Hawaii, the biggest

ulk goes to t fuel for our air transportation. Di4puss the

fact that Hawa i's geographic features, that of being an island
state, necessitates import and export through air transportation.
Also point out that because we are geologically rel4tively young
there are virtually no fossil fuels on our islands and hence
all of our petroleum is imported.

3. Discuss the energy consumption of the motorists in Hawaii as

compared to the mainland United States. Why the difference?

Why the large percentage for commercial and residential use? How

are the problems associated with energy consumption similar

for Hawaii and the mainland United States? How are they dif-

ferent? How about conservation in terms of transportation?

4. Ask students if they are willing to cut back on energy consumption?
Ask them if they would be willing to cut back on their personal

gasoline consumption? Have them do Exercise 8.1.

5. Discuss the questions from Exercise 8.1. 1
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h% Theme 8. Transportation Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level 10

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Write to various automobile companies to find out what they're
doing to help cut down the depletion of our resources such as 4
oil in a) production of the automobiles and b) in the design of

the automobile itself.
2. 'Investigate the recent (last 5 years) federal laws and regulations

regarding the automobile that have come about because of the energy

shortage. '

M

I
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Theme ft4itsportation

Transparency 8.4 - Pie Chart II

ad'

0
Ground Trans.

415.6%

Airs Trans.

27.4%

ti

Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level 10

as

Petroleum Consumption

y Economic Sectorl

1976

0 ,Military Trans:
8.4%

Water Trans.

.3.57

OM

39,624,192 Barrels Used

lState Energy Office consultant, unpublished report.
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Theme 8. Transportatian ' Sample Activity 8-1

-It Transparency 8.1B - Pie Chart II Grate avel i0

..
-7

U. S. Energy Consumption By Sector, 19781

.41

Transportation

26%

(Approximately 21%.
is for automobiles)

Industrial.

36%

Residential/Commercial

38%

i

I

1'

4

1Data taken from Energy Funre. Report of the Energy Project at the Harvaid

Business School, Random House, New York, 1979, pg. 146.
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Theme 8: Transportation

Exercise 8.1 d6de Level 10

Sample Activity 8-1

"Our Motorized Mistress"

Directions: 1.' Think of 3 occasions(for school, shopping, etc.) when you rely
on the automobile as a means of transportation: List the 3

occasions under Part I in the spaces provided.

2. For each occasion, fill out,the chart below. (See sample under

Part I.) Three strategies are available to help you become
more careful and creative in the waysycu use natural resources;

a) cut back on consumption; b) be more efficient users of
resonrces;'and c) use alternative means.

3. Research the costof gasoline (regular, ethyl, 'etc.) in your

community. What are the cost/benefits of using gasoline for

various occasions? Consider, the cost/bbnefits not only in
financial but personal terms aswell. Record your findings

in the charts under Part I." (See sagtple in Part I.).

Part I: Transportation,Use Strategies

4,
SAMPLE

Occasion: Grocery Shopping
Frequency: Once a week or as needed

Present Use of Strategy 411 Strategy Strategy #3

Gasoline Cutback , Use more efficAnt v Find new means

Strategy Description "Flan ahead:

Shop once

a month

Car pool and sho0-

with neighbor

Ride bicycle
to shop

Type of fuq01 .
Gasoline, ethyl

Cost: (Direct
and Indirect)

$.35/liter
Wear and tear
of car, etc.

Benefits:
(,Direct and

Indirect)

1

Gasoline
ethyl

$.35/liter
Must plan

Gasoline, ethyl

$.35/liter
Must plan And
make arrangements

MuScle Power

Initial cost of

bike. Inconve-
nience. Able to
carry only small
amounts of gro-
ceries.' Time and

energy.

Saves time.
Convenience,

. able to shop
as goods are .
needed.

4

Saves money
and gas,
less wear

-and tear
on car.

150

Saves money and
gas, have-chance
to socialize #

with neighbor,

Saves gas and
money, healthy
exaxciae, less
air pollution



Theme 8. Trabportation'

Exercise 8.1 (Coned.).

Occasion #1

Fripuency:

Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level 10

Present Use of
Gasoline

Strategy . #1

Cutback
Strategy #2

Use more efficiently'
Strategy #3

Find new means

`Strategy Description

Type of fuel

Cost: (Direct

and Indirect)

11.

Benefits:
(Direct and

, Indirect)

b
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Theme 8. Transportation

Exercise 8.1 (Coned.)

Occasion #2

Frequency:

Sample Activity 8-1

J. Grade Level 10

Present Use of

Gasoline

Strategy #1
Cutback

Strategy #2
Use more efficiently

Strategy #3
Find new means

Strategy Description

\

.

.

.

Type of fuel
i

Cost: (Direct

and Indirect)

Ye

.

_...,--

7-i

.

,

Benefits,:

(Direct and
Indirect)

. ,

II
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111 Theme 8. Transportation

Exercise.8.1 (Coned.).

Occasion 03

Frequency:

Sample Adtivity

Giade Level

8-1

10

Present Use of
Gasoline

t

Strategy
Cutback

#1 Strategy #2
Use.more efficiently

Strategy #3
Find new means

_

Strategy Description

-
.

Type of fuel , n

Cost: (Direct

and Indirect)

.

.
.

4

%

Benefits:
(Direct and
Indirect)

. ,

-

:
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'Theme 8. Transportation

Exercise 8.1 (Cont'd.)

PART II: Questions for discussion

Sample Activity 8-1

Grade Level 10

1. Can you think of ways in which you could use gasoline more sparingly
or OM using it altogether-7-

7 2. Based on the costs/benefits that you recorded, which strategy is the

best for each occasion? Did yOkchoose the same strategy for each

occasion? Why or why not?

3. Which strategy was most useful to you? Why? Were any of the alterna-

tives you thought of unrealistic for you?

4. If gasoline was really in'short supply such that consumption had to be

cdt back by 20%, would you be willing to use a mode of transportation
other crx757a car such as a.bus to do the family's grocery shopping,?

To get to a football or baseball game? To go out on a date?

5. In light of the energy shortage, what kinds of regulations should be

legislated for future automobiles and motorists? List at least 3 and

explain why it is an energy conservation measure. 4

6. How would the regulations suggested in question 5 affect future employ-

ment and/or careers?

7. For what other resources other than gasoline could you apply each of

the three strategies?

41
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THEME 9. ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

BACKGROUND

The impacts of energy use on.the environment are examined in Theme 9.
These include the environmental damage resulting from the production, trans-
portatiam_and_utilizatian_of_energy.

As energy consumption has increased, so has environmental pollution. In

other words, environmental quality has been traded off for rapidly increasing
demands for energy.

Various energy alternatives are being developed to meet energy demands as
the shortage of fossil fuels is becoming more evident. Various energy sources
have differing impacts en the environment while some uses of energy ark more
threatening than others to the environment. Therefore, advantages of a parti-
cular kind of energy extraction and/or use must be weighed against its effects
on the environment.

Theme 9 will help to make students aware of the interrelationships among
the principal variables of human ecology--population, ofganization, environment
and technology which constitute an ecosystem. It will also help them to realize
that every decision made involving energy alternatives affects the quality of
life and must be considered in terms of their effects on the existing environ-

,mental and ecological conditions.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO I. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional health.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self.as well as to others.

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To know various eng.ruevpkons and their environmental/ecological
)benefits and consul

1(

nces:
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Considerations

CONCEPTS

1. Ener-mextraction and use alter and/or pollute natural environmental
conditions.

2. Trade-offs are necessary to resolve conflicgocer energy use and the

environment. -4

a. A balance between short-term economic gaindand long-term
environmental quality involves trade-offs.

b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologi-

cally sound practices and aesthetic judgments involves trade-offs.

3. Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions4Made
regarding the developMent, use, and conservation of energy resources

and their effects on the environment.

4. The Hawaii State plan states that the development or expansion of

power systems and sources should adequately conpider environmental,

public health, and safety concerns and resource limitations.



Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological C iderations

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 - Agriculture is faced with environmental

-problems 'that are both inter 1 and external.,

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Use the 1.otentialities of art and take action

to shape and enhance the quality of one's personal and public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND.PACIFIC'LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) A knowledge and

understanding of the customs and mores of a society reflected in the student's

behavior whet living among the foreign group.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

resources of our technological world and to understand the importance of

conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HEALTH: (pg. iii b 1 - Goal) 'f'hrough.a developmental health'educatidn

program, students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences

contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students will

be able to make decisions 'relating to their health and understand how these

decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

'HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Create a home and community

environment conductive to the healthy growth and development of all members

of the family at all stages of the family cycle.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an understanding

of the nature and significance of materials, tools, processes, products, and

occupationt of our technological world, and their impact upon our society.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students"to develop the highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Nurture intellectual curiosity and promote

the desire to continue learning.

MUSIC: (pt. 2 - Objective) Use musical skills in communicating ideas,

thoughts and feelings.'

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 - Objective) Learn to respect the rights of

others, help the less-skilled players, subordinate their own desires to the will

of the group, and realize that they have the responsibility of directing their

actions in behalf of the group.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objectives) 1. Help students gain experience with

the potentialities and limitations of the methods of scientific and.social

investigation but at the same time recognize that the environment can be inter-

preted and manipulated. 2. Encourage students to maintain a safe and healthy

environment.

SOCIAL STUDIES-: (pg. 11 - Objective) The student is able to participate

actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting thesocial, economic,

political, or physical environment in which he or she lives.



Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

*1:

Subject Area SS

7-12Grade Level

Show how the radical use or abuse of natural resources causes a break
in nature's cycle. Can the cycle be mended? (See Sample Activity 9-1.
"Breaking the Cycle")

2. Investigate and write a paper to support or refute the following
statement: "Although the kapu and tabu systems were not meant to
be conservation measures, they did in effect, keep the ecological
and environmental systems in check."

'3. Show the growth of. environmental pollution as directly related to
this economic growth. Use pictures and/or photographs to illustrate
your relationship.

4. Discuss the effects of resource consumption in meeting basic needs
duringt4 pre-Cook era? What effects did it have on the environ-
ment? at happened to meeting basic needs after the arrival of
CaptainCook and other westerners? How were the environment and
ecology of Hawaii affected ?.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8),

1. Simulate a court trial of the automobile. The charge is that the car
has caused irreparable harm to people and the environment. Do you

think the car is guilty or Innocent? (See Transportation and the City,
'Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environ-
ment, and. the Economy (EEE), Department of Energy, October, 1977.)

2. Coal is. currently being reconsidered as an energy alternative. Have a

panel discussion on the pros and cons of coal as a fuel. What oppor-

tunity costs are involved?

3. Collect pictures from magazines that imply

What subtle hints are.given that pollution
Post your pictures on the bulletin bpard.
the bulletin board a learning center where
their understanding.

THINGS TO DO "(Grade 9)

environmental pollution:
is the topic of concern ?_.,

You may want to make
other students can test

1. Since land in Hawaii is so limited, careful planning must go into the
zoning of land for various uses. What trade-offs must be considered in

. planning the use of land in light of a preferred future? Environment?
What things are of value to the people of Hawaii? (See, Sample Activity

9-2. "Land Use and Abuse")

*FOr detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Subject Area SS
v

Considerations
Grade Level-

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9) (Cont'd.)

2. Many times, religious and other -cultural practices make an impaction the

environment. Find out how religious and/or cultural practices have in-
fluenced the preservation and/or devastation of the environment. How

do these values and/or beliefs change over the years? Explain. 6

3. Conduct an in-depth investigation of a nation's (other than the U.S.)

ecological /environments problems. What caused the problems? Have

they solved the problems? How? Are any of the problems associated

with resource extraction? Explain. If the nation in question con-

tinues on its Present course, what environmental/ecological problems-
and/or effects will there be 50 years from now?

A .

4. Stage a World Organization meeting and discuss the trade-offs that all
nations should consider to preserve our natural environment. COnsider

issues such as the killing of baby seals, slaughtering of the dolphins,
harpooning of the whales, etc.

7-12

5. Find out what risks and dangers are involved with the extraction and
transportation of oil. What are the environmental /ecological problems

associated with oil production? (See Two Energy Gulfs, Interdisciplinary
Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment and the Economy

(EEE), Department of Energy, March, 1979.)
fq.

6. Write a paper discussing the physical effects on the ecosystem if
fossil fuel were to be made available to people on an unlimited scale.

7. Select one environmental/ecological problem or concern. Use a cartoon
character(s)-to illustrate the problem or concern as faced by people 'who

lived in different historical periods. Choose several historic periods
such as the Middle Ages, Industrial Revolution, etc. Remember to change
the clothing and environment whenever appropriate.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

1. Examine the conflicting opinions underlying the controversy over
strip-mining and open ranges. What are some of the environmental/

'ecological problems? What are the opportunity costs? Do the benefits

outweigh the costs? (See Western Coal; Boom or Bust?, Interdisci-
plinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment, and

the Economy (FEE), June, 1979.)

2. There are about one hundked million motor vehicles in the U.S. Most

of the vehicles are for personal use. Write a law which restricts the

auto to business use. Examine the benefits of such a law. What kinds

of arguments do you anticipate from opponents of the law? How do other

countries manage with only a limited number of automobiles?
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0 Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Subject Area

Considerations

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10) (Cont;d.)

Grade tevel 7-12

I
3. Trace the beginnings of legislation controlling impacts made on the

environment. Was energy a concern then

4. Debate the resolution: "Non-returnable bottles and non-aluminum cans

should not be allowed in school b41dings."
0

5. Explain three (3) ways environmental/ecological situations relate to
the fpllowing economic conditions: inflation, trade deficits, value of
the American dollar,--unemployment, and productivity.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

*1. If you were a member of the city council; what criteria would you use
in zoning land? Would aesthetics be a consideration? Iow about
economics? (See Sample Activity 9-3. "Landscrape: The Price of

Progress?")

2. Identify an ecological problem in the community and design a program
`to correct it. ,-r

3. Investigate the various environmental groups that exist in your

community. Find out in what way their concerns are related to
energy production and/or consumption. Invite a speaker from one

of the groups to talk to your class. -Be sure to invite groups

representing more than one point,of view.

,4. Compare the environmental impact of various alternate energy sources
currently being studied in Hawaii. Are the impactS on air and/or
water quality or land use/abuse acceptable to environmental groups?
Is aesthetics a consideration? 4,

ea

5. Find evidence of environmental/ecological-changes for different area
on your island, e.g., Salt Lake, Honolulu. What kind of changes have

occurred? Were the changes beneficial? Why or why not? If beneficial,

to whom? If harmful, to whom or to what?

(l,*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.

NOT Suggested activities could also be used by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

I
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

VOCABULARY

Subject Area )S

a.

Grade Level 4 7-12

Alternative, air quality, causa and effect, culture, ecology,
environment, environmentalist, inflation, land use, legislation,
opportunity cost, pollution, preferred future, productivity,
quality control, special interest groups, strip-mining, trade
deficits, trade-offs, value, water quality, zoning-

162
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THEME 9. Enyironmental/Ecological SS_U. Bus LA S

, Covisiderations
. Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

-.--' `:14 A
t4",: . Grade Level 7

..

1; ...

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 9 -,1. "Breaking The Cycle"

4

OBJECTIVE.

various energy options and their environmental/ecological.
benefits and consequences.

CONCEPTS

Energy extraction and use alter and/or pollute natural environmental
conditions.
Trade-offs are necessary to resolve conflicts over energy use.and .

the environment.
a.. A balance between sh ort-term economic gains and long-term,

environmental quality involves trade -offs.
b. The resolution of conflicts over.conservatian, land use, ecologically 4

scand practices and aesthetic judgments involves trade-offs.
Political and cultural interest groups inffuenee the decisions made
regarding the development, use and conservation of energy resources
and their effects on .the environment.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. lead and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used,in daily life.

EC 4. Comthuni-cate orallyin situations common to ever ay life.

oeEC 8. Reach, reasoned solutions to commonly encountere roblems.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 15. DeMbnstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.
45

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions d9ncerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goafr: pg. D6)

Students will demoistrate an appreciation for the interdependence of

* liVing things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improvirfg the quality of life and will suppdrt those that will
provide-oOtimtim short='anH long-term,benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg..D38)

6
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Theme 9. Environmentil/Ecof4idal Sample Activity 9-1

Considerations Grade Level 7

SQCIAL STUDIESPTNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES!*

Identify, describe, and explain the major periods and movements in

Hawaiian history in the pre-modern era that' influenced the growth

and development of Hawaii. (Objective: pg. 25) *s,

Identify and degcribe the development of the social, pqlitical and

economic institutions which evolved in pre-modern Hawaii. (Objective:'

pr--.?5)

SUGGESTED MATtRIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

4

1. Exercise 9.1.

2. Stan Bulletip Article "Rape of the Sandalwood" by reg and RussApple,

Altuary 4, 1972. °

a

64
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

s\,

Sample Activity

-Grade Level

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 2, 3, 4, 5 & 13)

During the years 1778-1850 (often referred to as the Transitional Period),
Hawaii moved away 'from a subsistence,agticultural.economy to a trade-oriented,
market economy.

o
Because of Hawaii's ideal location and its resources, trade ships made

stopovers in the islands for renewal of food and supplies. The introduction

of new plants andivaimals and the'cutting down of the 'allalwood trees, had

severe ecological effects on Hawaii.

In this activity, students*will attempt to show how our use and abuse of
natural resources caused a break in nature's cycle.

1. Discuss what effects the coming 'pf the Westerners had on the
social system of ancient Hawaii. (Transitional Period 1778-1850)

',Z. Have students read how Hawaii'S role in the sandalwood trade
affected the resources of the islands. (See Exercise 9.1.)

3. Have the students describe some of the ecological effects that the
introduction of new plants and animals had on island ecology.

4. Have the students draw some parallels regarding resource use and
abuse during the transitional period and today. What are some of the

common ecological/environmental effects?

5. How and why did the economy change from one of, subsistence to one,of
/

a trade market?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

The Ancient Hawaiians living on an island, probably had a stable
population which survived in a subsistence economy. Research to find
out how they cultivated the land and harvested the resources of the sea.

S.
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Theme 9. Evnrionmental/Ecological
Considerations

Exercise 9.1 5)

Sample-Activity 9-1

Grade Level 7

Directions: 1. Read the article "The Rape of the Sandalwood" by Russ and Peg
Apple on pages 167-168.

2. After reading the article, fill in the chart under Part I.
3. Next, answer the questions under Part II and be prepared to

defend your answers.

PART I: Make a list of activities or events 'described in the article which,.
were not common before the coming of Westerners. Describe the effect

on the environment as described or implied by the article or through

your own readings and research.

Activity/Event

,
.

Effect on Environment

0

k

.

.....

PART II: Questions for discussion, 14.

1. Why did the Hawaiians begin growing European `fruits and vegetables?

What effect did this have on the environment? Was this contrary to

their former lifstyle of growing enough food for subsistence?
f

2' How did the ChiLse use the sandLwood? What did the 'Hawaiians get

in emirnge teethe sandalwood?

3 Why did the sandalwood trade come to an end? Do we have sandalwood

in Hawaii today? What happened to the price of sandalwood? Is this

similar towhdt's happening to the cost of dwindling oil today? Do

you feel the benefit's (new foods, wealth, etc.) reaped from the sale

of.the sandalwood out weighed the costs.(people killed or.getting
sick from physical labor whLe hauling sandalwood, cropi declining
because not enough people'tended the land, etc.)?

166
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Theme 9. Environmental /Ecological . Sample Activity. 9-1

Considerations Grade Level 7

The Rape of the Sandalwood'

by Riss and Peg Apple

Sandalwood time in Hawaii was a sad time. In the period from about 1790

through 1840 when Hawaii exported shipload after shipload of sandalwood these
things happened

Hawaii's forests on all islands were almost depleted of one"of Hawaii's

native trees.
-Hawaii's commoners, who did the work of finding, cutting and hauling
sandalwood for the chiefs, received little benefit.

-Hawaii's commoners spent so much time collecting sandalwood that
gardens and fishing were neglectedNand starvation threatened many
times during the period of 50 years.

-Hawaii's high chiefs,'who sold the sandalwood to foreigners, received
a lot of useless junk in exchange.

-Hawaii's high chiefs went into deep debt to foreigners.
Hawaii's sandalwood.trade destroyed the mutually beneficial relationship
between the high chiefs and the commoners.

- Foreign traders did not always reap the rich rewards they anticipated

from the trade.

King Kamehameha the Grea t,. from 1790 through-his death in 1819, as
absolute monarch.of the Kingdom of Hawaii he founded, held the royal monopoly

on sandalwood,

As long as he ran the show, things were not so bad for the commoners. It

was after his death, and, the other chiefs were cut in, that troubles came to

chiefs and commoners.

It was cash on the line with Kamehameha. No really "cash" in the form of

silver and gold, although he did take some.T. but Western trade goods were what

Kamehameha wanted.

And as Western goods were landed to go' into Kamehameha'A storehouses,

sandalwood was loaded aboard.

All Kamehameha the Great had to dd was send out the orders to fill the

ship with sandalwood. With the ship went his personal agent, who told the high
chief of whatever is and he was dispatched to, to "fill her up."

The island or strict high chief.did so. It was his duty. It was also the

duty of his people, the commoners under the foremanship of the lesser chiefs,

to do the work and deliver the cut sandalwood to shipside.

It was Kame eha the Great who got the goods in exchange. The, island high

chiefs, the lesser chiefs, and the commoners who did the work, got nothing

material in exchange, and did not question the system. It was a new twist on

a system used in Hawaii for perhaps a thousand years.

'Reprinted with permission of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin January 4, 1972.
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Theme 9. Envitonmental/Ecological
Considerations

"The Rape of the Sandalwood" (Coned.)

Sample Activity 9-1

Grade Level 7

Through tie time of Kamehameha, they received mostly benefits of a spiritual

nature, and were glad of it. It was the, job of ruling chiefs like Kamehameha

to effect beneficial liaison with the major Polynesian gods. Commoners and

lesser chiefs supported the ruling chiefs so they could do their main job- -

that of keeping the gods happy., Everybody benefitted.

Kamehameha obviously had the good will of the gqds. They were on his side.

They had helped him do something no other high chief had ever done, unite the

numerous island chiefdoms into one master kingdom. During his lifetime,

Kamehameha the Great held true tNPhis, gods. He also held onto the sandalwood

monopoly.

Also true to his trust of seeing to the welfare of his people, when Kamehameha

found that his sandalwood trade was taking his-people away from gardens and sea,

and that food was scarce, he immediately gave orders to lay off the sandalwood

collection and gay attention to food produCtion.

And in the conservation edict, Kamehameha the Great also put under.kapu

.the sandalwood seedlings and very young trees.so that there would be a future

supply.

It was the Hawaiian version' of "don't kill the goose'that lays the golden

egg.
11

So commoners got to eat enough, sufff94entsandalwood was still gathered

to swell the king's warehouses, and a futuke supply of sandalwood was assured

under the rule of Kamehameha the Great. s

But he died in 1819.

One of the deals that Kamehameha II, Liholiho, sacred son of Kamehameha

the Great, made to get his'crown and title, was to cut the high chiefs in on the
0

sandalwood trade.

He gave up the royal monopoly to be acknowledged king and his father's

rightful herr to the throne.

In 1819, the high chiefs wanted to accumulate Western goods for their own

gatisfactio. They had seen all the goodies Kamehamdha the Great had acquired.

They wanted some.

After 1819, there were a number of monopolies. Each high chief controlled

land which grew sandalwood. Each high chief also had the organization and the

commoners to collect it.
v.

.
That was when things got nasty and rough on the commoners.
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THEME 9. Environmental/Ecological Subject Area SS (LA, Sc)

Considerations
Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level 9

SAOPEE ACTIVITY 9-2. "Land Use and Abuse"

OBJECTIVE

To know various energy options and their-environmental/ecological
benefits andlonsequences.

CONCEPTS

Energy extraction and use alter and/or pollute natural environmental
conditions.
Tlpde-offs are necessary to resolve conflicts'over energy use and the
environment.
a. A balance between short-term economic gains and long-term

environmental quality involves trade-offs.
b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologically

sound practices and aesthetic judgments involves trade-offs.
Political and"cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use, and conservation of energy resources
'and ,their effects on he environment.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC' 1. R ad And use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations coimon to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned-solutions to commonly encountered problems.
EG 10. Use resources for independent learning.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices developed in recognition of present-and future
environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the Interdependence of
living things in the closed earth, system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and longterm benefits for society.and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify major philosophies, religions, and value systems that have
influenced the lifestyle of different civilizations and cultures.

(Objective: pg. 31)
Define social change and explain how it has affected and influenced the

lifestyle of people in various cultures. (Objective: pg. 31)
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Sample Activity 9-2

Grade Level 9

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Worksheet 9.2.

aor

1
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Sample Activity 9-2

Grade Level 9

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 5, 10 &\4)

We are becoming very sensitive and alert to the side effects of energy
production and use. Problems such as air and water pollution and destruction
of our natural beauties by processes such as strip mining are all by-products
of energy production and use. Currently because of its abundance in our country,
coal is now being considered as an alternate source of generating electricity.
At present, Hawaii is exempt from having to convert from oil to coal for gener-
ating electricity. The shift from oil to coal' involves opportunity costs.
Opportunity costs refer to what must be sacrificed When decisions are made to
use scarce productive resources to produce particular goods or services. One

.of the opportunity costs of building a coal - fueled electric generating plant
may be clean air and the production of higher levels of CO2 as waste products.

As future voting citizens, many questions and hard issues must be
considered. Trade-offs must be considered in light of planning for a prefer-
red future environment.

In this activity, students will try to find out more about some of the
environmental prob ems that existed years ago.

11. Have st-ud nts discuss What a safe, clean environment means to
b

them.

Discuis some current environmental problems.

2. Next have them fill out a "Valle Inventory- Sheet," worksheet.
.

.

3. Discuss the value inventory sheet but be careful.not to make
judgments. Do not force a student to discuss his/her answers
if they don't want to.

. .,

4. Have students form groups to study when the first environmental
issues and problems occurred in different parts of the world.
For example, 'they could examine the lack of for 'sight in

planning the location of Venice which is causing some pollution
problems today; or learn about the population shifts in Ancient
Rome which was one ff the causes of the destruction 9f farmlands
during the fall of fhe Empire; or have students read about various
cultural beliefs and traditions that influence people's values and
attitudes toward their environment. For example, find out how the

Islamic religion influences Cm attitudes and values of its follow-
ers in regards to their environment.

5. Discuss with the students the relationship of energy production and
use on the environment. Why is the problem today magnified? ,Did

the problems exist %SO years ago? 100 years ago? Why or why not?

What trade-offs ar ecessary regarding energy use, production and

the environment?



Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Sample Activity 9-2

Grade Level 9

Worksheet 9%2

"Value. Inventory Sheft"

Directions: This exercise is designed to give you some insight into your

own values. There are no right or wrong answers.

PART I: Whicli'ao you consider to be the most important? Rank each item

below. (Scale 1 = most important; 15 = least important.)

Keeping our water supply pure

Having clean air

Reducing noise, levels

Understanding of ecology by the entire population

Conserving of our natural resources

Developing an environmentally-oriented lifestyle

Eliminating liter

3 Stabilizing population growth

Refraining from using biocides (pesticides)

Developing wise consumer practices

Decreasing our energy consumption (electricity)

41114

Using land more rationally

'Lessening-private and commercial Solid waste productions

Contr011ing thermal pollution

Sensitizing people to their surroundings (environmental awareness)

PART II: In order to continue the life style to which you are accustomed, it may

be necessary for you to accept some of the following. In which order

would you be, accepting of the following items? Rank each item-below.

(1 = most easily acceptable; 5 = least easily acceptable.)

having no more than 2 children

living within a 10-mile radius of a nuclear power plant

possibility of food contamination

living next to a coal - fueled, electric generating plant

possibility of water contamination
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9. THEME 9-. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations 0

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area SS (Ag, BPA, Bus, IT, '..A)

Thematic Area EE,G, LS, VE

Grade Level 11

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 9-3. "Lan scrape The Price of Progress ?"

To know various energy options and their environmental/ecological
benefits and consequences.

CONCEPTS

Energy extraction and use alter and/or pollute natural environmvntal
conditions.

4,Trade-ofs are necessary to resolve conflicts over energy use and the
environment. a 4

a. A balance between short-term economic gains and long-term
environmental quality involves trade-offs.

b. The resolution of conflicts over conservation, land use, ecologically
sound practices and aesthetic judgments involves trade-offs.

Political and cultural interest groups influence the decisions made
regarding the development, use, and conservation of energy resources

And their effects on the environment.
The Hawaii State Plan states that the deVelopment or expansiollaof
power systems and sources should adequately consider environmtal,
public health, and safety concerns and resource limitations.-

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly,used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts,
advertising,newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of
national, state and local governments.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to participate

in political processes.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future
environmental and human needs.
Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the inter pendence of

living things in the closed earth syste6, (Goal: pg. D 0)

Students will examine optional courses of action andiutheieconsequences
for improving the quality of life and will support eRbse that will

provide optimum short- and benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D3 )
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Sample Activity 9-3

Considerations

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Grade Lev.el 1

-....., .

Identify and explain the social and cultural backgrounds of the people

of Hawaii today. (Objective: pg. 47)

Identify and describe the political composition of Hawaii. (Objective:

pg. 47) .

Identify and explain the significant social, political, ancLeconomic
issues currently facing Hawaii's people. (Objective: pg. 47)

SUGGISTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Honolulu Star Bulletin article dated Friday, March 7, 1980: "Land

Policy Bill Is Expected to Pass in House on Monday," or any current

article or bill concerning land use.
2. Exercise 9.3.

3. Worksheets 9.3A and 9.3B.

,

\
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Sample Activity 9-3

Considerations
Grade Level 11

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 4, 5, 10 & 13) NIS

In all modern socies, regulatory group usually exercises some control
over the use an individual or group makes of land. There are many ways of

modifying land...either for better or worse. Location and the physical
characteristics of land and markets for the outputs of the land affect the
value and use of land. Also, levels of technology available and the socio-
cultural political values of groups influence land use.

Land means different things to different people. It may mean the space
or surface on which life takes place and/or a location and/or a, property and/
or a capital and/or a 4Actor of production in econ0Mic process.

Decisions made regarding alternative land uses directly influence the
nature and quantity of energy resources available for use.

In this activity students will have hands-on experience making decisions
regardingland use for the hypothetical city of Puka.

1. Discuss the concept of land use and abuse.

2. Ask students to take pictures or write a short report showing two
examples of good land use and land abuse.

3. Have students share their findings.

Have istudents_ read the_article "lanAL Policy _Bill is Expected to Pass

in House on Monday" (See page 177 of thiS module).

5. Discuss 'the article with the students, especially the various types

of land mentioned.

6. After discussion have students do the simulation game found in

Exercise 9.3.
a. Divide the class into groups of 5 -7.rry to get an uneven

number of groups, (i.e. 5, 7, 9, etc.)

b. Each group should represent various segments (e.g. industrial

development, hOusing development, recreation, public service

and'utilities
4
education, commercial, environmental group,

agriculture;Lrourist industry, etc.) of the community and

should prepare' a written proposal explaining how the land

should be used (zoned). (See Worksheet 9.3A)

c. Form a city council board by selecting one member of each

group to serve as a member.

d. Have the council decide how to conduct the upcoming meeting and

to formulate a plan to evaluate each group's proposal. -(See

Worksheet 9.3B)
e. At the city council hearing, allow each group 6-10 minutes to

'make their presentation. Allow five minutes for questions. by

"council members and from the floor. After all reports are

completed, have a recess and have the council.reConvene and
'give its decisions and reasons for the decision. (NOTE: Assign

, someone to be the timer to keep the meeting running smoothly.)

ft \ fr-p_-175
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Sample Activity _9-3

Grade Level 11

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

7. Discuss the results of the simulation game and explain that hearings

are similar to the one they've enacted; i.e. all groups do have a

chance to voice their opinion.

8. Have students relate the Honolulu Star Bulletin article to the town
of Kaiwi as detailed in the Simulation Game on Exercise 9.3 by
writing a short discussion paper explaining how the revised land use

would affect the town of Kaiwi. Ask them to include what they think

Representative Ken Kiyabu's stand would be 'regarding the expansion
of the city of Puka?

9. Have students write an essay relating land use to energy use and the

environment.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Do a study of your town/city. Find out how the City and County govern-

ment planned for the future of your town/city. Do,you agree with the way

your town/city was planned? Do you agree with t4rplans for its future?
Make a model or a map of your town/city showing, ehe stages of planning,
i.e. past, present, and future plans.

4:-

/
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations 6

Sample Ac4.0.vity 9-3

6G Level 11

. '

"Land POlicy Bil l Is Expected to Pass in House on Monday"

. by Helen Altonn

A revistd bill establ ;pi Hawaii land use policies and priorities--
viewedby its major author a fulfillm tpf political promises to control
growth -was expected to be ported out,of two House committees today.

N
It seems certain to pass, the full House on third reading Monday since more

than half of the 51 members sit on the couTitees--State General Ptatning and

Water. Land Use, Develtpment and Hawaiian 'Affairs. IW

T Resort and development executives, who oppose the measure, 'reportedly are
already talking to, senators in an, attempt to stop it 'there-.

They urged the Houie committees to kill the bill at a hearing Tuesday,
saying it will prevent irban de

)

elopment which are already planned. Several
state airport and housing proje is also may be affected, said Hideto Kono,
state planning and economic development director., ° '

,

Representat,ive,Ken Kiyabu, who introducethe bill and chairs the General
Planning Comillittestressed that he doesn't consider it anti development. But,

he said "This Might be subject to argument." .

The hill allows for essential economic developMent, he 5aid, yet restricts'
it to certain areas and conditions,

.

. Working together, Kiyabu's cOm*tteegand the water and land. use commit tees

headed by Representative Richard Kawakami, D727th District, (Kauai - Niihau), have

dlgrified and loosened up some areas of the bill to alleviate the concerns,

Shortly after it was typed up yesterday, Kiyabu said, "I feel comfortable...
Althink we took a giant seep.'!

The new persion enumerates statewide land use policieS, taken from an
administration bill to replace interim guidelines now used by the state Land Use

m .

Commission. The current guidelines will expire in May.

A second section.establishes land use pripities--clearly designed topresery
agricUltural lands and open spaces. .Specific 6ites are listed throughout the
Islands for agricultural, receeational and resort development.

- ,

ir
1Reprigred with permission .of the Hcgolula Star-Bulletin; March 7, 1'980.

r.
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Theme 9. 'Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

'Land Policy Bill" (Cont'd.)

Sample Activity

r Grade Level's"

If there is a conflict in any area between permitted' uses, agriculture will

have first priority, recreat.jon second, and tourism last,. Kiyabu said.
/ 4

And if there is any conflict between policies and priorities, the priorities

will prevail, he said. ,-

.
..-1

The bill retains a 100-yard shoreline setback requirement for new developments

one of the most controversial items in the bill. And it mandates that public

access be provided to beach lands.

Discussin the bill yesterday in an interview, Kiyabu, D-10th District.

`fix' (Kapahulu-Ka' uki), said: "Politicians_and peopLe running for office are alsfays ,

p talking abou ,preservati6n of agricultural and recreation lands.:and access to
X -----"the beaches. , ,

;'We've got to do what we say. We have an obligation Co future generations- -

not verbiage, but, action."

"Some people call it controlled growth," h said. "But isn't that what people

.,--

10
have been screaming about, from.the governor on down? _

"We are trying for a balance of public/crOnerns,'!.. Kiyabu added. "It is

incumbent upon us to take a stand, and do it now, or by the time we adopt, the

functional plans they won't' have much meanirig=-=Unty-wprds."

The bill would plug the gap with land policy dire&kions for state, and:

county land planning agencies until state functional plans are adopted on '

agriculture; wafter, tourism, conservation and .recreation'ey

It's doubtful whether the plans will move out of the'LegislatureAlis year.

Kiyabu is waiting for an opinion from the state attor4ey gene0ral concerning

questions 'about the legality of the pla ning procedures. '

He also wants-to re-examine some o the plans to make sure they are consistent

with the land,. use bill. .

=
For example, the committees omitted Queen's Beach iaa Hawaii Kai for designated

resort-condominium areas, putting it in the list of sites earmarked for recreation.

0, So it alsO will have to be removed from the tourism plan, Kiyabu said.

The original land use bill had directed growth to the Neighbor Islands as

a major policy. But this was, protested by some counties and it has beem.dit ropped

f9r a more ,general policy statement.

The committees also eliminated a requir 6ment that agricultural land dev4op- 0

ments. be limited to "marginal" agricultural. lands because of problems in defining

"marginal."

Agricultura) lands classed as "prime," "unique," and "other important

agricultural lands" would be. confined .to agriculture, But employee housing,

farm buildings and other uses covered under the present law would be permitted.

78 ?9
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological Emple,Activity 9-3

Considerations

"Land Policy Bill" (Cont'd.)

r Grade Level 11

A small opening also is provided for other developments where planning
agencies find that "a substantial injustice and inequaity will result" if they
are denied.

However, the agencies would have to report such actions to the Legislature
.,

Kiyabu said the restrictions were softened slightly concerning developments
on agricultural land because of the critical need for housing, which could go
on non-productive farm lands.

The Bill protects agricultural parks from urban intrusion and, in a strategy
to preserve water resources, allows deVelopments only where water supplies are
available and wouldn't be jeopardized.

Recreations areas named in the bill are tied to those covered by the
1975 state Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan. Queen's Beach and Sand Island

_ _ _

are included among the Oahu sites.

The committees also added some sites to the initial lists and subtracted
others.

* * *
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecologicaa

Consideration's

Exercise 9.3 - Simulation Game

The place:

E*.

The Problem:

4

The Geography:

The Economy:

The-Citizens:

Sample Activity 9-1

Grade Level 11

"Landscrape: Thb Price for Progress?" 1

Kaiwi is a small town.on the island of Maunalua located

south of the capital city of Puka. The town has a popula-

tion of 5,000 and serves a.,,the agricultural center of the
island growing fruits and vegetables such as papaya, sugar

cane, pineapple, taro and watercress. Located up along

the mountainous hillside are rich pasturelands for'cattle,

goats, etc. The little town of Kaiwi is self-sufficient

agriculturally. The Kaiwi river'runs near the town and

provides not only the island's potable water but also a

source of irrigation water.

The capital city of Puka has a pOpulation of 50,000 which

is rapidly increasing. There has been pressure, to expand

the city limits south to allow the'city to grow. Pressure

by various segments of the community has pressured the city

council members to rezone 1,000 acres of this land for
housing to provide for land for newiresidents and thus '

alleviate the housing problems brought a ut by immigration.
.

The cit is located in a lush green valley with mountains
to the south; east, and west. The Pacific Ocean borders

, it he north. The town is slightly sloping and lies

at the foot of steep mountains which hove a history of ,

rainfall throughout most of the year. There is thick

vegetation on most of the slopes. Water while being supp

.1

ied

by the river is supplemented by a water reservoir. The it

is rich and fertile; the land is,good for farming and grazing

Farming has been theehistorical foundation pf the'city!6

economy but is,becoming less ani less a factor today. Small

businesses such as a tuna.packing plant, air transportation
for tourisut and'a sugar mill have slowly evolved. Other

industries are'considering building factories in Puka as well

as bringing more jobs and money into the economy.

As a whole, the community seems to favor growth; however, the

residents of Kaiwi are against rezoning. ,A core of citizens

forming a group called "Citizens For Ecology" has started a

movement within the community in hopes of preserving the scenic

.beauty of the region and are opposed to the development of

the area for homes or industry.

f

.

411
'Adapted from a lesson presented in Investigating Your Environment Series,

U. S. Forest Service San Francisco, California, 1972.
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Exercise 9.3 Simulation Game (Cont'd.)

Your Assignment:

f

Sample Activity 9-3

Grade 'Level , 11

As members'of the community you are to attend a city
council meeting to decide if rezoning should be approved.
Before making a decision, decide what land use could occur

on the land. Develop a plan of action and a presentation{

to be made to the city council. Use maps, d.rawings, cha-Lts,

and/or graphs to'support youegtoposal.

IS:
181
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Theme 9. Environmental /Ecological Sample Activity 9-3
Considerations

Worksheet 9.3A
Grade Level 11'

"Landscrape: The Price of Progress"

Dit:ections: 1. Fill in the chart on Part I for your particular group.
(Take 5-10 minutes.)_

2. !Flan a strategy and develop a 5-10 minute presentation
for the City Council. (Take about 20 minutes.)

PART I: Analyze and list the possible consequences of different land uses
within your assigned land use category add/or group.

Group or Category

.

of Land Use:

.
.

Use Advantages to Land
and/or People >

2
N.

Disadvantages to Land
i .and/or People'

.

1

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

.

,PART II: Develop a strategy,and preare a presentation to be made to the city

council.

, A..lhe presentkidn should be a proposal for development and
rezoning of'the 1,000 acres of lAnd in the city of Puka.

R. The presentation should include visual displays such as a
map drawing nd/or plans.for the proposed use of the land.

C.. Each member of your group should participke in some way
during the presentation.

182
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Theme 9. Environmental/Ecological
Considerations

Worksheet 9.3B

Sample Activity 9-3

Grade Level, 11

"Landscrape: The Price of Progress"

Worksheets for City CounCil Members'

Directions: 1.t Elect a chairdan of the Council:
21 Develop the criteria needed to evaluate the various proposals.

See example below.
After hearing each propoSal, evaluate and rate them using the

criteria decided on bx the Council. Cl;airmav of the Council

should announce to each group the amount of time allowed
for presentation, questions and rebuttal.

4. After hearing411 the proposals, recess for 5-10 minutes to

select the best proposal.

.5, After the recess, announce your decision and give reasons-for

the Council'ss decision. (e.g. criteria used, etc.).

3.

Sample Criteria Sheet:

Proposal 1

.

Criteria
,

.

employment Economic Safety to

.
' Growth Community.

.

Aesthetics.
etc.

1

1 Additional
Comments

i

.

.

. i

.

. ,

g4
A

.

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

r 1

t ,

41
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-
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.
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THEME JO: ENERGY COST, RESPONSIBILITY AND PRIVILEGE

BACKGRO

e 10 focuses on the role and responsibility of (1) energy suppliers,
. especially the oil industry, (2) public interest groups such as the.environmen-

talists,C3).energy consumers which include individual citizens, commerce and
industry, and (4) government in protecting ,the privilege of energy consumption
and in determining policies 9n the availability and cost of energy. This theme
also'deals with the problems involved in meeting the demands for an adequate,
-reliable energy supply at the lowest possible cost that is'conisistent with
necessary environmental quality safeguards.

Individuals can contribute tr.) the solution of these problems by reducing
energy waste through more responsible and efficient use of energy. It is the
privilege as well as the responsibility of citizens in a free enterprise system
to develop competence in making rational and appropriate Wisions about their
consumption of energy related goods and services. For example, energy consumers
must consider ,the diminishing supply of fossil fuels and the rising cost of

i sentegy when making decisions on replacements or purchases of cars, appliances_,
homes, etc.

.
The private enterprise system can also make contributions to the solutions

of energy-related problems. Employers can make energy conservation a high
priority while businesses carkdevelop better processes and practices to use
energy more efficiently. In addition, oil industries can improve techniques
for extracting and using energy as well as search for and develop other energl.
alternatives.

4 ;

Research and development of energy alternatives should provide further
to the problems of short supply and escalating costs of energy. This

issue involves decisionl-making by citizens about the role of government in the
research, development, financing, regulation, and ownership of alternate energy
resources. It also involves the privilege and responsibility of oil industries
and other energy suppliers to finance the research and .development ofpregent
and future energ' resources.

Ainderstanding of this theme should enable students to realize the importance
of an open and candid government and private Rn;erprise system that has the
responsibility to inform and enlighten the public about their nergy-related

JC
oclicies and decisions. Wide public consumer support of and c peration among
government, commerce and industry are essential' for continued e nomic prosperity

0 and growth and the maintenance or improvement OTour quality of life.
\ 1

.

.4'

1S`
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility an, Privilege

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication

with others.
FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.

FPO Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the
student's proficiency,level.,

FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

FPO 7. Develop e.continually growing philosophy such that the student
is responsible to self as well a: to others.

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and austhetj.c sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand th_ e various energy cost/responsibility/privilege inter-

relationships.

CONCEPTS

1. Government at aLl leVels has a critical role to play in guiding the

course of energy production and' use.

2'. The key factors affecting the,availability of energy supplies are
national economic,policles, environmental legislation, and funding

for research and development of untapped and new sources of energy

3. Business and industry have the privilege and responsibility for

increasing energy production while developing new sources of energy

to meet demands at the lowest possible costs.

.4. Individual citizens have the privilege and responsibility to keep
informed, make value judgments and take actions which protect their

environment, encourage conservation, reduce xlemands for energy, and

curtail energy costs.

ri
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410 THEME 10. Energy Cost, RespOnsibility and Peivilege

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GErERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 62 - Unit X) Capital is needed to start, maintain, and

expand agricultural enterprises,

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

resources of our technological world and to understand the impo4ance of

conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live e'fectively in today's

economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Take an intelligent part in
legislative and other social action programs which directly affect the welfare

of individuals and families.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 Objective) Develop an understanding

of the nature and significance of materials, tools, processes, products, and

occupations of our technological world, and their impact upon our society.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg.'4 - Goal) To increase student understandings of the

nature and structure of the English language within the broad perspective of

communication.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve problems.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 Objective) Learn tip respect the rights of

others, help the,4ess-skilled players, subordinate their on desires to the will

of the group and realize they have .the responsibility of directing their actions

in behalf of the group.

SCIENCE: pg. A-13 b 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze'an.d

snythesize holistically (using knowledge from various disciplines) in solving

a problem. 2. Prepare the children, for useful, effective citizenship in an

increasingly complex and tech6ological society by developing an interest in

and a curiosity about the future both for themselves and for the civilization

or which they are a part. 3. Teach Science asa unified discipline intergrated

and/or coordinated with other disciplines. such as math, social studies,, langu4e.

.art,s, art, etc.

SOCIAL STUD4ES: (pg. 11- Objective) The studwpis able to construct,

evaluate, ana revise alternatives for, pe sonal goals, plans or problem solutions,

considering costs and benefits to self an to others- affected by his or her

decisions.



110 Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

THINGS TO DO .(Grade 7)

Subject Area SS

Grade Level

*1. In ancient Hawaii, natural resources were very limited. Hoi..-/ did the '

lifestyle of ancient Hawaiians infuenc the use and availability of

resources ? How did the shift of responsibility and privilege from a

. few (the Aliij to many (common people) affect resources? (See

sample Activity 10-1. "Reaping What We Sow")

2. How did the ancientkapu and tabu systems resemble the government
'regulations of today? How did they differ?

3. , liwioncient Hawaiians and other primitive cultures had and still have

a .command system; i.e., the rulers (Alii) decided when, how.much,.and

whh to produce. Should our government tell us what, how much, and

l'whvn.tc use energy? -Should they have sole control of the allocation

Of enerre5'4.ources? Have a panel discussion to explore all points of

view.

t

Comment on the following statement: "As-more foreigners entered the
. -

lan, and tide *.a.1)11 and kapu systems were abolished, the people of Hawaii

felt freer but becqme, less responsible and started to abuse their .

natural resOurcesfor foreign, imported goods." Do you feel this is

true of 'the people. today; i.e., as more rights and freedoms were granted

to Americans, did"the become less responsible? Discuss all points of

view.

THINGS 10 DO' (Grade 8)
, ,

*1. As a private citizen, what would 57ou -do if you were told to cut back on

your use of energy? What if eaa stare had a given allocation of energy,

would you be willing to do with lest 'chin, poUr share so that the hospitals

may have more? (See Sample Acttpty 10-2., "Aj3alancinifAct")

2. What are some causes of fluctuations of energy coats? Howis this

related to responsibilities shared by government, ,p-rivate business, and

the individual? Do you influence energy'costs? Vplain..,

,

.

3. Prebend that a group,of you were cast ashore on a'deserted island that

had limited resources. 'What rules would have to be mad i How would

you decide? Who would enforce them? What consideratio s would.be

'necessary if you were stranded for an indefinite lengt of time? 4

Compare this situation to the castaways on Cilligan's Islandor to

Robinson Crusoe. How are things similar? tifferent?

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
0
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Theme 10.hcv ,Enersy Cost Responsibility
and Privilege.

Subject Area

.Grade level

SS

7-12

THINGS TO DO ,(Grade 8) ' (Cont'd.)

4. Describe laws that4you consider necessary to reduce energy use.
Assume-that you, are a congressperson. Write a law which would
reduce fuel consumption and be equitable to all sectors of society.
Determine which consumers should receive first priority. What criteria
did you use in making decisions to write the law?

O

THINGS TO. DO (Grade 9)

1. Describe the various types of government rules/regulations that exist.
What is Wernment2s-respagsibility to the people under the different,
rules/regulations? Are.the purposes and functions of all'governments

. basically the same? How are the rights.and privileges of private citizens, ,

businesses, and various interest- groups expressed under various rules/regula-
tions? What are the advantages .and disadvantages of various government systems?

2. .Conduct a summit meeting to discuss the 'teed far major poweKs of the
world to cooperate in the solution of dwindling energy resources and
increasing consumption. Should nations who control the fossil fuel
energy reserves be allowed to black mail ot4r countries? 'Should a

world organization be developed to,coa'idiiiate the allOcation, distri-
bution, production, and consumption of energy? Why or why not? What
are the implications of forming such anorganieatiOn? Would the con-
cept of World citi ;enship alleviate entIrgy costs? Explain.

ed-

3. Discuss the ramifications if the Middle East rdfuses to sell oil (at
any cost) to the United Stites. Holy wtll thWaffect industries?
How will this affect our lifestyle?.;What:should the American .govern-
ment do? What should our energy producing industries in America do?
What role should the private citizen play and how will this affect
energy costs?

4

THINGS 10 DO (Grade 10)

*1. Analyze several energy conservation proposaks in regards to.'-fdasibility,
enfcrceability, and costs/benefits. Which pioposalybula ybu be willing to
practice? (See Sample Activity 10-3. "A Promotion for Energy")

2. Identify the major factors that influence the passage and/or modi- .

fica0,on of-energy legislation. (See How a Bill Becomes zaLawrto
Conserve Energy, Interdisciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in
Energy, the Environment, and thifEconomy (EEE), Department of Energy,
Octbber, 1977.)

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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IIITheme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Subject Area -SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10) (Cont'd.)

3. Observe and report on ways in which people's actions have affected
or violated the rights of others. Do you consider the abuse of
natural resources an infringement on human rights? How about the

wasteful use of energy? Explain.,

1

4. If a law was passepl/saying that no one under the age of 18 Could drive

or own a car, what kinds of problems do you foresee? Is this a

sensible law? Could it be enforced? Do you feel that individual
rights would_be infinged upon? At what point are laws an infringe-
ment on individual rights? What about the responsibilities shared by
all individuals? Do you feel that to alleviate the tight energy

lifestyle?
situation, the President and/or Congress should ha the power and
authority to pass legislation that will alter lifestyle? If an

18 year old is willing to pay more for the gas, should he/she be
allowed to drive the car? Own the car?

1
Debate the benefits and shortcomings of the following two approaches
to solving the energy shortage problem:

A) A system of rationing, legislation and
government action to insure equitable
distribution of scarce fuels, along with
increasing production, and the develcping

alternate sources.

B) -A free market system using price increases
for scarce fuels tc dampen demand, stimulate in-
creased production through new technology, and
hasten the search for cheaper substitutes and.

, alternate sources of energy.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11) I

*1. When searching for alternate solutions to energy problems, what
trade-offs must be made? What role does government, industry, and
the individual play concerning energy use and availability? (See

Sample Activity 10-4. "What Price Energy?")
i

2. Discuss the pros and cons of government proposed policies for alloca-

tion of energy resources. Consider self - interest as compared to
coopdration on individuaj., community, national, and

,
1

international
,

-,

bases,
-,.

-. ( e- . -k,
y,

,

*For detailed description, refer, to noted Sample Ac ivity

1.
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Theme 10.. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and,Privilege

Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO.D0 (Grade 11) (Cont'd.)

, 3. Currently much research is being done on alternate energy costs. Who

should carry the burdenaof costs involving research and developffient?

Should this be the responsibility of government? Eurgy consuming e

industries? Energy producing industries? Who shouS8 monitor projects?
What is the individual's role in,research anti development?

4. Study the various energy,legislation: Is all of this legislation
'equitable to all sectors of society? What about the poor communities?
Are prov,#sjions made for them? Are provisions made for various sectors,
'of the, community;_.. these provisions fair?

-

5. There e Vany move today to preserveThur historic sites;' e'.g.-, . ."

save Kah 14Fe, Wai. ole/Waikane. What does this mean in terms of'energy .

. ,s9sts, respOns' 'lit es, and privileges ?. How do -these moveiments aflect

land-use and/or a ability? How does limited land use arfect energy
production? Energy costs? What should government's role be? Wfiat

is your role? -Whose rights's4uld 8e considered? at trade-offs may be
, Jnecessary in resolving the issues/problems?.

NOTE: Suggested activities may also be used by students taking related
elective's in grades 11 ,and 121.

VPCABULARY

a.

Allocation of resources, attitude, behavior, cause and effect,'
cost/benefit, distribution, energy cost, free enterprise,
laws, legislationt, lifestyle, privilege, priority, research
and development, responsibilities, rights,-role, scarcity
supply and demand, value.

192
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THEME10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Subject Area SS (LA)
7

and Privilege Thematic Area (G, LS, VE)

Grade Level `f-- 7

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 1.0-1. "Reaping What We Sow"

OBJECTIVE

To understand the Lriow. energy cost/responsibility/privilege

interrelationships.

CONCEPTS
I

, Goverment at all levels has a critical role to play in guiding the

course of energy production and, use,
Business and industry have the privilege and responsibility for

increasing energy production while developing new sources of energy

to meet demands'at the lowest possible costs.

Individual citizens have the privilege and responsibility eo keep

informed, make value judgments and take actions which protect their

environment, encourage conservation, reduce demands for ehergy, and

curtail energy costs.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and uSe printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms.

- EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly, used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in )ituations'common to.yeveryday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic strUctdYe and functions of

national, state and local governments.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to participate

in political processOs.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of impattant

k citizen, rights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with tdecisions concerning the use of earth resourc1es, students

will seAct praAices developed in recognition of present ,end future

environmental and-human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional? courses of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)
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Theme 10. Energy:Cost, Responsibility Sample Activity 10-1

and Privilege -
Grade Level 7

SOCIAL STUDIES; INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES/
Identify the geographic featuresof Hawaii from a map And explain their
effects on the lifeStyle which developed in the island community.
Identify and define the historical 'end cultural origins of Hawaii's
people in pre-modern times.
Identify and describe the development of the social, political and
economic institutions/which evolved' in pre-modern Hawaii.
Identify, describe, and explain the'major periods and movements in
Hawaii4n history in.the pre-modern era that influenced the growth and
development of Hawaii.

fIdentify and define the distinctive features that characterize Hawaii
today (social, political, economic, religious, etc.) as seen through
influences from the past.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 10.1.
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample' Activity 10-1

and Privilege
Grade Level 7

-ACTIVITY (Related Core ThemeS: 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 13 & 15)

The scarcity of
\

resources is not a new problem. The ancient Hawaiians
had little natural resources and yet they developed a system of making maximum
use of their scarce resources. The Hawaiian culture was very developed in many
ways as evidenced by the highly efficient use of fish pods to harvest
sea foods.

Today, the scarcity is of another kind that of fossil fuel energy

resources. How will the people of today handle the problem? The early
,Hawaiian's problem of scarce resources was controlled to some degree by
tabus and kapus. Today, the free enterprise system encourages everyone to
make use of available resources. Should the United States allow the free
enterprise system to continue or should they intervene and decide what and

how much to produce? What should the role of private businesses be? ,Should

energy costs be controlled?

In-this activity, studen'ts will look at the life styles that influence the
use and availability of resources and the shift of privilege and responsibility
from a select few to many.

1. Discuss' with students the life style of Ancient Hawaiians. Be,

sure to include in your discussion, the way theHawatians made
use of their natural resources in order to survi e At this
point the geographic features of the land could be, discussed to
show how the Hawaiians made pod use of their'land and other
natural resources. (Discussion could include location of village;
their knowledge of prevailing winds, rain showers, etc.;kinds of4
crops grown4 kinds of tools used, etc.)

2. Next have students do Exercise 10.1.

3. Discuss questions from Exercise 10.1.

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
r

Do a research paper that traces the shift of 'rights'and responsibil-
ities from the Aliis to the common peOple of Hawaii. Include in your

paper a discussion of the "costs and benefits': of this gtadual shift.

ti
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Respongibility.and Privilege ' Sample Activity 10-1

Exercise 10.1

PART I

Grade Level 7

Time Period -
Kind of Energy

Resources Available

Decisions on What and
How Much to Produce

How Leaders
Were Chosen

Role of Alii
or Government

Role'of

Individual

.

Ancient Hawaii

.
.

)

.
-

r

.

141,

.

Monarchy
.

.

t

.
,

.

Hawaii Today

.

. .

1

0 .

.

:
.

'ta

.

.

.

.

.
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Theme 14. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample Activity
and Privilege

.1

Grade vel
Exercise 10.1 (Cont'd.) I

10 -1

7

PART II:, Questions' for discussions, '

1.- Compare the wants of the ancient,HawSiians and people today? Were

their wants limited or 4illimited?,

2. Compare the resources available du'ring different'time periods. Were

the resources put to efficient and wise use'? Who owned .the resources
in ancient Hawaii? During the Monarchy? Today?

3. Who made the economic decisions (what to produce and how much to
produce). in ancient Hawaii?

4. Based on what ydu found out, why was the ancient Hawaiian community
similar to a command market system or a-free enterprise system?

5.' How. has the degree of privilege and responsibility of the common
people shifted over the ages?

7

aft

I

-Tolsolve our problem of dwindlingIresources, would you be willing to
be likethe ancient Hawaiians and give our leaders (government)
complete authority over-the production, use aif distribution of
our energy resources? Why br why not?

As future voting citizens, you have the privilege of.choice in electing
your futufe leaders and voicing your opinion regarding energy production
and use. What do 'you feel is your role awl, responsibility concerning

the energy situation.? What should government's role be? How about
private industries. especially those producing energy resources?

'
1 96
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THEME 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Subject Area SS (BPA, Bus, LA, M III

Thematic Area EE, G, SA, VE

Grade Level
1,

8

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 10-2. "A Balancing Act"

OBJECTIVE .11114.

To unddreand the various energy cost/responsibility/privilege
interrelationships.

CONCEPTS
4;k

Gove nment a t,all levels has a critical role to play in guiding the

course of energy prOdUction and use,
The key factors affecting the availability of energy supplies are 4"-

national economic' policies- environmental legislation, and junding
for research and development of untapped and new sources of energy..

Business)and industry have the privilege and responsibility fob -
increasing energy production while developing 'new sources of energy

P to meet demands at the lowest possible costs.
' Individual citizens have the privilege and responsibility to keep

informed, make value judgments and take actions which protect their

environment, encourage conservation, reduce demandstor.energy, and

curtail energy costs.

4

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCrES

EC 3. Demonstrate wriring skills commonly used.in daily life.

'EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 5. Use computational skills in situations common to everyday life

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problem. .

EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of

national, state and local 'governments.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities-to participate

in political processes.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge df important citizen right and Yr'

responsibilities'. .'

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL ED UCATION INSTAUCTIONAL GOALS ANDNR OBJECTIVES

9
- Students will support and pra6tice wise utilization of traditional

sources of energy and also support research and development of

alternate energy 3purces. (Goal: pg. D2) ..

1

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources,

students will select practices developed in recognition of pregent

and future environmental,and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

i Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of

living things in the closed earth system. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide Optimum short- and long-term benefits for-society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38) i
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, ResponAibility Sample, Activity_ 10-2

and,Privilege
Grade'Level 8

4-

SOCIA STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify the major economic and consumer problems confronting
American society today, describe and explain some probable causes
and the effects on the nation and its people. (Objective: pg. 28)

Identify significant petsonal problems-confronting oneself today
and possibly in the future. Describe and explain some probable
causes and effects on the individual peesently and in the future.
(Objective: pg. 28)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Eercise 10.2.
2. Poker chips or tokens.

9:3
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
,4d Privilege s

Sample Activity

Grade Level 8'

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 4, 5, 9 & 15)

The decision to allocate our energy resources may result.'in a cost \in

convenience and/or economic benefits for various sectors of the community.

One question is, "Who should get first priority?" If an effective, workable

kolution is to be reached, all groups ofthe community must be willing to,
make sacrifices and compromises,in order, to work cooperatively toward a

balanced energy program.

In this activity, students will get a chance to role play various groups

of a community and get involved in making decisions regarding allocation of

scarce energy resources.

Disduss with students one of the implications of,our dwindling

resources. Ask them how they feel abov it. What sector Of the

community should cut back? Who should have first priority?, etc.

2. Tell students theythey will have a chance to make decisions regard-
ing the,allo,cation of our scarce resources in Exercis010.2 by role

playing various groups of a hypothetical community.

Assign students to roles in various groups; e.g. in the residential

group, students can role play housewives, or the public service

group some'students could play doctors, school superintendent, etc.

If more roles than students are available, use other roles such as
Director of Transportation, pilots, bus dfivers, etc., for the

transportation sector. (See Exercise 10.2)

4. Have students read Exercise 10.2.

a. Begin play by telling the studOts that the community has
been affected by an energy crisi ls. and that the community

has been alloted only 90 units by the President of, the United

States.

b. Have each group subtit to you a written application' for the

amodht of energy 10nits they feel they must have for their

operation. Remind groups that they.are not t? consult one

another.

c After receiving the application, evaluate each one. They will

probably total more than 90 units. Decide on an allocation

for each group which is less than what they asked for but be

sure to cut back on each group proportionately so they will

all be "penalized" equally.
-d. Give each group poker chips or some other tokens equal in

number to the energy units they were allocated.

e. Next tell students they mayThiake deals with other groups by

having a representative from their ,group negotiate with

representatives from another group, Poker chips or tokens

may be traded at this time. There will be three negotiation

periods, each one wil be 5 minutes long, with a 3 minute

recess period In betw en.
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Theme 40.- Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Sample Activity 10-'2

.Grade- Level 8

a.

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

f. At the conclusion of negotiations, each grotip should evaluate

their situation and summarize their results. %
g. Have each group report on the following:

1: how many energy units (poker chips or tokens) they got
2. how they ate going to use them,

3. what cuts, if any, they have to make /

° 4. The economic impact of.these cots on the community
4

h. After each group reports, discuss with the class the final

outcome of the.commucity. Were the best choices We? Why
or why not? What motives were behind the choices? Would you

change the outcome if you could? How? Would you be willing

to change your lifestyle? How? Do, you think the allocation
of resources and a cutback on energy as presented here is

possible for Hawaii?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

4 Research and find out how recent energy shortages have affected
Hawaii's economy and the community.

2 0 0
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Theme.10., Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Exercise '10.2

"A. Balancing Act"1

Directions: 1. Ask your teacher for a rfte assignment.,
6

2. After being assigned a role, -study the groups, their energy

needs, and possible ways to cut back on energy use.
\ .

3. Find out who the other members of your group, are and as a
40

group, decide what your energy needs are and submit a written ,

application for energy units to your teacher. (NOTE: The

entire community has been alloted only 90 energy units.)

Do not discuss your need requirement vith any other group.

4. Your teacher will evaluate your request and decide what your

group will be allocated and will give you poker chips or

tokens to represent the energy units.

ample Activity 10-Z

Gale Level 8

5. After receiving your poker chips or tokens, choose a represent-

ative to negotiate with representatives from other groups
to work out some transactions of compromise and trade. Poker

chips or tokens may be exchanged at this time. You will-be

given three negotiation periods, each will be 5 minutes long'

with a 3 minute recess in between. 4 .

6. At the end of negotiations, assess your situation. How many

energy units did you get? How are you going to use them?

What cuts, if any, do you ave to make? What will the economic ,

impact of these cuts be on the community?

AIL

'Adapted from an activity presented in Energy ActIvities, Grades 7-12,

Raleigh, I4orth Carolina, 1974, pp. 89 -91.
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample Activity rO -2

and Privilege
8

. 7 Grade Level
Exercise 10.2 (Cont'd.)

GROUPS

1. Transportation - Utilizes 45 energy units

Sea transportation
Private cars.
Buses (Mass Transit)
Commercial trIking'
Scqool',buses"

City services and emergencies
Secondary (road maintenance)-
Airlines.(overseas)
Interisland airlines,

2 units
12' units

3 units
3 units

3 units
.4 units

2 units
18 units
2 units

Strategy Guidelines:

1. For every energy unit saved from private cars, a 1 energy unit gain
formasstrensit-ls required.

2. For each'unit -lost from school transportation or from mass transit, a
2-unit gain for private cars is required.

2. Residential utilizes 20 energy units

Water heating. (at 140°) 7 units
Refrigeration 3 units
Cooking 3 uni
,Air conditioning 1 uni

TV I unit

Clolhes drxirig . 1 pft,
'Freezing 1 unit

Lighting, small applidnces, etc. 3 units

Strategy Gufdelines:

1.Mandat.o.rY/ cutbacks in usage can be ordered by the group; e.g., 1 unit

of energy can be saved by lowering heat 10°F.
2/ Other reductidns can be carried out by installing new energy saving

devices or by lowering service in specific categories or by enforcing
intertupted service overall, e.g., using a..,solar heater saves 2 energy
units but coet'$4,000\and using a heat pump saves 1 unit at a cost of

`$1,000. Maximum savings for any reduction or new devices is 2 energy
units.

3. Public Services tt.lizeS 15 units

Schools 5 units

Hospitald 4 3 units

Governmental facilities 3 units

Municipal services 4 units

Strategy Guidelines:

A savings of 1 energy unit in any service category, will result in a proportional
loss: e.g.,',a1 unit lossto school will result in a 1/5 or 20% loss in
service; e.g.., 4 days of schbol per week instead of 5, or a cut'in hours

VI a day. r f'
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Theme,10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample Activity 10-2

and Pflvilege

Exercise 10.2 - Groups (cont'd.)

4. Commercial -utilizes 10 units
.

Basic operating use to keep stores and off'
9:00 (1 unit = 1 operating hour)

Lightineor advertising
Miscellaneous (elevators, fans, air conditioners, etc.)

Grade Leyel

en normal hourS - 9:00 to
6 units
2 units
2 units

4.' Industrial - utilizes 40 units

Large
,Small

Small
Small
Small

pineapple cannery which employs 500 people
tuna cannery which employs 50 people

sugar mill which employs 750 people
coral jewelry plant which employs 50 people

muumuu factory which employs 50 people

Strategy Guideline:

Two units may be saved'through general conservation;
a loss of 1 unit of energy

-0
= 25 pdOple unemployed.

4'
a

z.

4..
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10'

5

15

, 5

5

units
units
units
units
units

beyond that, however,
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THEME 10. EnergyrCost,' Responsibility

II
and Privilege

.zo\
. -

Sublject Ardi-SS (BPA, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, $, LS, SA, vg

Grade Level * 10

,

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 10-3. "A Promotion For Energy"

Nor

OBJECTIVE

To understand th*arions energy cost/responsibility/privilege
interrelationships.

CONCEPTS

Government at all levels has a, critical role to play in guiding the
course of energy production and use.
The key fa `tors affecting the avaiIability,of energy supplies are
national tpmtn,:Omic policies, environmental igisWion, and funding
for research -and development of untapped and new sources of energy.
Business and'industry have the privilege and responsibility for
increasing gnergy production while developing new sources bf energy
to meet demands at the lowest possible costs.
Individual citizens have the privilege and responsibility to keep
informed, make value judgments and take actions which protect their
environment, encourage cnservation, reduce demands for energy, *and

curtail energy costs.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed maerials from daily life..
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EGt- 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 9.

EC 10.

EC 13.

EC 14.

EC 15.

ole

ti

Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

Use resources for independent learning.
Demonstrate knowledge ofthe bai'c structure and functions 47
national, state and local governments.
Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to
participate in political processes.
Demonstrate knowledge of important citizefitrights and

responsibilities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization pX traditional
sources of energy and also support research and devel8pment of

alibrnate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg.'D6)

Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the duality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)
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llheme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility

and Privilege .

Sample Activity 10-3

Grade. Level 10

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUSTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Explain the nature and function of law andiits impact on people's

lives. (Objective: pg. 44)
Identify and explain the process of making and changing laws rand the

role of the people in this process. (Objective; pg. 44)

Identify and explain alternative viewpoints, interests, and values of

a legal and political` issue. (Objective; pg. 44)

)

.SUGGESTEDNATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 10.13.,

't+

1

V
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Theme, 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

$ample.Activity 10-3

Grade Level 10

ACTIVITY (Related 6:re ilhemesr 3 /,4 5, 61.-9 13 & 15.
/.

Americans have been inundaEed with "energy proposals" by various sectors
of the community; each group trying to promote their viewpoint. There are

proposals by industry, unions, pontical parties, Administration, Congress

and consumer groups. As citizens of a democratic nation, we have ehe responsi-
bility to analyze and evaluate,, these proposals.

In*this activity, students will analyze some energy .conservation proposals

4 and should be encouraged to develop their own analytical methods for evaluating

prdposals.

1. Review with students the 20'proposals listed in Exercise 10.3 and
6

point out to them that these energy proposals all deal with an

economic problem a problem of supply and demand - and therefore
deal with production and distribution. How can we produce more

energy? Who gets to use the energy ?

2. Ask the to share with the class any other proposals that they
may have.

3. Divide the class into groups and have them choose one of the

ptoliosals listed in' Exercise 10.3.

4. Ask each group to analyze one proposal. Tell them that there
are SaMple Analysis Questions in the Exercise to assist them when

they analyze the probbsal§..but also encourage them"to come up with

methods of their own. .

5. Have students present their analysis of the proposal to the class.
Allow time after each presentation for questions from the floor.

6. Have stiients writ6 a ropos'al of their own and to present it to

the class in some f (i.e., skit, television ,.dyertisement, etc.)

to promote the acc tance of their proposal.

SUGGESTED FCLLOW-UP/ASSESSPENT ACTIVITIES

1. Draft a proposal that you feel' - should be adopted by the State of
Hawii and send It to the members of the State Legislatdre, the mayors

and the Governor':

2. Analyze oilier proposals made by various groups such as labor unions,

industries, etc.

r00
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, kesponsibility
and Privilege br

Exercise 10.3

"A.Promotion for Energy"

Sample Act4vity 10-3

Grade Level. 10

Direction.: From thep46posals in this exercise, select onp and analyze
it using the questions below as a guide.

Sample Analysis Questions:

1. WWEtt parts of the proposal concern production problems?
a. Does the proposal rely on market mechanisms or command mechanisms

to solve production ,problems?

b. HOw does the'proposal encourage the production of more energy?

c. Does the proposal encourage efficiency (high productivity) in
the energy field?

d. What are ttle opportunity costs of implementing this production

proposal?
e. WhaOlculebe the ,,i.mpact of this proposal on the environment? 4

4or
2. How does.the proposal deal with the distribution of energy?

a. Which groups will be helped by the proposal? Which grodps will

be hurt by the proposal?
*

b. Will sacrifices in energy consumption have to be made? Are these

sacrifices to be borne_equally? If there are no sacrifices, will

the plan work?
c. What methods are employed to encourage the more efficient use,

'of energy?

3A,Is there economic or historic,l evidence that each point in the

proposal can work? Can the proposal'be easily enforced?

4. Does the proposal appeal to rational thought, or is it filled with

emotionalism and/or demagoguery? how practical is the proposal?

5. Does the propo'sal affect thdconsu r's life style?

a. What personal sacrifices must b made if the proposal is

adopt4ed?

b. Does the proposal suggest that the consumer must agree to

accept higher levels of pollution.

Proposals:

1. Increase the price of gasoline by 50 cents a gallon to cut down on

gasoline use.

2. Increase the age at which a, person can get a driver's license from

15 to 18.

3. Lower NIA- pollution standards so industries can burn high sulfur

-coal 'rather -than oil or natural,gas.-

4. Ban all students from driving to school if bus transportation is

available. .

ti
2u7
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Sample Activity 10-3

G.Lde LevIsl

4 Exercise 10.3 (Cont'd.)

5. Ban all driving of private cars on Sunday.

6. Ration gasoline so every driver 'can obtain only a certain amount.

7. Ban the use of recreational vehicles such as campers, minibikes,
snowmobiles, and pleasure motorboats.

8. Reduce city streetlights by at least 25 percent.

9. Ban auto racing to save fuel.

10. Ban the use of all non- ssential household appliances such as el,gctria
garage-door openers, electric can openers, color TV's, electric tooth-
brushes, garbage disposals, blenders, and stereo systems.

.11. Limit eachhousehold to one television set.

1

12. Limit each household to one car

13. Double the price of elettricity and natural gas to discourage

N, household use.

14. Ban the use of air conditioners in all buildings with windows.

15. Reduce oil imports by 20 percent.

16. Red dre oil and natural gas supplies to, all industries by 20 percent.

17. Lower pollution 'standards on new cars so they can get better mileage.

18.r Control the growth of population by charging large families higher

'taxes.

19. Make it mandatory that.-all new homes install a solar water heater.

20,,. Mandate that all recreational sports events (football, baseball, etc.)

) must be played during daylight hours.

(
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THEME 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

4

Subject Area SS (Ag, BE, LA)

Thematic Area iEE, CE, LS, VE

Grade Level 11

SAMPIIE ACTIVITY 10-4 "What Price Energy?"

OBJECTIVE

Tp understand the various energy cost/responsibility/privilege
interrelationships.

CONCEPTS

Government at all levels has a critical role to ay in guiding the

course of energy production and use.
The key factors affecting the availability of energy supplies are
national economic policies, environmental legislation, and funding
for research and development of untapped and new sources of energy.

Business an industry have the privilege and responsibility for
increasing energy production while developing new sources of energy

to meet demands at the lowest possible costs.
Individual citizens have the privilege and responsibility to keep
informed, make value judgments and take actions which protect their
environment, encourage conservation', reduce demands ferir energyand

curtail energy costs.

ESSENTIAll COMPETENCIES

EG 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

*EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC 10. Use resources for independent learning.

EC 12. Identify the harmful,effects of smoking, drinking, drug abuse,

.
overeating, insufficient sleep, poor personal hygiene, and

poor nutrition.

EC 13. Demonstrate knowledge of- the basic structure and functions of

national, state and local governments.

EC 14. Demonstrate'knowledge of the .citizenes.oppoKtunities to Participate

in political Processes.
EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and

/ responsibikitics.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources,' students

will select practices developed in recognition of present and future

. environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will examine optional courses of action and thein consequences

for improving the quality of life and will support those that will

provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D38)

j
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample Actimity 10-4

and Privilege u, .9

Grade Level 11
'.

r

SOCIAL, STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify and explain the social and cultural backgrounds of the people

cA .Hawaii' today. (Objec4ve: pg. 47)

- IdintiiY, and describe the development of a demociatic heritage in the
political, social, and economic life of Hawaii's citizens. (Objective:

p'g.'47)
1

Identify and explain the development of4liawaii's economic history and
its impact on the people. (Objective: pg' 47)

Identify and explain the significant social', political and econom'I.

issues currently facing Hawaii's people. (Objective: pg. 47)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Exercise 4A Case Study:. "The Sell Oct."

I

4

a.

.00
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility
and Privilege

Sample Activity ; 10-4

Grade Level 11

)

ACTIVITY, (Relikted Core Themes: 3, 5, 6 & 15)

While it is true that, research and 'development of alternative sources

of energy would provide some relief to the problems of short supply and
escalating costs of energy, some questiOns still_xemain unanswered. Who

should do the research and development? Should it be the energy-related

ind'ustrie's, private businesses or the government? Should it be a,comtination

of the three? Whjt role does the government have in terms of financing research

and development? What are some of the_problems? What sho'3d the attitude of

*rive citizens be toward tesearchand development? Should citizens be willing,

to s crifice their lifestyles and/or beliefs and/or values in our nation's

effo to alleviate the energy crunch?

In this activity the students get to look at_some of these questions by

looking at a hypothetical case study.

1. Discuss with students the role government plays in the solution

of our energy problems. What are the responsibilities of grivate

citizens? Oil companies? Pri4ate industries?

2. Divide the class into small groups and have them do Exercise 10.2.

Have them select a recorder and chaiiperson and at the end of the

class period report their responses to the ascGssion questions. Ask

them to respond to only one viewpoint based on the groups' consensus.

3. Discuss groups' responses.

4. Assign groups to do a follow-up by investigating the curxent status

of various energy options mentioned here and elsewhere such as

OTEC, aquaculture, geothermal energy, etc. Have them report their

findings.

S. After the class hears all the reports onvarious energy alternatives,

have them discuss and decide which one or ones would Ve most cost-

effective for Mrs. Kama's farm land. . /

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

I
Using this case 'study, have a jury land judge decide the outcome

of whether Mrs. Kama should'be forced to sell and to whom. If needed, a

model fotmat is -found in Sample Activity 3-3. "A Case of Erg-ency", in. the

Energy and the Environment Secondary Language Arts Module.

10.
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.Theme 10. Energy Cost, Responsibility Sample Activity 10 -4

and Privilege
#,-1-

Grade Level 11

Exercise 10'.`4

A' CASE STUDY: "The Sell Out"

SITE: A small town on the island of'HaWi.

4
LOCATION: A small farm on the outskirts of the town.

HISTORY:

The people living in the small town on the island of Hawi have lived
there for many generations. The area was once a thriving pineapple planta-
tion town. Today most of the younger generation have left the town and
only a handful of people reside there. On the outskirts of the town is a
small papaya farm. Only a single 75 years old widow, Mrs. Kama, resides

on the farm in question. She is the great granddaughter of the original

owner who was also the founder of the town. Mrs. Kama cares little for

farming as a way of life but has a strong religious reverence for the
land of her ancestors. Several ancestraL members are buried on the farm.

The farm land in question sits on a geologic rift zone and isflat, and

fertile. It is bordered on the north end by 2 large ponds, the west
side by the Pacific Ocean, the south end by a little hill, and the

east side by the mountain;

Offers to buy the farm have been made /by various groups including:

1) a power company interested in building a geothermal plant there and
possibly,an OTEC plant; 2) an aquaculture corporation interested in
raising prawns and oysters on the farm; and 3) a private amusement

company from the West Coast interested in building a miniature "Disneyland"

type of amusement park. All three offers will bring increased business.

to 441e town and to the islpnd as a whole. Offers from the power company

and the aquaculture farmers might even help bring the island of Hawi
closer to their goal of energy self-sufficiency. During surveys done

by the power compdny, island artifacts have Ken found. HoweVer in

attempting to buy the land, the power company deified this story.

Currently, the owner, Mrs. Kama, does not want to sell. However, if

sh(g refuses, the state has informed her that they will condemn her land,

buy it and sell it to the powercompany. ' r 40
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Theme 10. Energy Cost, ResRonsibilitY
and Privilege

Exercise 10.4 (Cont'd.)

Sample Activity 10-4.

Grade Level 11 '

'4#
Questions for discussion:

(

A

1. Does an individual have the right to refuse to sell his/her land?

2. Should land be used for "national/state needs" as opposed to "pei;sonal
needs"? Where doesonedraw the line between one's responsibility to
our country/state and our personal beliefs? Wheredoes "national/state
needs" supercede "personal needs"?

-3. Does the power'com*pany have the responsibility to be completely
honest about their finding of island artifacts? Should the power

company be allowed to use the farm land for purposes other,than
what was stated?

4. If you were president ofIthe power company, would you insist on
obtaining-the ancestral home from a 75 year old widow who believes
that the land she lives on is sacred?

5. If Mrs. Kama-decides to sell her land, who should she sell it to?
Why?

'6. Should the government have the right to tell Mrs. Kama who should
get the land should she decide to sell? Why?

7. What responsibilities do a) private citizens, b) private industries

such as power companies, nd c) government havewegarding the research
and development of untqpp d and new sources of energy.

8. What does the title "The Sell Out" mean?

9. HOw does the writer of this case study feel about this dilemma?
Support your answer.

10. What is eminent domain? What government rights are guaranteed 1)..'y'-it?

How about the right of Mrs, Kama in having her land preserved because of

the artifacts? IS there a law that protects her rights?

11. If our country was in dire need of new sources of energy,,,would you
influence Mrs. Kama to sell? Why or why not?



THEME 11, ENERGY VS. POPULATION VS. FOOD

BACKGROUND

Theme 11 deals with population density as a factor which influences the
exploitation of an area's natural resources and thus tt\e availability of the
energy resources in that area. It also considers the effects of population
changes on supplies of and the demands for energy and food. For example, an

increase in population results in greater demands for food production. Then.,

as food production is increased more energy is used. The earth's resources
are limited, however, and scan support only a limited population.

_It should be noted that food production can be viewed as both a source
and a user of energy. As an energy source, foodprorides human beings with
fuel forLAileir bodies. As an energy user, fooeproduction requires energy.

I

Understanding of the various energy/population/food interrelationships 1

should enable students to appreciate energy as the key link to life. It

should also help them to realize that the earth's resources are finite and,
even with optimum recycling systems, can support only a limited population.
This understanding should also encourage students to adopt values and practices
based on the wise and judicious use -of energy and food.

A
FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others. 4

FPO 2. Develop positive self - concept.

FPO 3. Develop decision - making and problem-solving skills at the

student's profitiency level.
FP0.4., Develop independence in learning.
FPO 5. Develop physical, social and emotional heal't'h-7

FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part of

growth and development.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE is

To understand the various energy/population/food interrelationships.

t
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Theme 111. Energy vs. Population vs. Food'

CONCEPTS

A
1. PoRulation changes directly influence energy demands, availdility

andisupply.

2. Population density of an area may influence th.e\demand for and

possible use patterns of energy resources.

3. Population changes directly influence food consumption and supply.

4. Food production requires tremendous amounts of energy and money.

5. The use of Hawaii's limited prime agriculttiral lane resources is

being directed towards trying to achieve self-sufficiency in food

production. ,

6. Hawaii's policy on population is to manage population growth rates
throughout the state consistent with available and planned energy

resources.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 59 Unit VII) Agriculture is faced with environmental

problems that ar both internal and exter al.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC, LANGUAGES (pg. 6 - Goal) To become acquainted

with the significant characteristics of the countries or areas where the language

is-spoken.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 Objective) To effectively meet the basic

necessities of life in order to sustain life to the optimum. To develop an

, awareness of the needs of society for--goods and services and bow goods and

services are effectively provided.

, BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

\...DEALTH: (pg. 14 & 1 - Goal) Through a developmental health education

program, students will acquire accurate health information, and gain experiences

contributing to attitudes, values and responsible health practices; students will

be able to make decisions relating to their health and understand how these

decisions affect them and the society in which they live.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Develop mutual understanding, and

appreciation of differing cultures and ways of life, and co-operate with people

of other cultures who are striving to raise levels of.living.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve problems.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 r Objective) Expose students to cross-cultural comparisons.

of critical bio-spcial issues, i.e., race relations, family structure, male-female

roles, human resources and others.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 12 - Objective) The student values knowledge and

skills enabling uals, groups, and societies to cope effectively with

the complexity humanrircumstances.
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,J Theme 11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food
4

Subject Area SS

Grade Level. .7.-12

THINGS TO,D0 (Grade 7) ,
/

'1. Trace the population growthover the past .00 years in Hawaii, Show
through theuse of charts and graphs, the relationship between population
gfowth, food consumption, and energy use. (Call or write to-the
State Energy Office for .information.) at are some reasons why it
costs more to feed a.9., individual today than 100 years ago? Are we
consuming more calories than people did in ancient Hawaii? If we grew ;

food for personal use, would this b more energy intensive than similar
ood production in ancient Hawaii? Explain. ,.

2. Ancient Hawaiians had limited resources. How dia the ancient Hawaiians
with limited resources manage to supply the food necessary for the people?
How Were the resources allocated, conserved and/or prese6ed? Did the

N_ancient Hawaiians have population growth problemsi Explain.

THINGS TO DO (Grade8)

1. Debate the proposal: "The United'States should increase its food
production to help raise, the'living standards in developing countries."
If this happened, how would energy consumption be affected? What are the
cosrs/benefits of such a, proposal? Should the United States help these
countries develop new technology instead? Why or why not?

2. Inorder to avoid catastrophes associated with too'largO, a Population
assume that it has been decided that our population growth rate must be
reduced by 20% in order to assure resources.for future generations.
Discuss in committees, the advantages and disadvantages_ of such a
decision. What are some of the ramifications of such a decision shotild
itsbe implemented?

THINGS °0 DO (Grade 9)

*1. What is the relationship between energy use, population, and food?
Is the relationship directly proportional? Why or why not? (See
Sample Activity 11-1. "More Means Less").

2. Gather data concerning food production in various parts of the world-
for the past 50 years. What implications are demonstrated by
the geometric increase of food production? What effects does it
have on energy consumption? Which countries are the leading energy
u ers for food production? How much energy is consumed by the U.S.
food production system? (See Agriculture, Energy and Society, Inter-
disciplinary Student/Teacher Materials in Energy, the Environment, and
the Economy (EEE), September, 1978.)

3. Role play different national leaders as they discpss the predicted food
supply problems and possible solutions for their respective countries.

*For detailed descriptioh refer to noted Sample Activity.
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Theme 11 -. Ene Population vs. Food

THINGS TO 'DO `"(Grade 9) (Cont,'d.)

Subject Area SS

Grade Level

4: Draw a world map indicating the population densities of various nations.

Circle those areas that are considered overpopulated., Mark with a
red pen those areas that are considered hunger areas. Is there a

relationship between population-and hunger areas? What about-food

production 41-1 hunger areas? Find out the energy availability and use

for these various nations. Draw some conclusions about poPUlation,

food supply, and energy availability and consumption.

'THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)
,f

1. 'Write
,/

discussion paper on the merits of wise land use planning to
population pressures and to encourage efficientrutilization of

eattty resources.

2. Howha4nergy shortages affected' food production? Should the U.S.

.
helenations affected by critical shortages of fertilizer? Does the

crisis affect developing countries and industrialized nations'in the

same way? Why or-ro.hz not? Do you feel that the OPEC countries should.

consider the effect of policies on newly emerging nations? Why or why

not? In what,ways might OPEC differentilke between the "haves" and

"hAe nots11? Do you think their criteria are the same as kurs?

THINGS s/0 DO (Grade 11) (s.
1, Relate populati growth and human use of energy'qnd resources to some ,

of today's more erious environmental problems. A

2. Compare the population densities, of various parts of your island to

energy consumption patterns. Piedict which areas are energy intensive'

and which are labor intensive. _Find on-t-afrom the ,State Energy Office '

Ott or conduct your own energy audit of energy consumption patterns for

.various locations. Do you expect a tourist spot suctras Waikiki or

tone to be .energy-intensive? ,Chart out findings on a map. Were .the

results as predicted? How might the energy intensive areas cut down

on their energy consumption? Would pop, ation densities be an

important consideration?

3. Would Hawaii's energ, use and food production be a fected if the

military b4ses were closed? How about if tourism, cops 50%? How

would employment be affected? What abou't the economy? That might be

some other effects? ,-

I
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Theme 11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food Subject Area SS

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11) (Cont'd.)

Grade Level 7-12

4. Find out about Hawaii's immigration laws and trace'tivir development.
Is there a quota set for immigration* Was there a quota 50. years ago?
What is the rate of-growth per annum for Hawaii? What plans
are mentioned in Hawaii's State Plan regarding the State's future
growth and development?

NOTE: Suggested activities may also be used:by students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12,

VOCABULARY
41,

Energy, green revolution, haves, have-nots, industrialized
nations, land use, OPEC, population density, Hawii State
Plan, under developed countries, wants, values.

stO
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THEME 11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food Subject Area SS (Ag, LA, M, PE, Sc) .
Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

Grade Level L.-. 9

SAMPLE ACTIVITY, 1171. "More Means Less"

o

'OBJECTIVE

To understand the various ener /population/food interrelationships.

igY
..

i

CONCEPTS

Population changes directly-influence energy demands, availability
and supply.
Population density of an area may influence the demand for and
possible use'patterns of energy resources.
Population changes directly influence food consumption and supply.
Food production requires tremendous amounts of energy and money.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC' 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.
EC 4. Communicate orally in situations common td everyda}r}ife.

EC 7. Interpret common visual symbols.

EC 8. Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered problems.

EC d5. Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and
responsiblities.

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources, students
will select practices deVeloped in recognition of present and future' .

environmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will demonstrate their awareness of population processes and

dynamics. (Goal: pg. D23)
Students will examine optional courses of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum short- and long-term benefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: 2g. D38)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Define social change and explain how it has affected and influenced

the lifestyle of people in various cultures. (Objective: pg. 31)

Identify the common bonds that unify people, despite unique traditions

and beliefs that distinguish different culture from others. (Objective:

pg. 31)

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

Colored pieces of paper, cake or other "goodiesping pong balls,
container to serve as basket.
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Theme '11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food Sample Activity

Grade Level

11-1

9/

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 5, 9, 10, 12)

As population increases, more energy is necessary to meet the growing
needs and services of the people.One type of energy of primary importance
is food. .Throughout the ages, people have relied on their own labor to provide

for themseltles. Duifhg those early years, the energy value of the food ptoduc-
ed far exceeded the energy expended in'pbtaining it. HAever, as time progress-
ed and as humans began to harness fossil fuesl.'energy to do their work, energy
expended in food production gradually exceeded the energy value of the food

itself.

Perhaps with the_ present concern about our dwindling resources or perhaps,
with escalating prices for consumer goods, people have finally realized that
"there is no such thihg as a free lunch;" it takes energy to obtain energy.

This activity allows students to express their views regarding energy and

population. It gives them-an opportunity to develop attitudes by "experiencing''

to.some degree some<bf the problems concerning energy-food-population relation-
ships.

1. Discuss with students the uneven distribution of energy resources
throughout the world. Point out the fact hat the United States

uses more than 1/3 of the world's energy And hSs only 6% of the

world's Population. The following table shows population and energy

use by different categories of nations for the year 1975. (Date taken

froPennsylvania Department of Education's Energy Curriculum for
the Middle Grades, Harrisburgh, Pennsylvania, 1977, pg. 171.)

% World % Energy

Population Use

Less developed countries' 50 2

Developing countries 25 13

Industrialized countries 19 40

United States 6 45

2. Tell students that they are going to play a game.

3. Put slips of paper (or clips) into a container equal to the number

of students in class. Each slip of paper should be one of four .

colors representing the four groups above. Plan it so the propor-

tion of various 'slips of paper in the container is approximately
equal to the population figures, e.g. half of the slips should be

of thecolon representing the less developed countries,
you have a small group you may have to give different values to the

slips of paper, i.e. blue paper may stand for 2 units and white 1

unit, etc. Ideally; however, each slip of paper should be equal in

value.)

4. Have the students pull,a slip, of paper, to determine which groups

they belong to.
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Theme 11. Energy vs. Populationv. Food Sample Aqtivity 11-1

Grade Level 9

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)

5. Have the students sit in groups.

6. Slice a piece of cake or divide some other "goody" into 4 sections
equal to the percentage of energy consumption for the four groups..

7. Give the apptopriate section of cake or "goody" to each group, e,g.
the United Statgs group should receive approximately half'of the
cake or "goody.",

8. At this point, have each gioup share their goodies and ask them how

they felt. What were their attitudes toward their particular
portion and toward the people who had larger or smaller portions?
Did they feel it was unfair?

9. Write the population and energy consumption figures for each of the

four groups on the blackboard.

'10. Ask them if they know which group they represented. How do they fea4.

about the random selection of groups? Do you feel that it's by

chance that they live in a developed, rich country?' Diseuss the
-relationships among population, energy production and consumption

in developed, and undeveloped countries.

11. Have them continue the simulation game by giving each group ping
pong balls or ocher similar objects equal in percentage to-their

group's energy consumption, i.e. United States should have about
half of the ping pong bails.

12. Tell them that you will be playing a game of skill and the object
is to throw the ping pong ball into a designated container from a
designated line. The-less developed countries stand 11/2 feet behind

the line, the developing countries on the line and the industrialized
countries and the U.S.A.-11/2 feet in front of the line. Score one

point for each basket.

13. Again have the students discuss their feelings and attitudes. Ask

them what they think the intent of the game was. The answer may

include the following:
a. levels of current technology

b. , differences in standards of living

c4 relative wealth of developed countries

d. "haves and have-nots"
e. lack of opportunities and/or benefits for "have-nots"

f. food shortages in.some-parts of the world

g. others.

2
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Theme 11. Energy vs. Population vs. Food Sample Activity 11-1

Grade Level 9

ACTIVITY (cont'd.)

14. Ask them the following: "If the gwas modified such that every
group had to get "X" number of balls into the container and each
group was timed to see how,long it took to accomplish this feat,
would the intent of the game be the same? Why or why not? What
other factors might be considered? AXWers may now include:
a. hatd work necessary for 'undeveloped countries to supply bare

subsistence, for s people or to reach a certain standard of living.
b. developed countries need to put forth much labor and time

to accomp,lish the same ,amount of work by a developed country,

undeveloped countries are much more labor intensive and less
energy intensive.

d. otheis

15. Discuss with students what some of the solutions to our population-
.

energy-food problem might be. Shouldthe United States offer assis-
tance? If so, what kind of assistanter Should the Uncrted Nations
get actively involved? If so, how? What are some of the current
programs _carried on by the United Nations? What about organizations
such as AID (Agency for Interr6tional Development) or CARE or UNICEF?
What kind of programs are they carrying out? What is our responsi-

.° bility concerning the population- energy- food problem?

16.toPlay another simulation game involving technological advancement and
possible environmental problems: Give each a tool to carYy tie
ping pong belts from a designated area A to area B. The less develop-

ed countries hould be given chopsticks, the .developing countries a
soup spoon, and the industrialized countries and the USA a soup ladle.
Each group should have the same size container at designated area B.'
(A small container is preferred so that the USA and industrialized
countries groups will find 'that their container will Soon overflow.)-
Each group gets only one 'container to hold all of their ping pong
balls. The groups must contingally try to fill their containers
until time,,Epns out. Have them do it until they gdt the message of
over production or too much of a good thing. As the containers get

( gilled, students may want to modify their containers. Let them ask

you and have them try to solve their own problem of "redoing" or
"retooling" or "retrofitting" the container. After each simulation
game, discuss how each group felt and what they feel the purpose of
the activity was. Some answers may be:
a. the difference in level of technology exists.

b. overproduction or too much of a good thing can produce other
problems such as pollution, eta.

c. unfair advantage of "have" over "have-not" countries.

d. there are some costs to havih high 14vel technology.
e. others
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Theme 11. Energy Vs Population vs. Food

tl
Sample Activity 11-1

Grade Level 9

SUGGESTED FOLLOW -UP/ASWSMENT ACTIVITIES

Make your own simulation game baged on population, population density,
food production, and energy consumption. For the latest statistical
information, write to the Center fogs Science in the Public Interest
(CSPI), 1757 S. Street N.W., Washington,/V.C. 20009.

C
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THEME 12. ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE

BACKGROUND 4

In this theme, students will consider energy-refated'issues which are
international in scope. For example, they will analyze different patterns
of natural'resource which .exist around the world in terms of the geographic
distribution of trade for energy resources. They will also evaluate how the
dema for energy, resources has promote ternational'trade and linked areas
of tgewtirld together in an economical interdependent manner.

Due to factors of-comparative ad antage and gains received from trade,
nations have increased their engagements in exchargins 'energy resources. In

1968, 33 of primary energy consumed in the world crossed foreign borders.
Countries with a comparative disadvantage in the production of energy resources,
however, import more energy resources than they produce. For example, about

half of the oil consumed in the United States *Id nearly all of Hawaii's
energy resources are imported at the present time. It is important that
students understand the significance of sharing among nations and world inter-
dependency. They,should also be aware of the geographic, environmental, social
and political factors thikh influence energy-related international tide.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effeeiive communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision - making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as to others.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

. I
To understand current energy exchange practices which link nations in

an economically, socially And politically interdependent mAner.

).

MM.
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Theme 12. ,Energy Interdependence

CONCEPTS
0

' 1'. Energy resources are unevenly distributed around the world.

2. Regional availability of particular energy resources and the growing

demands for these resources foster international trade and link the

world together in an economically interdependent manner.

3. The complex network of international factots influence the import/

export patterns of nations and the availability and use of energy

resources. These factors include: cartel, internat-onal suppls

and'demand factors, balance of p ants, patterns of trade, tes
of trade, comparatiVe advantages p itical and ideological factors,

exchange rates, money flows and-p ce changes, etc.

4. Hawaii is very dependent on imported oil from foreign countries.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

' AGRICULTURE: pg. 58 Unit VI)- Efficient processing, marketing, and

distribution axle essential in making agricultural products economically availab3e

to man.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg.8 - Goal) An understanding

of the interdependency of nations.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. Objective) To 'develop an awareness of the

needs of society for goods and services and how.goods and services are effectively

provided.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objectives) 1. To live effectively in-

today's economic environment. 2. To meet the ever-changing demands of the

business world of work.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii Objective) Develop mutual understanding and

appreciation of differing cultures and ways of life, and co-operate with people

of other cultures who are striving to raise levels of living.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Develop an understanding

of the nature and significance of materials, tools, processes, products,-and

occupations of our technological world, and their impact upon our society.

LANGUAGE ARTS (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understandings of the

nature and structure of the English language within the broad perspective of

communication.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 3 - Goal) Develop mathematical competence to function

effectively in today's society.

MUSIC: (pg. - Objective) Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation

of the music of their own culture, as well as the music of other cultures.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 - Objective) Expose students to cross-cultural comparisons

of critical bib-social issues, i.e., race relations, family structure, male-

female roles, human res rces and others.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg 11 - Objective) The student is able to identify and

analyze problems and issues by which he or she is affected as a member diL a

changing multicultural society.
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Theme 12. Energy Interdependence'' Subject Area SS

t

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

1.

6

Grade Level 7-12

Find out exactly when the Hawaiian Islands btcame dependent on foreign

oil, What factors accounted for the shift from self-sufficiency to
energy dependency? What arg the advantages of beingenergy independent?
Disadvantages? .What are the advantages of being energy interdependent?
Disadvantages?

2. What factors today make total self-sufficiency an unfeasible goal
for Hawaii? Dolyou feel Hawaii'can become completely self-sufficient
one day? Would our lifestyle be affected? Do we really want to

become completely self-sufficient? Why or why not? Could we become

electrically self-sufficient? Explain. What is the difference between

total.self-sufficiency and net self-sufficiency?

THING.9..i0 DO (Grade 8)
-

1. Take an inventory of all your play equipment and/or leisure time toys.
How many toys had their origin in a foreign country? Where did they

cone from? If your toy or equipment is made by an American'firm, does
that firm also have factories on foreign soil? If your toy or equip-

ment was made outside of U.S., can you name "a substitute for it made

in our country? Why or why not? For those toys and or play equipment

that have no'American made substitute, would you be willing to give

- them up? Why or why not? How does our purchase of toys serve as an
--example of worldwide interdependency?

2. Make a bulletin board display that shows products that would be affected
by the shortage of fossil fuels. Indicate the national origin of each %.

product.

)

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

1. Learn more about OPEC. Which countries make up OPEC? When was it formed?

How are the countries that make up OPEC aljke? Different? (See Sample

Activity 12-1. "Dealer's Choice ? ")

2." What is the relationship between limited energy supply and international

trade? Find out what balance of payments means. How is baAnce-of
payments related to energy interdependence? Make a chart'showing the
balance of payments fOr the United States,-for Hawaii alone, and for a
Middle Eastern country.

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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,)
THINGS TO DO (Grade 9) (Cont'd.)

Theme 12. Energy Interdependence

.4

Saject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

3. Make an energy web for a transistor adio or an automobile.

\
\

\ ,

4. Make a list of products found at home. ,Identify the country producing
each item. Is the product unique to that country? If not, is the product

also made in the United States? Is it a'vLuduct you could do without? Are

... there sul utes for the products that are made in the United States?

4 THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

1. Study the role of energy in the global marketplace. What are the
causes and implications of energy interdependenCe because of the

marketplace? (See Energy in the Global Marketplace, Interdisci-

plinary'Student/TeachtyMaterials in Energy, the Environment, and
the Economy, November, 1978.)

2. Explain the "ripple" effect. Discuss how shortageS in one industry

affect other industries. Cut out articles from the local newspaper

that show this effect.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 11)

1. Explore and discuss the economic effects of importiaeforeign oil to
Hawaii.

2. Research and'report on the effects of governmental ail quality
control on the use and availability of coal, oil and natural gas.
Will these pollution measures continue to mAke us energy dependent?
How about the growing concern over nuclear 'plants? Is self-suffi-

ciency feasible? Is interdependency undesirable?

NOTE: Suggested activities may also be usedby students taking related
electives in grades 11 and 12.

VOCABULARY

Balance of payments, comparative adVanOige, dependency,

export, import, interdependency, net energy, OPEC, self-
sufficiency, spatial distribution, total self-sufficiency,
trade, ripple effect.
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THEME 12. Energy Interdependence Subject Area SS (Bus, LA)

Thematic Area EE, G, LS, VE

vmm...or Grade Level 9

SAMPDE ACTIVITY 12-1. "Dealer's Choice?"

OBJECTIVE

To understand current energy exchange practices which link nations in
an economically, socially and politically interdependent manner.

CONCEPTS

Energy resources are unevenly distributed around the world.
Regional*availability of. particular energy resources and the growing o'
demands fo'r these resources foster international trade and link the
world together in an economically interdependent manner.
The complex network of international faCtors influence'the import/
export patterng of nations and the availability and use of energy

resources. These factors.include: cartel, international supply and

demand factors, balance of payments, patterns of trade, terms of
trade, comparative advantage, political and ideological factors,
exchange rates, money flows and price changes, etc.

AL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use p inted materials from daily life.
EC ,3. Nmonstrate write Skills co my used in daily life.co

EC 4.

EC 8.

EC 9.

EC 10.

EC 12.

Communicate orally i situat ons common to everyday life.

Reach reasoned soldtio commonly encountered problems.
Distinguish fact from opinion in TV and radio new broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

Use resources ,for independent learning.
Identify the training; skill and background requirements of at
least one occupation in which the student is interested.

4

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support

(P

esearch and development of

alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)

Students will demonstrate an appre iation for the,interdependence-of
living things in the closed earth ystem. (Goal: pg. D30)

Students will examine optional cou ses of action and their consequences V
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide' optimum_ah6Yi- and lo erm behefits for society and the

environment. (Goal: pg. D 0

m b
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Theme 12. Energy Interdependence Sample Activity 12-1

Grade Level 9

ACTIVItY. (Related Core Themes: 4, 5, 10, 13 & 15)

The world has entered an era of interdependencethaiiis global in scale.
The "energy crisis" has revealed that interdependence probably more than any
other world wide event. In their efforts to deal with t e energy situation,
many national leaders have pledged interdependence b vocating the need for
international cooperation, and supporting the idea of an international insti
tutional framework; but in reality they have been practicing ind6endence by
making their own bilateral deals with OPEC'countries.

The U. S. became dependent on imported oil during the 60's. Imports rose

from 21% to 37% from 1965 to 1974. In 1976, imports averaged 7.3 million barrels

per day, or approximately 42% of the total U. S. oil consumption. Oil imports

jumped to 9.6 million barrels per day in Fe0Lpuary of 1977.

With the obvious risk of ail supply interruption because of the shaky
political situation in the Middle East, the United States is faced with the

dilemma of decreasing its oil imports and its energy consumption.

The U. S. and other countries are still deindent on the OPEC countries -
who are currently holding all the oil trump cards. At present, it seems

be "dealer's choice." a

4. Discuss with the students what OPEC stands for. Explain to them

that at present the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC), accounts for over half of the world's output of oil and

about 90% of all oil exported by all nations.

2. Pass out copies of a world Tap to each student or have them draw

their own.

- 3. List the 13 OPEC countries on the board:
a. Algeria f. Iraq

b. Ecuador g. Kuwait

c. Gabon h. Libya

d. Indonesia i. Nigeria

e. Iran

j. Qator
k. Saudi Arabia
1. United Arab Emirates
m. Venezuela

4.` Ask studentsto locate these countries on their map and to make a

mark to designate them' as oil producing/exporting countries.

5. Next ask them to make generalizations about them. Write the students'

responses on the board. Some of teir answers may include:

a. Many of the OPEC nations are near the Persian Gulf.

b. All have access to the sea or ocean.

c. Most OPEC countries are Islamic nations (Algeria, Indonesia,

Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qator, Saudi Arabia, and United

Arab Emirates).
d. others
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Theme /12.
1'1

Energy Interdependence Sample Activity 12-1

Gradefrevel 9

ACTIVITY (Cont'd.)
/

6. Assign'students to small groups and have them role play the QPEC

leaders. Tell them to do some research abput the OPEC organizatidn
and their country in particular. Tell each group to be ready to

respond tothe following questions:
°a. Would you be willing to sell the U. S. all the petroleum it

wants, now or would you limit your'sales and conserve your

- resources for a tine when the price is much higher?
b, Would you raise theOprice even if the higher prices will

create hardships and possibly a recession in -Q4.0aonspling

countries?

7. Have students role play after a week(r so of research.

8. After the role playing activity, discuss the following questions,

with thew:-\
a. Why is increasing dependence on foreign oil supplies an issue

of national security?
b, Some say that the OPEC nations have done'Us

unintentionally. Explain.

c. How has the current energy situation affected our International

balance of paffienes?

. How has the ffcreased demand for energy he current shortage
affected prices and wages in the U. S. How his it affetied

the economy?
e. What can and should do Co alleviate the entrg9i4erunch?

fr

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Describe the changes in the. international political environment

caused by-the "geopoliticsof energy." What are the implications for

U. S. foreign policy?
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Them 12: Energy Interdependnce Sample Activity, 12-1

Grade Level 9

ACTIVfTY (Coned.)

J

4

6. Assign'students to small groups and have them role play the QPEC"

leaders. Tell them to do some research abut the OPEC organizatidn
and their country in particular. Tell each group to be ready to

respond tothe following questions:
h. Would you be willing to sell the U. S. all the petroleum it

wants, now or world you limit your'sales and conserve your

- resources for a time when the price is much higher?
b., Would you raise the price even if the higher prices will

create hardships and possibly a recession in Akmengptilling
countries? .

G

7. Have students role play after a week(r so of research.

8. After the role playing activity, digcuss the following questions,

with thew.' '\
.

a. Why is increasing dependence on foreign oil supplies an issue

of national security?
b, Some say that theOPEC nations have done'us

unintentionally. Explain.

c. How has the current energy situation affected our International

balance of paikent's?
d. How has the iltCreased demand for energy he current shortage

affected prices and wages in the U. S. How his it affetied

the economy?
e. What can and shouldw

do to alleviate the entreveerunch?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW-UP /ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Describe the changes in the international political environment

caused by the "geopoliticeof energy." What are the implications for

U. S. foreign policy?



THEME 13.__ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY

BACKGROUND

b
Theme 13 explores t ovement towards complete self-sufficiency as pant

of the aentinuing search for ependable, adequate, efficient and economical

sources of energy. It also onsiders the impacts gf technology and the poli-

tical, social, aesthetic, a d moral attitudes and values on this movement.

s

Very few areas of the world are able or willing to be completely independent

of ether areas for the production And consumption ofpenegy resouces. However

in recent years, the Organilation of'Petroleum Exporting CaWntries (OPEC) has

provided momentum for the movement toward self-sufficiency by its cartel-like i t)

behavior which resulted in cycles of oil surpluses and shortages, For example,

the United States is dependent upon OPEC nations for some of its energy needs.

,To reduce this. dependency and to strive for seUckufficiency, research on ne...

and/or alternate energy sources is being undertaken.'-tiConservation practices
f4are also being encouraged. V

F.

Regardless of OPEC's actions, it is important for individuals to realize

that the energy sources that we are currently using are being depleted and are

for the most part non-renewable. Thus, this theme should help students under-

stand that new patterns of energy consumption will have to evolve and that they

muss,be prepared to. cope with changes to lifestyles if self- sufficiency is to

become a reality.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop bAsic skills for learning and effective communication

with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive Alf-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision - making and problem-solving skills 'at the

student's proficiency level.

FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.

FPO &. Recognize and pursue career development as an indgral part of

growth and development.

FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as well as ,to others.

FPO,. Develop creative' potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand the
and fea le

t toward complete self-sufficiency as necessary'

d.
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Theme 13. Energy Self-Sufficiency

CONCEPTS

1. Self-sufficiency in terms of energy means the ability to provide
energy resources.in amounts necessary to meet-domestic demands.

2. .The problems of availability and control of energy resources make
tt necessary, for nations to become,self-sufficient.

3. Level of technology and the political, social, aesthetic and motel
attitudes and values influence a nation's movement toward complete
self-sufficiency.

4. Movement toward self-sufficiency will necessitate changes in life
styles

5. The State of Hawaii's plan is to reach net energy se f-sufficiency
by the year 2025 through research and the developm of new and

indigenous energy sources.

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 61 - Unit IX) Continued research and experimentation
are required for advancement in agricultural productivity and human's well beinj.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (pg. 7 - Goal) An understanding of
the geographic influences upon the economic and social development of the country.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To develop the ability to cope

with change.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Make and carry out intelligent

,decisions regarding the use of personal, family, and community resources.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS,/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge
and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,
occupation,' and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS:' (pg. 4 Goal) To assist students tO develop the highest
degree of informed control of'which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: pn. 13 - Goal) Develop ability to think critically and to

solve problems.

SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze and
synthasize holistically fusing knowledge from various disciplines) in solving

a problem. 2. PrepartAhe dhildren for useful, effective citizenship in an
increasingly complex and technological 'society by developing an interest in
and a curiosity about the future both for themselves and for the Civilization

of which they are a part.

SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg. 11- Objective) The student is able to participate

actively and responsibly in collective decisions affecting the social, economic,

political, or physical environment In which he or she lives.
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Theme 13. Energy.$elf-Sufficiency

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

Subject Area

Grade Level

SS

7-12

1. It has been said that ancient Hawaiians were completely self-suffi-
cient. Do you agree? Give example.a to support your answer.

. . ,

2. In what ways is the movdment toward self-sufficiency a step back into
"old Hawaii?" In what ways is it different? What factors are different

today? Write a paper discussing e differences and similarities of

Ilkself-suffidiency in ancient Iawa nd the future.

3. Make a collage showing why ancient Hawaii was considered self-sufficient;
or draw a map showing how the use of natural geographic features_ created
self-suffiCient communities ccled,ahupuaas.

THINGS TO DO (grade 8)

1. What changes in lifestyle do you envision for you and your family as
Hawaii moves toward energy self-sufficiency? Do you think that Hawaii

will ever reach totarapergy selfE-sufficaency? Why or why not? How

about reaching net self-sufficiency? Makea list of five (5) activities
or conveniences that you mayhave to'give up or do less of, to aid, the

movement toward self-sufficiency.
4

2. Energy' self-sufficiency requires the cooperation, of all. Write an
, «

essay)discussing the litna# 4nteractions accompanying the short- and

long-range solutions to Ae'energperisis. Include self-interest and

compare it to cooperation On,individual, national, and indrnational
bases.

4

THINGS TO DO' (Grade 9)

1. Find out'if other nations besides the U.S.A. Save a goal of energy
self-sufficiency. Is this goal feasible and practical for all natidhs?
Would it be easier "for ahighly industrialized nation or a less developed
nation to regth energy self-suffidIency? Explain. Are values a factor?

How about lifestyles?

2. Find out which nations or countries have the geological or 'geographic
featurel suitable for developing alternate energy sources. Why is

this an important factor? Are there other factprs to be considered?

4
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Theme 13. Energy Self-Sufficiency

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

Subject Area, SS

Grade Level 7212

1. Write a paper addressing the following statement: "Energy self-

sufficienCy is a political issue and hence will involve laws and
regulations."

2. The movement toward energy self-stifficiency will probably require some

legislation. .Study and discuss the proposed legislative measures
relating to energy such as rationing and progressive tax on horsepower.
How are these legislative measures related to our goal of energy self-

,
suifjciency?

THINS TO DO (Grade 11)

*1. Investigate the economic system of various time periods in Hawaii.
What is the relationship between economic system and energy use? (See

Sample Activity 13-1. "Living Within One's Means")

2- Write a paper explaining features unique to Hawaii that make self-
sufficiency a) necessary, b) possible but difficult, andc) cost/
effective.

3. Study the State's plans for 'energy self-sufficiency. How is each county
planning for energy self-sufficiency? Do you feel that the plans

are feasible and practical? What are the costs/benefits of

your island's plans?

NOTE: Suggested activities may4,1so be used by students taking related

electives in grades 11 and 12.

ct

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resources, cartel, cost/benefit, ideology,
independence, industrialized countries, lifestyle, OPEC,
scarcity, self-sufficiency, spatial distribution, standard

of living, Hawaii State Plan, underdeveloped countries, value.
0

*For detailed description, refer to noted Sample Activity.
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THEME 13. Energy Self-Sufficiency

OBJECTIVE

Subject Area SS (Bus, LA, Sc)

Thematic Area EE, CE, G, VE

Grade Level
.1

11

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 13-1. "Living Within One's Means"

To understand the
4

movement toward complete self-sufficiency as necessary
and feasible. -

CONCEPTS

Self-sufficiendy in terms of energy means the ability to provide
energy resources in amounts necesoaxy to meet domestic demands.
The problems of availability and control-2J energy resources make
it necessary for nations to become self-sufficient.
Level of technology and the political, social, aesthetic and mural
attitudes and values influence a nation's movement toward complete
self-sufficiency.
Movement toward self-sufficiency will Recessitate changes in life

styles.
The State of Hawaii's plan is to reach net energy self-sufficiency
by the year 2025 through research and the, development of new and

indigenous energy sources.

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

EC 1. Read and use printed materials from daily life.

EC 2. Complete commonly used forms. -
EC 3. Demonstrate writing skills commonly used in daily life.

EC, 4. Communicate brally in situations common to everyday life.

EC 8. each reasoned solutions to commonly encountere4 problems.

EC 9. Distinguish fact from opinion-in TV and radio broadcasts,
advertising, newspaper and magazine articles, and public speeches.

Use resources for independent learning.
Identify the training, skill and,ackground requirements of
at least one occupation in which the student is interested.

EC 13. Demo - trate knowledge of the basic structure and functions of
na onal, state and local governments.

EC 14. Demonstrate knowledge of the citizen's opportunities to
.1 rticipate in political processes.

EC 15. Demonstrate knowledge'of important.citizen rights and
responsibilities.

EC.10.

EC 12.
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Theme 13. Energelf-Sufficiencye Sample Activity

Grade Level 1

13-1

11

)

RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND/dR OBJECTIVES

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of
alternate energy sources. (Goal: pg. D2)
When faced with decisions concerning the use of earth resources,
students will select practices developed.in recognition of present
and future envi onmental and human needs. (Goal: pg. D6)

Students will e mine optional cone of action and their consequences
for improving the quality of life and will support those that will
provide optimum sh d long-term benefits for society and the
environment. (Goa : pg. D38)

SOCIAL STUDIES INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Identify and explain the development of Hawaii's economic history and
its impact on the people. (Objective: pg. 47)

Identify and explain the significant social, political and economic
issues currently facing Hawaii's people. (Objective: pg. 27)

j

SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND/OR RESOURCES

1. Exercise 13.1.
2. Reference Book Hawaii's Economy a Curriculum Resource Book (Draft

Department of Education, 1972. i,

\l"
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Theme 13. Energy Self-Sufficiency Sample Activity 13-1

Grade Level 11

ACTIVITY (Related Core Themes: 3, 14, 1), .

Societies of different time periods had unique ways of choosing how
to best use their natural resources., Although the reasons and, problems

associated with the practice of resource production and distribution may
have been different,,the problem was basically one of economics a prObl.em

of scarcity.

In this activity students will have a chance to view how soci ies of

,different time periods used their natural resources. They will examine the

different societies in terms of degree to which they were considered self-
sufficient.

.1. Briefly introduce or review the concept of the.Ahupuaa. Ask

students to do some research and find out more about how the
ahupuaa functioned.. Ask them to compare their findings with
the economics systdms of othen time periods in Hawaii. (Dave

them do Exercise 13.1).

2. Discuss their findings and the questions from Exercise 13.1.

3. Discuss with the students the concept of self -sufficient and

whether Hawaii can even become completely self-sufficien
Have them do the follow-up activity to find out what h been

done or will be done to reach our goal of self-sufficiency and
what degree of self-sufficiency is anticipated.

SUGGESTED FOWW-UP/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

Investigate the self-sufficiency program plans for one of the

eight major Hawaiian ['lands. Report findings to class.

1k*
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Theme 13. Ene Self-Sufficiency

Exercise 13.1

Sample Act vity 13-1

Grade Level 11

Directions: 1. Investigate the economic system of various time periods in

Hawaiian history: a) Ancient Hawaii- the Ahupuaa - pre 177$;
b) Transitional P4riod't-_1778-1854 c Plantation' Agriculture

Period - 1850-1941; d) During and Aft4r World War II - 1941-
1971; e) Modern Hawaii - 1971-present.

2. Fill in the chart below you do your research,

3. After completing the cha , answer the question's in Part tI.
I.

PART I: From the Ahupuaa to free.enterprise and Ghana,

4_
.

.

Ancient
Hawaii

Transitional
Period

Plantation
Agriculture.

,

During and After
World War II

Modern
Hawaii

What was (is)
produced?*

4

How was (is)
it produced?

For whom was
(is) it, produced?

-

How much was
(is) produced?

What situations
created the need
for the decisions
regarding what',

how, for whom
and how much to
produce?

.'.
.

/

-3

.

o had (has)

he power to
make decisions
regarding pro-
duction and
distribution?

.

.

-

What were (are)
the dpcisions
meant to
accomplish? . .

,

What were (are)
the consequences
of these decisions?

4%.

,

,

.

,.."

,

..

.

*Production refers to goods produced locally. List only major goods and/or

products.
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Theme 13. Energy Self-Sufficiency

Exercise 13.1 (Coned.)

PART II: Question for discussion

Sample Activity 13-1

Grade Level 11

1. What was the Ahupuaa? Assume that it was possible to go back into
time, write a ,short story (not more than four paragraphs) describing

a day's activities in the Ahupuaa.

2. Explain how the ohana served as a means of distribution f goods

and services. Compare the ohana with today's method of distribution.

*3. How do activities in the days of Ahupuaa compare with daily
activities in our society'of today?

4. According to your,chart, who decided (decides) how natural resources
should be used in each time period? Did the decisions 'consider the

use of resources as efficiently end wisely as possible? Why or why

not? Give evidence(s) for your answer.

5. According io the chart, was Hawaii ever completely self-sufficient?
Cite evidence (data) to support your. answer. Did the island's

geographic features and/or location iecount for its degree of
self-sufficiency?

6. Describe kinds and/or types of occupations and/or jobs available
during the different time periods.

7. Give evidence to show that we have moved from a society that was
highly labor,&.,kensive and oriented to needs satisfaction to one that
is highly energyfintensive that is oriented to wants situation.

8. If you could choose a time period in which to.live, which time period
would you choose? Why? Write a brief paragraph explaining your

reasons. Also, explain some of the changes that might occur, or that
may have to occur.
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THEME 14. APPROERIATE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

.BACKGROUND

Theme 14 focuses on appropriate e ergy technology as a fundamentally
different approach to meeting the soc :1 and economic needs of human beings.
Appropriate technology includes too , techniques, processes, and ways of
thinking and acting which maintain or improve our quality of life. It is a

trend away from energy-intensive or hard technology and a movement toward
labor-intensive or soft technology to insure an energy future which is
affordable, sustainable, and ecologically sound.

The cheap-energy or ha technology based on fossil fuels has contributed
to many of our environmental, conomic, and social problems. Long-term solu-
tions to these problems/are being sought as part of the'planning being donc for
a future based on additional and different sources of energy. ,Thus, technology
that is more appropriate than that which now is used by our sOdiety is needed
for this transition from fossil fuels to alternate energy sources. Examples of
appropriate technology include solar energy systems, wind energy systems, solid
waste recycling systems, composting, organic gardening and farming, development
of -bicycle and low -speed mass transportation networks, use of climate-based
design in home construction, "cots age" or home-based industries, etc. Such

technology will necessitate major changes in personal lifestyles and social goals.

This theme should help students understand the need for alternative goals
and directions that value human activity, preserve the natural environmentT,and
involve appropriate energy technology. Attainment of these goals should main-
tain or improve the quality of life for all.

FOUNDATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication
with others.

FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FPO 3. Develop decision-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's proficiency level.
FPO 4. Develop independence in learning.
FPO 6. Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part of

growth and development.

FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that-the student
is responsible to self as well as to others.

FPO 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

To understand that energy technology has to fit the use to which it is

put with minimum negative effects upon the quality of life.

2-41243



Theme 14. Appropriate Energy Technology

CONCEPTS

1. Appropriate energy technology is simple and efficient, makes best
use of available renewable energy resources, conserves non-renewable
resources, depends largely upon human labor, emphasizes the use of
local materiails and skills, is small-scale, decentralized, self-
sustaining, and non-polluting.

2. The political, social, aesthetic and moral attitudes and values of
a society influence and are influenced by the development and use
of appropriate energy technology.

3. The development and use .of appropriate energy technology will require
jer changes in personal lifestyles and social goals.

k

4. s one of the first selected pilot sites in the nation, Hawii has
ndertaken a wide,variety of projects involving appropriate energy

technology.
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Theme 14. Appropriate Energy Technology

RELATED GOALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 61 - Unit IX) Continued research and experimentation

are required for advancement in agricultural productivity and human's well being.

ART: (pg. 7 - Objective) Use the potentialities of art and take action

to shape and enhance the quality of one's personal and public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: ,(pg. 7 Goal) An understanding

of how governments are similar to and different from our own in solving their

problems.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective) To effectively utilize the

resources of our technological world and/Ko understand the importance of

conservation.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objective) To live effectively in today's

economic environment.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Perform'the tasks of maintaining

a home in such a way that they will -contribute effectively to furthering

individual and family goals.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/INDUS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge

and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,

occupation and education..
1

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To assist students to develop the highest

degree of informed control of which they are capable over their use of language.

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 - Goal) Develop an understanding of the importance

and rel vance of mathematics historically and in tilt world today.
A

S ENCE: (pg. A-14 - Objectives) 1. Encourage students to maintain a safe

and althy environment. 2. Help students gain experience with the potentialities

and limitations of the methods of scientific and social inliestigation but at the

same time recognize that the environment can be interpreted and manipulated.

SOCIAL STUDIES:. (pg. 11 - Objectives) 1. The studedt is able to construct,

evaluate, and revise alternatives for personal goals, plans, or problem solutibns,

considering costs and benefits to self and to others affected by his or her

decisions. 2. The student isable to participate actively and responsibly

in collective decisions affecting the social, economic, political, or physical

environment in which he or she lives.
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-Theme 14. Appropriate Energy Technology

THINGS TO DO (Grade 7)

Subject Area SS

_Grade Level 7-12

1. Show your understanding of appropriate technology by citing examples of
"appropriate technological" practices by the ancient Hawaiians.

2. Tour your_community and make a list of the appropriate sand inappropriate

technology cited.

3. Research and find out more about the appropriate technological projects
being carried out in Hawaii. Visit one or two sites if possible.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8)

1. Find out what appropriate technology is. Do you consider the harnessing

of wind energy appropriate technology? Why or why not? Is it possible

for au energy source such as solar energy to be used inappropriately and

appropriately?

//
2. Research and report on current developments and explorations for new

energy sources and the methods proposed for harnessing these new sources.
How many are consideuji_technologically appropriate? Why?

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)

1. Define appropriate technology. Find articles that illustrate projects'

that fit the definition for appropriate technology. Is it possible

that a project considered appropriate may be inappropriate for another

time and place? Explain.

2 'Make a list of appropriate technological practices in ancient civili-

zations. If possible demonstrate or show pictures of these practices

and/or measures.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10) -

I. As a class, write a proposal for appropriate technology monies.
For example, die proposal may involve the construction of a solar
water heater for the cafeteria. Follow the criteria set by the

Department of Energy.' your proposal to the Department of

Planning and Economic Development 6PED), State Energy Office.

2. Define appropriate energy technology. Could an inappropriate

project in the community be made appropriate? Choose a community

- project that you consider to/be an example of inappropriate technology
and propose changes that could be made to make it appropriate.,------
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a

Theme 14.

0

Topriate
Energy Technology

THINGS TO 1:10 (Grade 11)

1.

Subjeq;t, Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

7-

.

Invite a speaker from liNEI (Hawaii Ngtufal Energy Institute) to report
on some Of the apttp energy technology projects carried out in

e
.

Hawaii today. Visit if possible. 1

:2. WL1Le ci paper loatitg the statement: "Bigger is not necessarily
"-'better; sl r callhe..41Ster; and less can be more."

4 I.

NOTE: Suggested activities can also be used by students taking relate,
electives in'grades 11 and 12.

Pe)

VOCABULARY
a

/N Aesthetics, appropriate technology, conservation, continuity,
cost/benefits, .ecologically balanced; hard technology,
inappropriate technology, land use, obsolescence, non-polluting,
passive technology, soft technology.

o.

4

o

1.
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THEME 15. FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

r
Ir BACKGROUND q.

6

,In theme 15, students consider the various ways in which they can
participate in creating an energy secure future. An understanding of all
facets df'today's energy-related problems and issues and consideration of
the, range of consequences of today's decisions and. actions will help students
to envision thlse possible futures.

The students explore their values and make their own decisions when
confronted with difficult but necessary choices in formulating plans and
.actions to achieve a preferred future.. This kind of' decision-makinLinvolves
'an objective and rational assessment of the future outcomes of alternative
actions and policies regarding energy use and the environment. These decisions

.and actions are based _pn the values of society, and understanding of basic
science and nitural science concepts, technological,development, economic
factors and\pvironmeptal and ecologidal considerations.

Development And examination Of alternatives and all possible outcomes,cf4.
mahy possible futures will help 'students realize the importance of being flexi-
ble and adaptable. This will enable them to' better cope with rapidly changing
technology and political, social and economic circumstances affecting energy
use and the environment.

The students should understand that as individual citizens, they need to
have an active say in and be in control of their futures planning. They should

also understand that decisions made today will affect both their own lives and

those of generations to come.

:FOUPATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

FPO 1. Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication

with others.
FPO 2. Develop positive self-concept.
FP0 3. Develop decis n-making and problem-solving skills at the

student's p ficiency level.

FPO 4. Develop inde endence in learning.

FPO 5. Vevelop physical, social and emotional health.

FPO 6. Aecogr4ze and pursue career, development as an integral part of

growth and development;,

FPO 7. Develop a continually growing philosophy such that the student

is responsible to self as wellas to others.
FP0 8. Develop creative potential and aesthetic sensitivity.

CORE THEME OBJECTIVE

A

.

i
Two tilize decision-making and problem-solving skills in formulating

,

plans

and act ns to achieve a
s,

prtferred future in energy use and the environment.
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Theme 15. Future Perspective

CONCEPTS

and .changes. inthe attitudes of individuals and

societies regarding energy use will affect our future lifestyles.

2. Economic, social, political,
and technological decisions made now will

affect the availability, distribution and use of energy'in the future.

3. The State of Hawaii is in the process of developing a functionalplam

f6ra preferred future regardin; energy use and the environment.

74;
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Theme 15. FUlive Perspective

RELATED GAALS AND/OR GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF SUBJECT AREA GUIDES

AGRICULTURE: (pg. 57 - Unit V) In order to reach desired goals, man

must be able to' emloyeffective management practices.

lbART: (pg. 7 - 01:44EIVe) Use potentialities of at and take action to
shape and enhance the quality of one's, personal and public environment.

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES: (p,7 Goal) An understanding
of how governments-aresimilar to and diffetent\from our own.in solvipg their

problems.

BASIC PRACTICAL ARTS: (pg. 4 - Objective). To understand the elements of

management and effective management practices as they relate to qur technological

society.

BUSINESS EDUCATION: (pg. V - Objectives) 1. To live effectively in today's

economic environment. 2. To meet the ever - Changing demands of the business

world of work.

HOME ECONOMICS: (pg. iii - Objective) Establish long - range goals for

financial security and work toward their environment.

INDUSTRIAL'ARTS/INDOS-TECH: (pg. 2 - Objective) Apply technical knowledge

and techniques for effective living in situations such as recreation, consumption,

ccupation, and education.

LANGUAGE ARTS: (pg. 4 - Goal) To increase student understanding of the

nature and structure of the English language'within the broad perspective of

communication.
,

MATHEMATICS: (pg. 13 -Goal) Develop ability pp think critically and to

solve problems. .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: (pg. 106 Objective) Acquire the habit of participating

in wholesome recreational activities.

4.1)`SCIENCE: (pg. A-13 & 14 - Objectives) 1. Help students to analyze and

synthesize holistically (using knowledge from variaTs disciplines) in solving

a problem. 2. Prepare the children for useful, effective citizenship in an -

increasingly complex and technological society by developing an interest in and

a cuiiosity about thejuture both for themselves and for the civilization of

which they 'are a part. 3. ,Facilitate a positive self-concept through the
development of self-pride and a sense of accomplishment by encouraging self-

expression of conventional and unusual ideas as well as independence in learning.

' SOCIAL STUDIES: (pg} 11- Objective) The student is able to select and

appropriate criteria, procedures, and information sources to assess the

validity or significance of fihdings about past, present, or future human life

or affairs. v,

.4*
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,Theme 15. Future Perspective Subject Area SS

Grade Level 7-12

THINGS TO DO .(Grade 7>

1. Write and perform a skit illustrating what life in Hawaii would be
like 50 years from now. Will we be ,energy self-sufficient? What

kinds of clothing will we wear? What modes of transportation will

we use? Etc.

2. Build a time diorama of energy use titled: "Then, Now, Tomorrow."

Your project could illustrate Hawaii's past; present and future in

one or more of the following areas: a) transportation modes; b) food
consumption; c) lighting; d) heating and cooling; e) arts and
crafts; f) housing; g) recreation; h) others.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 8)

I

1. Make a collage showing what your future life may be like. What kind

e"
of job will you have? Will future jobs and skills differ from today's?-

2 Simulate a Senate subcommittee investing the possibilities of out-
lawing night baseball, Indianapolis 500, domed stadiums, late night
television, and other energy consuming recreation. Describe what life

might be like if it became a reality.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 9)
y

1. Discuss several, possible future alternatives for the world. Ha've a panel

discussion on one alternative and its consequences.

2. 'Write A science fiction story about life on earth in the year 2020 A.D.
Describe futurl lifestyles, energy use, energy production, etc.

3. Describe the characteristics of alternate world citizenry models. What

are the advantages and disadvantages of world citizenahip? Write a

profile of a world citizen.

THINGS TO DO (Grade 10)

1. Correlate the problem of growth rates in population with growth rates
in energy use and hypothesize the trade-offs necessary to ensure an
acceptable qualiq of life for future generations.

2. Research the laws, ordinances, policies, etc., related to energy use %.

and/or pollution. Based on your findings, will these laws, ordinances,
policies, etc., continue to exist 20 years from now? Why or why not?

What would be some possible new laws 10 years from now? What evidence

or reasons can'you give to support your answer?
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Theme 15. _Future Perspective SubjectArea SS

Grade Levels 7-12

THINGS TODO (Grade 11)

1. Identify some energy problems thast coUld be critical by the year 2000

if current energy use practices are not changed. In your opinion, what

changes are necessary?

2. Write serveral alternatives for,the future and present them to various

people. Find out what option seems to be most popular. Why? Share

your findings with fellow classmates.

NOTE: Suggested activities may alsa,be used by studepts taking related

'electives in grades 11 and 12.

VOCABULARY

Allocation of resourcess alternate energy, alternative
futures, choice, command system, decision making, lifestyles,
long-range plartning, planning, quality of life, scenarios,
standard of living. 4
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